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CHILE                                                             GOUDFROOIJ, Paul (NL), Fellow

ESO, the European Southern Observa-                                                                               HUIZINGA, Edwin (NL), Fellow
 tory, was created in 1962 to . . . estab-           SCOBBIE, James (GB), Tel. Software                            PATIG né Kissler, Markus (D), Student lish and operate an astronomical ob-                  Scientist servatory in the southern hemisphere,               BREWER, James (GB), Fellow                                 CHILE                                                     MARTIN Pierre (CDN), NTT Fellow equipped with powerful instruments,                                                                               SWINNEN, Eric (B), Sr. Techn. Engineer                                                     BRILLANT, Stephane (F), Student with the aim of furthering and organis-                                                     METANOMSKI, Agnés (F), Student ing collaboration in astronomy . . . It is supported by eight countries: Belgium,                                                     CORPORON, Patrice (F), Coopérant                        Local Staff Chile Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland.         DEPARTURES                                                     ARRIVALS It operates the La Silla observatory in                                                                           NAVARRETE, Pablo (RCH), Elect. the Atacama desert, 600 km north of             EUROPE                                                              Technician Santiago de Chile, at 2,400 m altitude,                                                                           AMESTICA, Rodrigo (RCH), Software where fourteen optical telescopes with              ROTH-AHRA, Margarete (A),                                       Engineer diameters up to 3.6 m and a 15-m sub-                 Adm. Employee millimetre radio telescope (SEST) are               FENDT, Michael (D), Engineer                            DEPARTURES                                                       (Systems) now in operation. The 3.5-m New Tech-                                                     MINNITI, Dante (RA), Fellow                                   FELIS, Mila (RCH), Secretary nology Telescope (NTT) became opera-                                                     NAUMANN, Michael (D), Paid Asso-                              LEON, José (RCH), Informatic Engineer tional in 1990, and a giant telescope                 ciate                                                       ROSENFELD, Walter (RCH), Electronic (VLT = Very Large Telescope), consist- ing of four 8-m telescopes (equivalent aperture = 16 m) is under construction. It is being erected on Paranal, a 2,600 m high mountain in northern Chile, ap-                                              Contents proximately 130 km south of Antofagas-       R. Giacconi: Report from the Council Meeting....................................................                      1 ta. Eight hundred scientists make pro- posals each year for the use of the tele-    TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTATION scopes at La Silla. The ESO Headquar- ters are located in Garching, near Mu-       M. Tarenghi: VLT News ....................................................................................... 2 nich, Germany. It is the scientific, tech-   J. Beletic: The Plan for Optical Detectors at ESO............................................... 4 nical and administrative centre of ESO       A. Wallander et al.: Pointing and Tracking the NTT with the “VLT Control where technical development pro-                 System” ......................................................................................................... 7 grammes are carried out to provide the       NEWS FROM THE NTT: J. Spyromilio...................................................................... 10 La Silla observatory with the most ad-       THE LA SILLA NEWS PAGE vanced instruments. There are also ex- tensive facilities which enable the sci-     S. Guisard: Image Quality of the 3.6-m Telescope.............................................. 11 entists to analyse their data. In Europe     S. Benetti: About the Photometric Stability of EFOSC1. ..................................... 12 ESO employs about 200 international          Unusual View of VLT Site.................................................................................... 13 Staff members, Fellows and Associ- ates; at La Silla about 50 and, in addi-     SCIENCE WITH THE VLT/VLTI tion, 150 local Staff members.                                              ISAC – Interferometry Science Advisory Committee: A New Start for the VLTI .. 14
 The ESO MESSENGER is published               SCIENCE WITH LARGE MILLIMETRE ARRAYS
 four times a year: normally in March,        P.A. Shaver: Science with Large Millimetre Arrays – A Summary of the ESO- June, September and December. ESO               IRAM-NFRA-Onsala Workshop..................................................................... 22 also publishes conference proceedings preprints, technical notes and other ma-     REPORTS FROM OBSERVERS terial connected to its activities. Press    H. Röttgering, G. Miley and R. van Ojik: Giant Gas Halos in Radio Galaxies: Releases inform the media about par-            A Unique Probe of the Early Universe...........................................................                    26 ticular events. For further information,     C. Tinney, G. da Costa and H. Zinnecker: Proper Motions of Galaxies – contact the ESO Information Service at          the Reference Frame ....................................................................................           29 the following address:                       G. Garay, I. Köhnenkamp and L.F. Rodríguez: A Multiline Molecular Study of                                                 the Highly Collimated Bipolar Outflow Sandqvist 136 ...................................                            31 EUROPEAN                                     E.P. Nasuti, R. Mignani, P.A. Caraveo and G.F. Bignami: On the Optical Emis- SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY                            sion of the Crab Pulsar ..................................................................................         37 Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2                    M. Combes, L. Vapillon, E. Gendron, A. Coustenis and O. Lai: 2-Micron D-85748 Garching bei München                    Images of Titan by Means of Adaptive Optics ...............................................                        40 Germany                                      W. Brandner, T. Lehmann and H. Zinnecker: Simultaneous Optical Speckle Tel. (089) 320 06-0                             and ADONIS Imaging of the 126 mas Herbig Ae/Be Binary Star NX Puppis                                               43 Telex 5-28282-0 eo d Telefax (089) 3202362                        OTHER ASTRONOMICAL NEWS ips@eso.org (internet) ESO::IPS (decnet)                            J.R. Walsh: A World Wide Web Tool for Spectrophotometric Standard Stars..... 46                                              J. Andersen: Planning for La Silla in the VLT Era: What Came Out?.................. 48
 The ESO Messenger:                           ANNOUNCEMENTS
 Editor: Marie-Hélène Demoulin                G. Monnet: Sharing Time on the ESO 3.6-m and the CTIO 4-m Blanco Technical editor: Kurt Kjär                      Telescopes ....................................................................................................   50                                              ESO Astrophysics Symposia Proceedings..........................................................                       50 Printed by                                   ESO Studentship Programme.............................................................................                50 Druckbetriebe Lettner KG                     First Announcement of an ESO/IAC Workshop on “Quasar Hosts” ....................                                      51 Georgenstr. 84                               Brunella Monsignori Fossi...................................................................................          51 D-80799 München, Germany                     New ESO Proceedings Available ........................................................................                51                                              New Scientific Preprints ......................................................................................       51 ISSN 0722-6691                                              Staff Movements .................................................................................................     5152                  FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT                                                Brunella Monsignori Fossi                                                                               Brunella Monsignori Fossi died suddenly on January 22,                    Quasar Hosts                                            1996, in her office at the Astrophysical Observatory in Arcetri.                                                                            Her recent scientific interests were mainly related to the interpre-   A Workshop co-sponsored by ESO and IAC to be held in                     tation of the atmosphere of cool stars. The work which she,   Tenerife                                                                 together with collaborators and students, had done over the                     23–27 September 1996                                   years on the spectroscopy of hot plasmas led to results which                                                                            were widely known, for example the “Arcetri code”.   Recent theoretical and observational developments are leading               Brunella Monsignori Fossi loved science, and had developed   us to focus our attention on the nature of quasar hosts, their           a programme at Arcetri to bring astronomy to the general public.   environment, their influence on what we see of an AGN, and the           In this field of activity she also assisted ESO on many occasions.   AGN’s influence on them.                                                 She was an absolute master in conducting such activities that   Topics to be covered include:                                            touch thousands of people and demonstrate the fascination of                                                                            astronomy.            • Latest observational results                                     She will be greatly missed by everyone who knew her.            • The radio-loud radio-quiet dichotomy            • High-redshift quasar hosts            • Properties of high-redshift active galaxies,              e.g., the alignment effect            • Local environments of quasars                                              New ESO Proceedings Available            • Star formation and the ISM of quasar hosts            • Quasar hosts and Unified Schemes                              The Proceedings of the ESO/ST-ECF Workshop on            • Quasar hosts and evolution                                            Calibrating and Understanding            • The formation of quasar hosts                                                                                      HST and ESO Instruments   Please contact:                                                               (ESO Conference and Workshop Proceedings No. 53)           D.L. Clements (dclement@eso.org)                                                                            have been published. The 300-p. volume, edited by P. Benvenuti,           I. Perez-Fournon (ipf@ll.iac.es)                                                                            is available at a price of DM 60.– (prepayment required).           P. Crane (pcrane@eso.org)                                                                               Payments have to be made to the ESO bank account 2102002                                                                            with Commerzbank München, or by cheque, addressed to the           European Southern Observatory                                                                            attention of           Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2           D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany                                     ESO, Financial Services, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2,           FAX: +89 320 23 62                                                        D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany

                                                                          1124. L. Pasquini: Lithium in Old Clusters. To be published in the Proc.
New Scientific Preprints                                                        of the Ninth Cambridge Workshop on “Cool Stars, Stellar Sys-                                                                                tems and the Sun”, R. Pallavicini and A. Duprée, eds., in press.(November 1995 – February 1996)                                           1125. P. Andreani et al.: Looking for the S-Z Effect Towards Distant                                                                                ROSAT Clusters of Galaxies. Astrophysical Journal.                                                                          1126. A. Caulet and R. Newell: Probing the ISM of the Superbubble1111. D. Clements et al.: A New Large Sample of Ultraluminous                   LMC2 in the Large Magellanic Cloud: I. Ti II and Ca II Ab-      IRAS Galaxies. M.N.R.A.S.                                                 sorption Lines. Astrophysical Journal.1112. P.A. Shaver, J.V. Wall and K.I. Kellermann: PKS 1251–407: A         1127. Bo Reipurth et al.: HH110: The Grazing Collision of a Herbig-      Radio-Loud Quasar at z = 4.46. M.N.R.A.S.                                 Haro Flow with a Molecular Cloud Core. Astronomy and Astro-1113. H.U. Käufl and L. Stanghellini: Detection of Quasi-Stellar                physics      10 µm Emission in the Central Region of the Elliptical Galaxy       1128. L.F. Rodríguez and Bo Reipurth: VLA Detection of the Exciting      NGC 3136B. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                    Sources of HH34, HH114 and HH199. Revista Mexicana de As-1114. M. Kissler-Patig, T. Richtler and M. Hilker: The Elliptical Glob-         tronomía y Astrofísica.      ular Cluster System of NGC 720. Astronomy and Astrophysics.         1129. A.F.M. Moorwood et al.: Starburst Superwind and Liner Activity1115. D.L. Clements et al.: Optical Imaging of Ultraluminous IRAS               in NGC 4945. Astronomy and Astrophysics.      galaxies: How Many are Mergers? M.N.R.A.S.                          1130. P. Goudfrooij: The Distribution of Dust and Gas in Elliptical Gal-1116. O. von der Lühe, S. Solanki and Th. Reinheimer: Observing                 axies. Invited talk given at a conference on “New Extragalactic      Stellar Surface Structure with the ESO-VLT Interferometer. IAU            Perspectives in the New South Africa: Changing Perceptions of      Symp. 176, “Stellar Surface Structure”, ed. K.G. Straßmeier,              the Morphology, Dust Content and Dust-Gas Ratios in Galax-      Vienna, 1995.                                                             ies”. Held in Johannesburg, South Africa, during January 22–1117. S. Cristiani: Cosmological Adventures in the Lyman Forest.                26, 1996. Proc. ed. by D.L. Block (Kluwer, Dordrecht).ââ      Lecture presented at the International School of Physics “En-      rico Fermi” Course “Dark Matter in the Universe”, Varenna, 25      July – 4 August 1995.1118. G. Meylan: Studies Through Radial Velocity Measurements of      the Peculiar Motions of Stars in Galactic Globular Clusters. IAU    STAFF MOVEMENTS      Symp. 174, “Dynamical Evolution of Star Clusters: Confron-      tation of Theory and Observations”, eds. P. Hut and J. Makino       (1 January – 31 March 1996)      (Dordrecht: Kluwer), in press.1119. J. T. van Loon et al.: Discovery of the First Extra-Galactic SiO      Maser. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                  International Staff1120. P. Goudfrooij and E. Emsellem: Ionized Gas in Early-Type Gal-      axies: Its Effect on Mgb and Other Stellar Line-StrengthIndi-       ARRIVALS      ces. Astronomy and Astrophysics.1121. G.C. Van de Steene et al.: Optical Observations of Planetary          EUROPE      Nebula Candidates from the Northern Hemisphere. Astronomy      and Astrophysics.                                                        AGEORGES, Nancy (F), Fellow1122. G. Mathys et al.: A Kinematical Study of Rapidly Oscillating Ap          SAVAGLIO, Sandra (I), Fellow      Stars. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                       YAN, Lin (P.R. China), Fellow1123. D. Minniti et al.: Globular Cluster Halos Around Dwarf Elliptical        DOUBLIER, Vanessa (F), Student      Galaxies. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                    CASSE, Martin (F), Coopérant                                                                                                                                               51                                       A N N O U N C E M E NT S

Sharing Time on the ESO 3.6-m
and the CTIO 4-m Blanco TelescopesG. MONNET, ESO   In order to make more efficient use of      1, 1996 – March 31, 1997 period 58.                IRS: 1 to 5 micron infrared spectrom-the astronomical observing potential of           On the ESO side, the idea of initiat-        eter. Uses a 256 × 256 SBRC array,our two institutions, as well as to foster     ing a telescope time exchange with an-          with a 40 e– r.o.n. and about 7e –/sec.closer co-operation, ESO and CTIO are          other southern Observatory came from            dark current. Full well is 50,000 e–.beginning an experiment to exchange            the ESO User’s Committee last May.              Scale on the detector is 0.32 arcsec.4m-class telescope time.                       This was driven by the unfortunate tim-         per pixel. Maximum slit length is 16 arc-   The exchange will start with the next       ing of the NTT big-bang, which puts             sec. The instrument is cooled at 35 K;proposal period (ESO Period 58, CTIO,          most of our infrared capability out of          its configuration (entrance mirror, slit, fil-2nd semester 1996). The instrument             use, almost exactly when the bulk of            ter, grating tilt) is fully computer control-available for use of the European com-         ISO data appear. We think that this ex-         led. A TV camera allows to directly viewmunity on the CTIO 4-m telescope is            change will enhance European capabili-          the field being observed (limiting mag. 19their Infrared Spectrograph (IRS). This        ty to make the best scientific use of           during full Moon). Two gratings (of a totalvery efficient instrument will provide our     these invaluable data, and we hope that         of 5 available) are mounted side byuser community with spectrographic ca-         oversubscription for “CTIO” time will be        side. 2 px spectral resolution may varypabilities in the 1 to 5 micron range cer-     large.                                          from 400 to 10,000.tainly not available during the upcomingNTT “big-bang”. Only when both SOFIat the NTT and ISAAC at the VLT comeon board will we be able to offer equalor superior performances in that do-main. A brief outline of the performance                                                 ESO Astrophysics Symposia Proceedingsof the IRS follows. Prospective users              The proceedings of the following ESO Astrophysics Symposia are available fromare encouraged to refer to the docu-             Springer.mentation on the CTIO WWW pages                                • The Light Element Abundancesfor more details (www.ctio.noao.edu/ftp/                        • Science with the VLTpub/manuals/irs/irs.html).                                                                • The Bottom of the Main Sequence and Beyond   Users from the CTIO communityhave asked for access to ADONIS,                                • QSO Absorption LinesTIMMI and EFOSC at the 3.6-m tele-                  ESO has negotiated an attractive price for these proceedings. They may be orderedscope. We have tentatively agreed to             directly from books stores or through Springer.“swap” 12 nights per semester, and en-                           FAX: (49 30) 8201 301vision this initial attempt to run for 3 se-                     e-mail: orders@springer.demesters. The exact number of nights                              Post: Springer-Verlag, P.O. Box 311340, D-10543 Berlinwill be determined by scientific meritand proposal pressure.   Proposers from the ESO communitywho wish to observe at CTIO with IRSshould submit a proposal to ESO on               ESO Studentship Programmeour normal telescope request form, forthe normal ESO proposal deadline of                 The European Southern Observatory has positions available for 12 research stu-                                                 dents. Six of these positions are at the ESO Headquarters in Garching, and the otherMarch 31 and September 30, but indi-             six are at the Observatory in Santiago and La Silla, Chile. Students normally stay ap-cate clearly on the front page that ob-          proximately two years, so that each year a total of 6 students (3 at each location) mayservations at CTIO are requested. Pro-           be accepted. These positions are available to students enrolled in a Ph. D. (or equiva-posals will be rated by the ESO OPC              lent) programme in the ESO member states and exceptionally at a university outsidebased on scientific merit, and then              the ESO member states.passed to the CTIO scheduler, and                                     Note that the closing date for applications isvice versa. Input to the OPC from the                                                 June 15, 1996.appropriate technical reviewers of the                                                   Potential candidates, or their supervisors should obtain the detailed information aboutinstrument host institution will be                                                 the programme by requesting the brochure and application form from thesought.   Note in the next proposals due                                European Southern ObservatoryMarch 31,1996 that, because of differ-                           Studentship Programme                                                                 Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2ences between semesters, the time be-                            D-85748 Garching bei München, Germanying sought for the CTIO infrared spec-trometer will be August 1, 1996 – Janu-            The brochure describes the prerequisites for participation in the programme, as well asary 31, 1997. CTIO use of the ESO 3.6-           the research interests of staff members who might work with the students and who would                                                 act as the local supervisors.m instruments will occur in the October
50conjunction with VLT projects involve di-     cost-effective operation. Readers are re-      tional or financial plan, although it can-rect imaging or spectroscopic surveys.        ferred to the report itself for the details.   not of course be removed from these re-Some of these needs can be met by ex-                                                        alities. Organisational and financial as-isting ESO telescopes with suitably up-       Paranal vs. La Silla                           pects were not directly included in thegraded instrumentation, and a new                                                            WG’s charge, and they cannot be con-state-of-the-art infrared imager/spectro-        Suggestions have repeatedly been            sidered separately for La Silla, but mustgraph (SOFI) and upgraded high-resolu-        made that in the somewhat longer term it       involve ESO as a whole. Thus, the plantion optical imager (SUSI-II) have been       would be preferable to move some La            addresses the perceived future scientificapproved and are under construction for       Silla telescopes to Paranal, or replace        needs for La Silla and the facilities re-use at the upgraded NTT from late 1997.       them by new ones there, and subse-             quired to fulfil them, and attempts to as-The longer-term use of the 3.6-m tele-        quently close La Silla, since operating        sign an order of priority. As ESO’s struc-scope might also be in such (spectro-         only one observatory would be substan-         ture and financial situation evolve, duescopic) surveys.                              tially cheaper. However, the practical as-     to internal reorganisation and changes   It is, however, also one of the findings   pects of this suggestion have not been         in the world around us, circumstancesof the WG that ESO does not possess a         worked out. Accordingly, the report re-        will dictate how far down the priority list ittruly competitive wide-field imaging tele-    quests that an assessment be made of           will be possible to go.scope. Plans must be developed to pro-        the number of sites actually available invide such a facility, perhaps in collabo-     the Paranal areas for potential new tele-      How to Use It?ration with other communities with par-       scopes, and the cost of building themallel interests. It is also concluded that    there.                                            It would be naive to pretend that a firstmultifibre spectroscopy is an area in            While this work is still going on, it ap-   round of addressing such a complexwhich La Silla simply cannot become           pears that, first, the number of such          subject as the development of La Sillacompetitive before FUEGOS comes on            sites is actually close to one. Second, in     over the next decade can produce a de-line at the VLT, and the community’s          an organisation with a transparent cost        finitive list of detailed answers. A pre-needs in this field will have to be satis-    structure and low fixed overheads, there       mier research organisation must be ablefied elsewhere.                               is no a priori reason why operating a          to adapt to changing scientific priorities                                              given telescope should in fact be cheap-       and opportunities and exploit new tech-Long-Term vs. Medium-Term                     er on Paranal than on La Silla. And tele-      nical developments that we cannot nowPlanning                                      scopes are not built or moved without          foresee. And the world outside science                                              substantial costs. In other words, while       is not static either.   The WG estimates that in the               a possible future telescope providing             Accordingly, what actually happenssteady-state era, when the VLT is fully       new scientific capabilities and based on       will no doubt differ from the present de-operational, ESO should operate about         modern technical and operational expe-         scription in several respects. Somefour telescopes in the 1–4-m class in ad-     rience might be best placed in the             technical aspects are already identifieddition to the VLT, carefully optimised to     Paranal area, the long-term closure of         in the plan for further study and clarifica-complement it as well as possible. The        La Silla is by no means a foregone con-        tion (e.g. the optimal long-term use ofremaining, mostly smaller, telescopes         clusion.                                       the 3.6-m and 2.2-m telescopes); othersneed not necessarily be closed outright                                                      will find better solutions along the wayat that time, but can be turned over for      What is the Plan?                              than those now proposed. Clearly, thecertain periods to institutes or consortia                                                   actions eventually taken should takewho want to operate them on a self-con-           First, it is important that discussions    such developments into account.tained basis to carry out specific            of the plan be based on the final ver-            Thus, the goal of the present report isprojects, as happens on La Silla already      sion, which incorporates important mod-        basically to initiate a continuing processtoday.                                        ifications requested at the joint meeting      of forward planning for La Silla, and to   Despite the hypnotic effect of the         of the ESO committees on November 2,           provide a general framework for the de-magic number 2000, ESO will not be in         1995. The existence of several versions        tailed elaboration of such plans. It is thethe steady state yet by that year. During     of the plan does carry some risk of con-       final recommendation of the report that itthe transition period, i.e. for almost an-    fusion, but is the inevitable result of a      be taken up for revision at regular inter-other decade from now, La Silla will re-      real interaction with the community and        vals, e.g. in a three-year cycle. A deliber-main the bread and butter of a sizeable,      incorporation of the feedback received.        ate approach to the future developmentif decreasing fraction of the ESO com-        The gain is a reasonable degree of cer-        will, we hope, benefit both the scientificmunity. The WG has attempted to lay out       tainty that all constructive ideas and le-     output of La Silla, ESO’s financial plan-a plan for a gradual change in the com-       gitimate concerns have been given full         ning, and the morale of the staff.plement of facilities offered on La Silla     opportunity to be expressed and takenduring that period, synchronised with the     into account.commissioning of new instruments on               Second, the WG report is a scientific      E-mail address: ja@bro835.astro.ku.dkthe VLT and tuned to obtain the most          and technical review, not an organisa-         (Johannes Andersen)
                                                                                                                                        49original Palomar Sky Survey or South-         ment here – the data retrieved depend         will thus remain a necessity.ern Sky survey. A number of the stars         somewhat on the application.                     I would welcome comments on thishave large proper motions so that                                                           tool and in particular suggestions for ad-up-to-date images would be preferred. [I      4. Prospects                                  ditional standards to include.would welcome images from othersources (e.g. EFOSC or EMMI acquisi-             The WWW provides an ideal method           Thankstion images) to replace these finding         of access to such data and the observ-charts.] The standard star data are usu-      ing astronomer can display the output            I should like to thank Fionn Murtaghally tabulated as narrow band magni-          on the same screen as the data-viewing        for his invaluable help in getting thistudes, and in converting the monochro-        tool. It should enable observers to select    WWW tool set up and to Michael Nau-matic AB magnitudes to flux the defini-       the most suitable spectrophotometric          mann for detailed comments on an earli-tion:                                         standard appropriate to their particular      er version.                                              observation. When service observing (or  AB mag = –2.5 × log10(Fν) – 48.59           queue scheduling) is implemented, the         References                                              spectrophotometric standard may be(e.g. Hamuy et al., 1992) was used.           automatically chosen. However there           Bohlin, R. C., Harris, A. W., Holm, A. V., Gry,   Each standard star ‘page’ also car-        are a number of considerations to ad-           C., 1990, ApJS, 73, 413.ries clickable entries to the ST-ECF          dress in choosing the ‘best’ standard, as     Bohlin, R. C., 1995, in Calibrating Hubbleanonymous ftp account where the data          I have emphasised. There should also            Space Telescope: Post Servicing Mission,                                                                                              ed. A. Koratkar, C. Leitherer, p. 49.are held. For each star and data source       be allowance for user preference, for ex-     Bohlin, R. C., Colina, L., Finlay, D. S., 1995,(some stars are covered by more than          ample when it is found that a particular        AJ, 110, 1316.one set of measurements), there are           standard with a particular instrument         Colina, L., Bohlin, R. C., 1994, AJ, 108, 1931.ASCII files of the AB magnitude vs.           combination always gives a consistent         Hamuy, M., Walker, A. R., Suntzeff, N. B, Gi-wavelength and flux (ergs cm–2 s –1 Å –1      value for the Balmer decrement.                 goux, P., Heathcote, S. R., Phillips, M. M.,and ergs cm–2 s–1 Hz–1) vs. wavelength.          Even if an astronomical instrument is        1992, PASP, 104, 533.Depending on the data reduction sys-          internally well calibrated, observation of    Hamuy, M., Walker, A. R., Suntzeff, N. B.,tem used, AB mag. or flux (Fλ or F ν) is      spectrophotometric standards is still re-       Gigoux, P., Heathcote, S. R., Phillips, M.required. There is a readme file in each      quired. The atmosphere, even at optical         M., 1994, PASP, 106, 566.                                                                                            Hayes, D. S., Latham, D. W., 1975, ApJ, 197,directory of the anonymous ftp account        wavelengths, has time-varying emission          593.describing the contents. In addition          and transmission properties, necessitat-      Oke, J. B., 1974, ApJS, 27, 21.there is a MIDAS command file to con-         ing at minimum zero point calibration.        Oke, J. B., 1990, AJ, 99, 1621.vert all the ASCII (flux) files in each di-   The presence of water vapour, cloud           Stone, R. P. S., Baldwin, J. S., 1983, MNRAS,rectory into MIDAS tables. Clicking from      and dust can give a wavelength-de-              204, 347.the standard star ‘page’ to the ftp area      pendent atmospheric extinction, which         Taylor,, 1984, ApJS, 54, 259.moves to the appropriate directory,           can only be corrected by a calibrator         Turnshek, D. A., Bohlin, R. C., Williamson, R.rather than opening a single file. In         above the atmosphere. Thus ground-              L., Lupie, O. L., Koornneef, J., Morgan, D.each directory there are two files for        based pipeline calibration must always          H., 1990, AJ, 99, 1243.                                                                                            Walsh, J. R., 1993, St-ECF Newsletter, 19, 3.each star (one for magnitudes, one for        make allowance for night-to-night varia-fluxes) and there may be other files in       tions in a way not needed by orbiting tel-another ftp directory for the same star.      escopes. Good sky coverage by highThe user must exercise some judge-            quality spectrophotometric standards          E-mail: jwalsh@eso.org

Planning for La Silla in the VLT Era: What Came Out?
J. ANDERSEN, Chairman of the Working Group   As readers will be aware, an ESO           several iterations. The input of the OPC      all sections of ESO’s user community.Working Group has been engaged in             on the scientific aspects was especially         Hence, already for scientific reasonscharting the future of the La Silla obser-    appreciated.                                  per se, La Silla and other observatoriesvatory at the time when it will operate          Colleagues interested in the detailed      with 1–4-m class telescopes will not bejointly with the VLT. The final (6th) ver-    recommendations of the WG are ad-             conducting “business as usual” in thesion of the report of the WG was pre-         vised to consult the report itself. Here, I   VLT era. While all analyses show that asented to Council and the Director Gen-       should like to share with readers a few       broad complement of such interme-eral at the Council meeting in Milan in       general points, especially such as have       diate-size facilities will continue to beNovember 1995. Thus, it is now part of        emerged in the discussions over the last      needed, their work will be largely condi-ESO’s mid- and long-range scientific          few months. I should also like, on behalf     tioned by the research done at the 8-mand technical planning and available as       of the WG, to thank the many colleagues       giants, and their tasks then will be differ-document ESO/STC-174 rev. (22 Nov.            inside and outside ESO who have con-          ent from now. It is therefore appropriate1995) and from the ESO WWW home               tributed to making the report as compre-      for the community to begin preparing itspage.                                         hensive and thorough as possible.             scientific plans for the use of inter-   Earlier articles (The Messenger 78, 3                                                    mediate-size telescopes in the VLT era,and 80, 4) have described the charge          The Impact of the VLT                         and for ESO to begin preparing to pro-and composition of the Working Group                                                        vide the facilities that will be needed.and the procedures it adopted to involve         The VLT will not be an exclusive toy,the views and ideas of the community in       reserved for a small elite: With a number     Future Needs forthe preparation of its plan. These includ-    of foci exceeding the total number of         Intermediate-Size Telescopesed a questionnaire survey of the entire       telescopes on La Silla and a collectingcommunity and discussions of drafts of        area some seven times as large, the             Many of the projected highest-prioritythe plan with the ESO committees in           VLT will make a major impact on virtually     uses of intermediate-size telescopes in48                                                                                           were of limited use for work at higher                                                                                           resolution. The CTIO group have re-                                                                                           observed these standards and provide                                                                                           flux measurements at 50 Å intervals                                                                                           from 3300 to 10000 Å for 19 stars. In es-                                                                                           tablishing the absolute magnitudes of                                                                                           these standards they used a set of 11                                                                                           bright equatorial standards taken from                                                                                           Taylor (1984). Since Vega is the primary                                                                                           standard (Hayes & Latham, 1975) these                                                                                           are secondary standards, and the south-                                                                                           ern Stone and Baldwin standards there-                                                                                           fore tertiary standards. Their spectral                                                                                           type is rather varied with few white                                                                                           dwarfs.
                                                                                           3. A WWW Tool

                                                                                              In 1992 I produced a booklet giving
                                                                                           finding charts and magnitude and flux                                                                                           vs. wavelength plots for the Oke (1990)                                                                                           standards and the HST standards (a to-                                                                                           tal of 40 stars). This was distributed to                                                                                           observatories and interested individuals                                                                                           (Walsh, 1993). I have subsequently de-                                                                                           veloped this booklet into a tool on the                                                                                           World Wide Web to allow easy access                                                                                           to information on the standards and                                                                                           their flux distributions. So far the Oke                                                                                           (1990) data, the old HST standards, the                                                                                           primary WD standards (Bohlin, 1995)                                                                                           and the Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994) sec-                                                                                           ondary and tertiary standards have                                                                                           been included (69 stars in total). The                                                                                           aim of the tool is to allow easy access to                                                                                           the standard star data with the observ-                                                                                           ing astronomer in mind. Co-ordinates                                                                                           and finding charts are given and the po-                                                                                           sition of the nearest standard is availa-                                                                                           ble on a map. By viewing the flux data                                                                                           for a standard, the astronomer can then                                                                                           quickly decide which is the best stand-                                                                                           ard to use for effective and accurate cal-                                                                                           ibration of the target spectrum. The                                                                                           URL is:                                                                                                  http: //www.eso.org/Figure 2: An example ‘page’ for the standard star Hz 21 taken from the WWW tool.                  spect-phot-standards/                                                                                                  optuvstandards.html

                                                                                              The first page of the tool is an intro-
1990). The V magnitudes synthesised            have begun publishing a set of primary      duction which allows brief details of thefrom the Oke data, however, show small         white-dwarf spectrophotometric stan-        sources of the data to be viewed. Accessoffsets from photometric data by 0.03          dards which should provide the funda-       to the information on each standard is bymag. on average. The Oke (1990) nar-           mental basis for calibration. The abso-     two routes: an RA ordered list givingrow-band magnitudes should therefore           lute fluxes are reliable to about 1% and    also spectral type and magnitude; abe corrected as detailed by Colina &           the relative fluxes should be good to       clickable sky map. Figure 1 shows theBohlin (1994).                                 about 2%. Eight primary standards are       disposition of all the standards on an    The Hubble Space Telescope Faint-          used and FOS observations of another        RA-Dec plot as used in the WWW tool.Object Spectrograph (FOS) has a con-           18 stars provide secondary standards.       There are some regions of the sky whichtinuous wavelength coverage from 1140          These stars are of intermediate bright-     are over-represented by standards andto 9200 Å at a resolution of ~ 1300, so it     ness (V = 9–16 mag.), so are ideal as       others at high declinations which areis an ideal instrument for spectroscopy        spectrophotometric standards for large      under-represented. From either of theseof standard stars. Comparison of FOS           telescopes.                                 entry points, the user arrives at a pagespectra with model atmospheres how-               The Oke (1974 and 1990) standards        for each standard containing the co-ordi-ever showed some discrepancies in the          were observed from Palomar and so are       nates, magnitude and colour, a findingUV, suggesting that the absolute flux          restricted to northern declinations and     chart and plots of F λ and AB mag. vs.measurements in the UV were not relia-         the equatorial region (the most southerly   wavelength. Figure 2 shows a typicalble. White-dwarf models have now               is at δ = –21°). For observation in the     such ‘page’ for the standard star Hz 21.reached a degree of reliability that they      south there were standards established      The finding charts for each standard arecan be used to provide the true flux dis-      by Stone & Baldwin (1983). However,         produced either from publications ortributions for standard stars. Bohlin &        these standards were only tabulated at      from the Digital Sky Survey. The epochColina (1995) (see also Bohlin, 1995)          rather wide wavelength intervals, so        of these images is mostly that of the                                                                                                                                  47                  OTHER A S T R O N O M I C AL N E W SA World Wide Web Toolfor Spectrophotometric Standard StarsJ. R. WALSH, ST-ECF, ESO
1. Importance of Spectro-                      wide wavelength intervals, then spuri-            coverage from about 3300 to 10000 Å.   photometric Standards                       ous features are typically seen at the            Oke listed fluxes for 38 stars with band-                                               positions of these absorption lines in the        passes from 20–80 Å in the blue and   Spectrophotometric standards play a         calibrated target spectrum. Providing             40–360 Å in the red. However, thesevital role in all aspects of astronomical      excellent standard stars with a high den-         stars were never intended as standardsspectroscopy, independent of the type of       sity of flux measurements is a long and           in the accepted sense, but for compari-objects observed and the spectral reso-        time-consuming process; there is clearly          son of the absolute spectral energy dis-lution. The role of a spectrophotometric       a compromise between having many                  tribution of white dwarfs with models. Instandard is to correct for the wave-           standards over the sky and requiring a            collaboration with the HST project,length-dependent sensitivity of the at-        correction for the different airmass of the       which had foreseen the need formosphere + telescope + spectrograph +          target and standard. Currently most               UV-optical standards to enable calibra-detector combination and to provide the        standards are within about 30° of any             tion of the Faint-Object Spectrographabsolute zero points of the flux (or mag-      target.                                           and the Goddard High-Resolution Spec-nitude) scale. Without standards, accu-                                                          trograph, Oke (1990) published uniformrate astrophysical diagnostic line ratios      2. Available Spectrophotometric                   data for 25 stars from 3200 to 10200 Åcannot be determined, spectral energy             Standards                                      with flux determinations every 1 Å indistributions cannot be computed and                                                             the blue and 2 Å in the red. Thesematching of spectra from other wave-              The best-known set of optical spec-            data, taken with the Hale double-beamlength bands (UV, IR, radio) cannot be         trophotometric standards is that of Oke           spectrograph, were combined with IUEaccomplished, for example. In addition,        (1974). These are white dwarf standards           and Voyager observations to yield a setthe provision of spectrophotometric            observed with the Palomar multichannel            of HST spectrophotometric standardsstandards enables (photometric) cali-          spectrometer and having a wavelength              (Turnshek et al., 1990; Bohlin et al.,bration of narrow band imaging data.   To be useful, spectrophotometricstandards should satisfy the followingcriteria:   • be bright (but not too bright thatshutter timing or shading at very shortexposure times are a source of error)   • be single stars   • have a spectral energy distributionwhich is ‘flat’ with wavelength, or atleast does not have too many narrowfeatures   • have a sufficient density of flux mea-surements with wavelength to allow ef-fective calibration of even high-resolu-tion spectra   • be well distributed on the sky so thatairmass corrections between the stan-dard and the target are not large.   Of course, no set of stars could befound to satisfy all these criteria. A rangeof brightness is preferable so that thestandards can be used on large andsmall telescopes and at a range of spec-tral dispersions. If there are close com-panions to the stars they should bemuch fainter and not very much differentin colour to minimise calibration uncer-tainties. There is of course no stellarsource with a flat (Fλ or F ν = constant)spectrum. White dwarfs come closest tobeing the ideal real standard since theyhave few lines, and these are usuallyweak. If the standards have absorptionlines they should be broad rather thannarrow, otherwise the detected flux atthe centre of the lines can critically de-     Figure 1: An RA-Dec sky map of the positions of the HST, Oke (1990) and CTIO standard stars.pend on the spectral resolution. If the        In the WWW tool, clicking at the position of one of the standards brings up a page of details onstandard star fluxes are tabulated at          that particular standard (see Figure 2).
46                                                                                                  Table 2: Evolutionary status of NX Pup A & B.
                                                                                                     NX Pup           A                B

                                                                                                   Separation          0 .″126 ± 0 ″. 003
                                                                                                      PA                    . ± 1.°7a                                                                                                                        62 °8                                                                                                     SpT           F0–F2              F7-G4                                                                                                     L/L           16–19                7-9                                                                                                     Mass          ≈2M            1.6–1.9 M                                                                                                     Age         3–5 × 106 yr 2—6 x 106 yr
                                                                                                  detection of 1.3 mm dust continuum
                                                                                                  emission (Henning et al., 1994) sug-                                                                                                  gests that the disk around NX Pup A is                                                                                                  cut off at about 20 AU possibly due to the                                                                                                  presence of component B which itself                                                                                                  has much less circumstellar matter left.                                                                                                     In a future observing run we aim at                                                                                                  obtaining high spatial resolution observa-                                                                                                  tions of NX Pup near its minimum bright-                                                                                                  ness. One would expect that NX Pup A                                                                                                  then is completely obscured and would                                                                                                  only be visible in the optical though light                                                                                                  scattered by circumstellar material, simi-Figure 4: Dereddened (assuming Av = 0.48m) spectral energy distribution λFλ of NX Pup A and       lar to the active Herbig Ae/Be star Z CMa,B from the UV to the mm range. The filled diamonds, open triangles, and open squares indicate     where the IR companion was detected inour own simultaneous measurements. The total spectral energy distribution can be decom-           the visual e.g. by Barth et al. (1994).posed into four parts (dotted lines): the photospheric emission from NX Pup A (F1V) and NX        Measurements of the polarisation of NXPup B (F7V), a viscous accretion disk around NX Pup A, and circumstellar matter around NX         Pup A & B near minimum brightness us-Pup B which is approximated by a blackbody. The dashed lines mark both the SEDs of the            ing speckle polarimetry would be a testindividual stellar photospheres plus the IR excess due to circumstellar matter for NX Pup A and   for the scattered light hypothesis.B. The overall SED is indicated by a solid line and gives a reasonable fit to the observed flux      Clearly, for both NX Pup A and B spa-distribution (diamonds).                                                                                                  tially resolved imaging towards longer                                                                                                  wavelengths are necessary, which in                                                                                                  turn allow for more detailed model calcu-posure can be reduced from 10% to 1%             studied extensively by Bibo & Thé                lations and to better constrain the struc-even with shutter maps not obtained in           (1991). We reanalysed the colour mag-            ture and geometry of the circumstellarthe same night. All short exposure CCD           nitude relations derived from the LTPV           material around each star. With theimages (observations of CCD standard             data and found indications that variable         equivalent of TIMMI in combination withstar fields and of NX Pup) were correct-         extinction is the main cause for the vari-       adaptive optics at one VLT telescope ited using the shutter map.                        ability. The blueing in colours when NX          will become possible to resolve NX Pup                                                 Pup is near its minimum brightness can           also in the L and M, whereas the VLTISpeckle and adaptive optics                      be explained by additional scattered             will allow high spatial resolution obser-observations                                     light due to circumstellar material (see         vations of NX Pup at 10 and 20 microns.                                                 Schöller et al., 1996).                             Acknowledgements: Many thanks   The speckle images were recon-                    If we adopt a MK type of F1 IV–V for         to P.S. Thé and C. Sterken for distribut-structed by the speckle masking method           NX Pup A, the observed V–R colour                ing the LTPV data via CDS.(Schöller et al., 1996). The flux calibra-       (0.30m) yields a visual extinction Avtion was done by combining the relative          ≈ 0.48m. By assuming the same extinc-            Referencesphotometry of the components derived             tion for NX Pup B, its V–R colour yields a                                                 spectral type F7V. However, the fact that        Barth W., Weigelt G., Zinnecker H. 1994, A&Afrom the speckle images with the abso-                                                                                                    291, 500.lute photometry of the (unresolved)              NX Pup B’s IR excess is significantly                                                                                                  Bernacca P.L., Lattanzi M.G., Bucciarelli B. etcomponents obtained with the Danish              smaller than that of NX Pup A might indi-          al. 1993 A&A 278, L47.1.54-m telescope.                                cate that, while it suffers the same fore-       Bibo E.A., Thé P.S. 1991, A&AS 89, 319.   The adaptive optics images were               ground extinction as NX Pup A, its cir-          Brandner W., Bouvier J., Grebel E.K., et al.processed following the procedure de-            cumstellar extinction might be consider-           1995 A&A 298, 818.scribed by Tessier et al. (1994). IR stand-      ably less. Studies, e.g. by Krautter             D’Antona F., Mazzitelli I. 1994, ApJS 90, 467.ard stars were observed with ADONIS/             (1980), indicate that the amount of fore-        Henning Th., Launhardt R., Steinacker J.,SHARP to allow for a flux calibration.           ground extinction in the direction of the          Thamm E. 1994, A&A 291, 546.                                                 Gum nebula might be as small as A v ≈            Krautter, J. 1980, A&A 89, 74.                                                                                                  Schöller M., Brandner W., Lehmann T.,                                                 0.15m out till 500 pc from the Sun. If NX                                                                                                    Weigelt G., Zinnecker H. 1996 A&A submit-Results                                          Pup B suffered no additional extinction,           ted.                                                 its V–R colour would yield a spectral type       Sterken C., Manfroid J., Beele, D., et al. 1995   Most of the light detected in V and R is      of G4V. Accordingly, we compute Lbol ≈             A&AS 113, 31.emitted by the stellar photospheres of           7.3 – 9.4 L . Mass and age determina-            Tessier E., Bouvier J., Beuzit J.-L., BrandnerNX Pup A and B. Both components also             tions based on theoretical evolutionary            W. 1994 The Messenger 78, 35.exhibit a NIR excess. While the SED of           tracks computed by D’Antona & Maz-               Thé P.S., Bibo E. 1990 The Messenger 61,NX Pup B peaks at H, the SED of NX               zitelli (1994) are summarised in Table 2.          39.                                                     The IR excess of NX Pup A can be             Weigelt G. 1977, Optics Commun. 21, 55.Pup A is still rising at K. Hence, the ma-jority of the IR excess arises from com-         approximated by a viscous accretionponent A.                                        disk spectrum in which Fλ falls off ∝ λ–4/3      E-mail address: Wolfgang Brandner,   The photometric variability has been          towards longer wavelengths. The non-             brandner@astro.uni-wuerzburg.de                                                                                                                                              45Figure 2: 1.5-s R exposure of the region around NX Pup obtained with the CCD camera at the D1.54-m telescope in 1995 March 11 (left). NX PupAB (unresolved) and the associated classical T Tauri star NX Pup C are marked. The shutter delay in the central part of the CCD amounts to 45ms, which in the 1.5-s exposure image induces a photometric error of 3%. The corresponding shutter map is shown on the right.
crease the efficiency of the larger tele-       procedure to obtain such a shutter map          fielded) and “ts” and “tl” are the exposurescopes and to improve the scientific            is straightforward: a series of short-long-     times of the short and the long exposure,quality of the data).                           short exposures, typically domeflats with       respectively.                                                exposure times of ≈ 0.5 s (ts) and 3 s (tl)        The resulting shutter map for the CCDData Reduction                                  and count rates of a few 1000 ADU               camera at the Danish 1.54-m is shown in                                                (short) to less than 20,000 ADU (long)          Figure 21. A comparison of shutter mapsPhotometric calibration                         are repeated eight to ten times. After av-      obtained several months apart indicateof short-exposure CCD images:                   eraging the two short exposures of each         a stability to within 10%. Hence, residualshutter maps                                    series, the resulting shutter map can be        photometric errors for a 1-s scientific ex-                                                computed by    All CCD cameras at ESO are                                                                  1 Shutter maps for the CCD cameras at the Dutch
equipped with a mechanical shutter.               shutter map = (short × tl – long × ts) /      90-cm and the Danish 1.54-m, and EFOSC2 at theProblems in short exposures (< 10 s)                         (long – short)                     ESO/MGP 2.2-m are available via WWW from                                                                                                http://www.astro.uni-wuerzburg.de/ ~ brandner/arise from the shutter delay, i.e. the time                                                     shuttermaps.html. Shutter maps for EMMI (red &delay between starting or ending an ex-         where “short” and “long” are the raw            blue) and SUSI will be made available by the NTTposure by sending a signal to the CCD           data (i.e. bias subtracted but not flat-        team in the near future.camera and the actual beginning of theshutter movement. Furthermore, me-chanical shutters need a certain timeto move from the centre of a CCD toits edge and vice versa. The resulting(inhomogeneous) illumination patternon the CCD leads to gradients acrossthe field and to photometric errors. Map-ping the shutter movement yields a typi-cal delay between 50 ms (CCD cameraat D1.54-m) and 500 ms (EMMI/Redat the NTT) for the central part of theCCD, which in a 1-s exposure alreadyamounts to a photometric error of 5% to50%!    This is well known, and the usual ad-vice given to observers to circumventthis problem is not to take exposuresshorter than 10 s. However, when ob-serving bright objects (e.g. CCD stand-ard star fields) with a larger telescope,one is forced to defocus the telescope inorder to avoid saturation of the brighteststars on the CCD. This in turn induceserrors in the photometric transforma-                                                Figure 3: Set of simultaneous high spatial resolution images of NX Pup A and B. The opticaltions for the (usually not defocused) pro-      data (top) have been obtained with a speckle camera at the ESO/MPI 2.2-m, whereas the near-gramme stars.                                   infrared data have been obtained with ADONIS/SHARP at the ESO 3.6m telescope. The speck-    A better approach is to actually map        le data allow for the determination of the spectral type of the NX Pup B and reveal that thethe shutter movement and the resulting          majority of the Hα excess originates in NX Pup A which is also the component with the strongerillumination pattern on the CCD. The            IR excess.
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Introduction

   We have obtained simultaneous high
spatial resolution optical speckle andnear-infrared adaptive optics images ofthe 126 mas Herbig Ae/Be binary star NXPup and could derive accurate estimatesfor the evolutionary status of both com-ponents. Furthermore, we were able todecompose the overall spectral energydistribution into its constituent parts,namely the contribution of the two stellarphotospheres and the infrared excessdue to circumstellar material associatedwith both stars.   The Herbig Ae/Be star NX Pup is lo-cated in the Gum nebula at a distance of≈ 450 pc and belongs to a group ofbright PMS stars which have been sys-tematically monitored for more than adecade from La Silla in the course of theLong-Term Photometric Variables pro-ject (LTPV, Thé & Bibo, 1990, Sterken etal., 1995 and references therein).               Figure 1: V (y in the Strömgren photometric system) light curve of NX Pup from 1983 to 1995   On New Year’s Day 1993, NX Pup                (compiled from LTPV data, open circles). Note the rapid variations with an amplitude of ≈ 1.7m.                                                 Marked are the dates of the HST/FGS observations, the first NIR adaptive optics observationswas resolved as a binary with a separa-          (CO+), and the current simultaneous data set presented here. At the time of all three hightion of 126 mas by the Fine Guidance             angular resolution observations NX Pup was relatively bright.Sensors (FGS) of the Hubble Space Tel-escope (HST) in the V band (Bernaccaet al., 1993). Exactly one year later (Jan-      quence stars exhibiting an IR excess             ESO/MPI 2.2-m, ESO 3.6-m) simulta-uary 1st, 1994) the combined light of the        and that the secondary has a spectral            neously observed NX Pup in the opticalclose binary was decomposed from the             type between mid F and late G. How-              and in the near infrared utilising two ofground for the first time using ESO’s            ever, by studying more than 350 indi-            the most sophisticated high spatial reso-adaptive optics prototype COME-ON+               vidual Strömgren photometric measure-            lution techniques – namely optical& SHARP in JHK at the ESO 3.6-m tele-            ments which had been accumulated in              speckle in combination with specklescope (Brandner et al., 1995, see also           over 12 years of LTPV monitoring (cf.            masking reconstruction (Weigelt, 1977)Tessier et al., 1994 for details on the im-      Fig. 1), we realised that a convergent           and adaptive optics imaging usingage reconstruction).                             picture of the evolutionary status of NX         ADONIS and the SHARP camera. We   The combination of the optical HST            Pup A & B could only be obtained by              obtained simultaneous high spatial reso-data, calibrated in flux by interpolating        quasi-simultaneous high spatial resolu-          lution images of NX Pup from the V toLTPV observations, with the near infra-          tion observations in the optical and near        the K band (cf. Table 1).red data obtained with COME-ON+ al-              infrared.                                           The great drawback of all high spatialready allowed for a (crude) determina-                                                            resolution instruments is their small fieldtion of the spectral types and luminosi-         Observations                                     of view which makes it very time con-ties, and hence masses and ages for                                                               suming to obtain absolute photometricboth components. We could show that                On March 11, 1995, three of La Silla’s         calibrations by observing standard starsboth stars are very likely pre-main se-          four largest optical telescopes (D1.54-m,        one by one. Therefore, it proved to be                                                                                                  advantageous to have also a “smaller”                                                                                                  telescope like the Danish 1.54-m with its                                                                                                  “wide field” CCD camera (6′ × 6′ com-TABLE 1. Journal of observations (all observations are simultaneous within 3 hrs)                 pared to 6″ × 6″ of the speckle camera)    Telescope/instrument          UT (11.3.1995) Filter (λc, FWHM)           Exposure time                                                                                                  available for doing photometric calibra-                                                                                                  tions while at the same time dedicating    D1.54/CCD camera              01:30            B,V,R                        5s, 2s, 5s        the larger telescopes to high-resolution    ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.    01:15            V (545 nm, 30 nm)           629×50 ms          imaging alone (a similar approach    ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.    00:15, 03:00     R (656 nm, 60 nm)          1927×70 ms          should be considered for forthcoming    ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.    01:00, 02:45     R (656 nm, 30 nm)          2285×70 ms          high spatial and high spectral resolution    ESO-MPG 2.2-m/speckle cam.    03:15            Hα (656.3 nm, 4 nm)        1903×70 ms          observations with the VLT, where flux    ESO 3.6-m/ADONIS+SHARP        02:30            H, K                     400×0.5 s (each)      calibrations could be obtained with an                                                                                                  auxiliary telescope thus helping to in-                                                                                                                                             43Figure 4: Titan’s surface: ADONIS image at 2 micron on the left and Hubble Space Telescope image near 1 micron to the right. The centralequatorial bright spot is observed on both, as well as indication of additional features near the limbs. The spatial resolution is similar, the contrastis about 3 times higher in the adaptive optics image.
source in the close vicinity of Titan, in the       bright feature near the equator (Fig. 2).           drocarbons lakes in the “dark regions”.same filter and with similar exposure                  We have deduced the surface contri-                 At 2.00 µm, at the centre of the icestime, just after Titan’s image recording. A         bution in our final images by subtracting           absorption bands (H20, CO2, NH3), a de-high degree of symmetry could be no-                K2 images from the K1 ones, as ex-                  crease in the contrast between brightticed, showing that the fixed optical ab-           plained in section 3. Our images exhibit            and dark regions would be expected iferrations are well corrected by the adap-           a large, well defined equatorial bright             the bright equatorial spot is related to thetive optics. The very high signal-to-noise          spot associated with smaller and fainter            prominent presence of ices. The 2.00ratio in the PSF allows a very efficient a          features in the southern hemisphere of              µm images do not show such a contrastposteriori deconvolution process, using             Titan, all rotating over six consecutive            decrease. They are intermediate be-different methods such as Lucy-Rich-                nights at the expected rotation rate of Ti-         tween K1 images and K2 stratosphericardson, Maximum Entropy and Maxi-                   tan’s solid body (Fig. 3).                          images, suggesting that the surfacemum Likelihood. The final resolution is                These findings are in agreement with             contribution to the flux is lower than indiffraction-limited (0.13 arcsec) with a            the Hubble Space Telescope images                   K1 and that the entire surface of Titan issampling of 0.05 arcsec/pixel.                      (Smith et al., 1995, Icarus, in press) both         quite dark in the ices band.                                                    on their location and shapes (Fig. 4). As              There is no evidence, at the present                                                    expected from the properties of scat-               step of data reduction, for chemical dif-4. Preliminary Analysis and                         tering extinction, the contrast of the              ferences between the bright features   Results                                          surface features is higher in our infra-            and their environment.                                                    red images (~ 30%) than on HST red                     We have new images recorded using   The expected radiance as a function              images (~ 10%). The spatial resolution              ADONIS in October 1995, near Titan’sof angle from the centre of the image               (0.13 arcsec) is very similar.                      Western Elongation, that allow us to re-was modelled using results on the sur-                 The COME-ON+ Titan images, joined                cover full coverage of the satellite’s rota-face albedo and the CH4 absorption co-              to HST observations, lead to the firm               tion and should provide more clues forefficients at 2.0 and 2.2 µm from Cous-             conclusion that the observed features               understanding the chemical nature oftenis et al. (1995, Icarus 118, 87–104).            are definitely due to Titan’s surface               the bright and dark features. The trailingThe limb effects on each image were                 structures. Titan’s surface is then inho-           hemisphere appeared completely darkthen corrected. There is a significant              mogeneous. The model of a global                    in the HST images. In our data, however,hemispheric asymmetry in the K2 imag-               ocean covering Titan must be ruled out.             with a contrast three times higher, wees (more sensitive to the atmospheric               From comparison with 1993 images, un-               may hope to distinguish new features.contribution than K1), and in particular            der processing, we tentatively infer that           The results should provide us with pow-the southern hemisphere appears                     large cloud structures are not present in           erful tools for optimising the observingbrighter than the northern one. After de-           the troposphere.                                    programmes of the instruments of theconvolution, the K2 images show the                    We have performed a preliminary anal-            Cassini-Huygens ESA-NASA missionSouth limb locally very bright, probably            ysis of 1994 CVF images near 2 micron.              and in particular of the VIMS instrumentdue to a strong aerosol concentration in            At 2.10 µm, in the wing of the H2O ice              on the orbiter and the DISR on the Huy-this area. The K1 images, correspond-               band, the absorption by liquid hydrocar-            gens Probe which both will be able toing to the centre of the 2.0 micron at-             bons (C2H4, C2H6) is expected to be                 clearly image Titan’s surface.mospheric window, allow us to sound                 strong. However, the 2.10 µm images aredeeper in the atmosphere and down to                quite similar to K1 images. This does not           E-mail address: A. Coustenisthe surface and exhibit an additional               favour the presence of large (clean) hy-            coustenis@megasx.obspm.fr
42Figure 2: Titan observed in the K1 and K2 narrow-band filters, centred at 2.0 and 2.2 µm, during the night of Sept. 16, 1994. The orbital phase isabout 85 degrees LCM (Greatest Eastern Elongation). The images were corrected for flat-field and centre-to-limb effects and deconvoluted by theassociated PSF. The images were also oversampled by a factor 3 and then smoothed (with conservation of the recovered spatial resolution –0.13 arcsec – and have isophot contours). Note the hemispheric asymmetry in the K2 image (more sensitive to the atmospheric contribution thanK1), and in particular the bright south limb, probably due to a strong aerosol concentration in this area. The K1 image allows us to sound thedeeper atmosphere and the surface. It exhibits an additional bright feature near the equator with respect to K2 images.

surface in the near infrared transparent
windows of Titan’s atmosphere, in spiteof its small angular diameter (0.8 arcsecas seen from Earth) and of degradationeffects due to the atmospheric turbu-lence.
3. Observations and First-Level
   Data Reduction
   Titan was observed in the K1 and K2
narrow-band filters (2.0 and 2.2 µm) dur-ing the nights of September 14–18,1994. The orbital phase is about 85 de-grees LCM (Longitude of Central Meridi-an) on September 16, that is close toGreatest Eastern Elongation.   In K1, one third of the recorded flux isexpected to have been reflected by Ti-tan’s surface. In K2 the recorded flux isentirely due to backscattering by thestratospheric aerosols. We have de-duced the surface contribution in our K1images by subtracting the stratosphericcontribution deduced from the K2 imag-es, according to a weighting factor esti-mated from the stratospheric transmis-sion in K1 and K2, above the expectedlevel of the aerosols responsible for thisstratospheric contribution to the record-ed images.   The raw images were corrected forbad pixels and correlated noise, for thesky contribution and for flat-field effects.      Figure 3: Titan’s surface at 2 micron. This image was obtained after subtraction of two thirds ofThey are diffraction-limited thanks to the        the intensity of the K2 image from the K1 image. This treatment leaves a significant brightefficiency of the COME-ON+ adaptive               equatorial region, centred near 114 degrees LCM and extending over 30 degrees in latitude andoptics system. The Point Spread Func-             60 degrees in longitude. Other bright spots are visible in the S-W region (near 25° S) and in thetion is obtained by recording a stellar           northern part (near 30° N).                                                                                                                                                41and to clarify the nature of the absorp-      Acknowledgements                                   [9] Melnick J., Dekker H. and D’Odorico S.,tion feature.                                                                                       1992 EMMI Operating Manual.   In parallel, the long-term evolution of      We are pleased to thank S. Molendi               [10] Middleditch J. and Pennypacker C.,1985the optical luminosity of the pulsar has      and M.-H. Ulrich who kindly reserved                  Nature 313,659.                                                                                                 [11] Middleditch J., Pennypacker C. andbeen studied and found to be poorly           part of their observing run to perform                Burns M.S., 1987 Ap.J. 315, 142.constrained by the data available so far.     new observations of the Crab.                      [12] Oke J.B., 1969, Ap.J. 156, L49.Fitting all the available flux measure-                                                          [13] Pacini F.,1971, Ap.J., 163, L17.ments as a function of time, we obtain a      References                                         [14] Pacini F. e Salvati M.,1987, Ap.J., 321,decrement of 0.008 ± 0.004 mag/yr                                                                   447.which is consistent with the expected         [1] Bessel, M.S.,1990 PA.S.P. 102, 1181.           [15] Percival J.W. et al., 1993, Ap. J., 407,value of ~ 0.005 mag/yr. However, in          [2] Bignami, G.F. et al., 1987 Ap.J. 319, 358.        276.view of the error to be attached to the       [3] Caraveo, P.A., Bignami, G.F. and               [16] Savage B.D. & Mathis J.S., 1979,data points, the result is far from conclu-      Mereghetti, S., 1994a Ap.J. Lett. 422, L87.        A.R.A.& A., 17, 73.                                              [4] Caraveo, P.A., Mereghetti, S. and Bigna-       [17] Stobie, R.S., Sagar, R. and Gilmore, G.,sive and no claim for a measure of the           mi, G.F., 1994b Ap.J. Lett. 423, L125.             1985 Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 60, 503.secular decrease can be put forward at        [5] Cocke W.J., Disney M.J. e Taylor D.J.,this time. New precise measurements              1969, Nature 221, 525.are required to proof the presence of a       [6] Kristian, J. et al., 1970, Ap. J., 162, 475.secular decrease and to quantify its ac-      [7] Kristian J., 1978, BAAS, 10, 245.              E-mail address: nasuti@ifctr.mi.cnr.ittual value.                                   [8] Lasker B.M., 1976 Ap. J. 203, 193.             (Francesco Nasuti)

2-Micron Images of Titan by Means of Adaptive Optics
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1. Introduction                               Space Research Department (DESPA)                  measured by a wavefront sensor (Fig. 1)
                                              of Paris Observatory with the collabora-           using part of the light of the observed   In this paper we present spatially re-     tion of French companies (ONERA and                source (if quite stellar-like and sufficient-solved images of Titan’s surface ob-          LASERDOT).                                         ly bright) or of a close star in the isoplan-tained in September 1994, by means of                                                            etic field (~30 arcsec). Opposite phaseadaptive optics at the ESO 3.6-metre          2. Adaptive Optics                                 corrections are then applied thanks to atelescope, in narrow-band filters in the                                                         thin deformable mirror in a pupil plan (O.near infrared spectral range, defined in        The aim of adaptive optics is to cor-            Saint Pé et al., 1993, Icarus 105, 263).such a way that the contribution of the       rect in real time the phase perturbations             The first spatially resolved image offlux reflected by Titan’s ground surface      induced by the atmospheric turbulence              Titan’s disk was obtained, in May 1991,is maximised.                                 on the incident wavefront reaching                 by DESPA (O. Saint-Pé, 1993), demon-   Spatially resolved images of Titan         the telescope. These perturbations are             strating the feasibility of mapping Titan’swould provide significant clues to under-stand better the controversial nature ofTitan’s surface. Imagıng Titan is a diffi-cult task due to Titan’s small angular di-ameter as seen from Earth (0.8 arcsec).It must be performed in the near in-frared since Titan’s surface cannot beobserved in the visible range due to auniform and opaque layer of aerosols inTitan’s stratosphere.   During the definition phase of theCassini-Huygens ESA-NASA mission,T. Encrenaz and M. Combes (DESPA,Paris Observatory) and, independently,M. Tomasko, P. Smith and colleagues(Univ. of Arizona) have shown that theremust exist transparency windows in Ti-tan’s atmosphere where both the molec-ular absorption and the scattering ex-tinction are sufficiently faint to allow toprobe the Titan’s surface. This has beenconfirmed by several authors who ob-served photometric or spectroscopicfluctuations of Titan’s near infrared flux.The most favourable spectral range is inthe near infrared around 2.0, 1.6, 1.28,1.08 and 0.94 micron.   COME-ON+ is the first adaptive op-tics system devoted to astronomy. Ithas been developed for ESO by the             Figure 1: The COME ON+/ADONIS adaptive optics system.406 arcmin along the remnant. The two-dimensional spectrum was reduced us-ing the spectral analysis packagesLONG and ALICE available in MIDAS.After standard reduction (cosmic raycleaning, bias subtraction and flat-field-ing), the wavelength calibration was per-formed using the spectrum of an He cali-bration lamp. After sky-subtraction, aone-dimensional averaged spectrum ofthe pulsar was extracted. The spectrumwas then corrected for the atmosphericextinction (z = 1.61), using standard ta-bles for La Silla available in the ESO da-tabase, and flux-calibrated using, as areference, the spectrum of the standardstar Feige 24 (Oke, 1974). To obtain a“clean” spectrum of PSR0531+21, thenebular background was also subtract-ed. The subtraction of emission/absorp-tion features from the nebula was diffi-cult because of the wavelength scatterinduced by the spread in radial velocityof the expanding gas. Residual featuresin the pulsar spectrum, clearly identifiedas due to excess or defect of subtrac-tion, were removed. The spectrum wasfinally corrected for the interstellar ex-      Figure 3: Linear fit of the V magnitudes of the Crab Pulsar vs. time. An apparent correlation istinction using an E(B – V) = 0.51 ± 0.04        visible, which supports the presence of a decrement in the optical luminosity of the pulsar. The(Percival et al., 1993) and the extinction      best fitting slope corresponds to a decrement of 0.008 ± 0.004 mag/yr, where the low signifi-curve of Savage & Mathis (1979).                cance is due to the large errors bars associated with the first three measures.   New photometric observations of theCrab Pulsar have been performed onOctober 1995 by S. Molendi. 7 one-minute V filter exposures have been             the CCD response. However, we can                 model filter response (Bessel, 1990),collected with EFOSC2 at the ESO                not exclude that the observed feature is          yielding a value of 16.64 ± 0.1.2.2-m telescope (Fig. 2). The seeing            due to a data analysis artifact induced by           In order to investigate the time de-was around 0.9 arcsec, with an airmass          the interpolation of the rather coarse            pendence of the optical luminosity we~ 1.2. Two 3-minute images of the Sto-          spectral data available for Feige 24              plotted our values together with previousbie field F117-18 (Stobie et al., 1987)         (which has flux value every 80 Å, i.e. 40         measurements from Kristian et al.have been used to compute the zero              times worse than our spectral data).              (1970) and Middleditch et al. (1987). Topoint magnitude. The aperture pho-                 The origin of this absorption dip is not       allow a direct comparison, no interstellartometry, computed on the average                very clear. Since this has not been ob-           extinction correction has been applied toframe, yields a magnitude of 16.72 ±            served in the spectrum of the nebula, it          the visual magnitudes. A linear regres-0.05 for the Crab pulsar, where the un-         can not be due to absorption by the               sion to all the available data was thencertainty includes both photometry and          interstellar medium or the nebula itself.         computed. The points in Figure 3 show acalibration errors.                             An alternative, more likely, explanation          significant correlation (~ 90 %), corre-                                                suggests that the absorption takes place          sponding to a monotomic increase of the                                                very close to the pulsar.                         visual magnitude with a rate of 0.008 ±3. The Spectrum                                                                                   0.004 mag/year i.e. a value certainly in                                                                                                  agreement with the theoretical one   The flux distribution (IogFν vs. Iogν) of    4. The Secular Decrease                           (~ 0.005 mag/ year), although of limitedthe Crab Pulsar is plotted in Figure 1, to                                                        significance. Actually, the big error barsbe compared with the one reported by               Using the appropriate value for the            attached to the first three measuresOke (1969) obtained with much scanter           Crab spin down (P ~ 4 10–13s s–1) a sec-          make it difficult to assess the reality ofdata. The spectral shape is well fitted by      ular decrease of ~ 0.005 mag/year is ex-          the effect as well as its real magnitude.a flat power law (Fν ∝ να) with a best fit      pected. A decrement of ~ 0.5%/yr in thespectral index α = –0.10 ± 0.01. For            optical flux of the Crab pulsar, based oncomparison, Oke (1969) gave a spectral          relative photometry measurements, was             5. Conclusionsindex α = –0.2 with no quoted uncertain-        indeed announced by Kristian (1978),ty, while Percival et al. (1993), fitting the   but without mentioning any magnitude                 The first high-quality optical spectrumobserved fluxes computed at the peak of         value nor any uncertainty. A measure of           of the Crab Pulsar has allowed the accu-U, B and V bands, obtained α = –0.07 ±          Crab’s magnitude compatible with the              rate measurement of the pulsar spectral0.30. The power law spectral index aris-        expected decrement was later given by             shape in the visible domain.ing from our spectrum is far more pre-          Middleditch, Pennypacker and Burns                   While a flat power law (α = 0.1 ± 0.01)cise than anything available so far.            (1987). In order to have a better grasp of        describes well the optical spectrum, a   An interesting, unidentified, absorp-        the secular decrease, we compared the             dip is found at λ = 5900 Å. Although oftion feature is visible in the otherwise flat   published values of the Crab V magni-             unknown origin, it is probably to be asso-continuum of the pulsar close to λ =            tude with the results of our recent obser-        ciated with the pulsar (or its immediate5900 Å. Since the feature is barely rec-        vations. We used our photometric point            surroundings) since no evidence for aognisable also in the raw data, but not in      plus the V magnitude obtained integrat-           similar dip is found in the adjacent nebu-the spectroscopic flats, we are confident       ing the Crab spectrum over the John-              lar spectra. More observations are obvi-that it is real and not due to a variation in   son’s V band, and convolving with a               ously needed to confirm the existence
                                                                                                                                             39                                                                                                    sands of times brighter than Geminga (V                                                                                                    = 25.5) and PSR0656+14 (V = 25).                                                                                                    Therefore, it is the only INS within reach                                                                                                    of optical spectroscopy. Nevertheless,                                                                                                    our knowledge of the optical spectrum of                                                                                                    the Crab Pulsar rests mainly on the pio-                                                                                                    neering observations of Oke (1969), and                                                                                                    on multicolour photometry (Kristian et                                                                                                    al., 1970; Middleditch et al., 1987; Per-                                                                                                    cival et al., 1993). Thus, it seemed ap-                                                                                                    propriate to bring the knowledge of the                                                                                                    Crab optical emission up to modern as-                                                                                                    tronomy standards.
                                                                                                    2. The Observations

                                                                                                       A 40-minute spectrum of the Crab
                                                                                                    Pulsar was taken on January 1991 with                                                                                                    the NTT. The telescope was equipped                                                                                                    with the ESO Multi Mode Instrument                                                                                                    (EMMI) (Melnick, Dekker and D’Odo-Figure 1: Spectrum of the Crab Pulsar in the wavelength range 4900– 7000 Å as measured with         rico, 1991) mounting a “Red” THX 10242EMMI after a 40-min exposure. The spectrum has been sky subtracted and corrected for inter-         CCD detector. The instrument was oper-stellar absorption. The flux distribution is modelled by a power law with a best fitting spectral   ated in the Red Medium Dispersionindex α = –0.10 ± 0.01. A broad (∆λ ~ 100 Å) absorption feature centred on λ = 5900 Å is            Mode (REMD), with a projected pixelvisible.                                                                                                    size of 0.44 arcsec. A medium disper-                                                                                                    sion grating blazed at 6200 Å was                                                                                                    used, providing a spectral resolution of   For almost 10 years, the Crab was the             However, the Crab remains by far the           2.1 Å/pixel in the wavelength rangeonly INS seen at optical wavelength.              brightest of the optically emitting INSs,         4900–7000 Å. According to the seeingThe Vela pulsar was observed in 1976              hundreds of times brighter than                   conditions (~ 1.2 arcsec) the Pulsar was(Lasker, 1976) and PSR0540-69 in 1985             PSR054069 (V = 22.4), Vela (V = 23.6)             centred in a 1.5 arcsec slit, with the long(Middleditch and Pennypacker, 1985).              and PSR1509-58 (V = 22) and thou-                 axis oriented East-West and extendingThus, it appears natural that the Crabwas used as a test case for the un-derstanding of the optical, nonthermalemission from pulsars. The originalmodel of Pacini (1971) explains the opti-cal emission of young pulsars as syn-chrotron or curvature radiation producedby energetic particles moving in the pul-sar magnetosphere, close to the lightcylinder. As a result, a simple depend-ence is found between the optical emis-sion and the pulsar’s key parameters. Inparticular, the bolometric luminosityshould scale with B 4P –10 where B is thepulsar’s magnetic field and P is the peri-od. Using the Crab as a reference, thislaw was used by Pacini (1971) to predictthe optical luminosity of the Vela pulsar.Indeed, a few years later, the Vela pulsaroptical counterpart was detected at theexpected magnitude (Lasker, 1976).   The above model also implies a regu-lar decrement of the optical luminositydue to the pulsar’s slow down (L ∝ P ).When Kristian (1978) claimed the evi-dence for the Crab secular decrease,the Pacini’s law was considered proved.   Doubts were raised with the discoveryof optical pulsations from PSR0540-69(Middleditch & Pennypacker, 1985), butits apparent overluminosity could be ex-plained revisiting the model for the ef-fects of the pulsar’s duty cycle (Pacini &Salvati, 1987). More recently, opticalcounterparts have been found for Gemi-nga (Bignami et al., 1987) and proposedfor PSR0656+14 (Caraveo et al., 1994a)and PSR1509-58 (Caraveo et al.,                   Figure 2: V filter image of the Crab Nebula taken on October 1995 with EFOSC at the1994b).                                           ESO 2.2-m. The Crab Pulsar is indicated by the arrow (Courtesy S. Molendi and M.-H. Ulrich).38the abundance of HCO+ decreases by a          ular the strong emission observed in the          Bachiller, R., & Gómez-González, J. 1992,factor of ~ 20 (Iglesias & Silk, 1978). The   methanol lines suggest that these lines              A&AR 3, 257.derived [HCO +]/[CO] ratios in the lobes      can be used as powerful signposts of the          Bachiller, R., Liechti, S., Walmsley, C.M., &                                              chemical impact of bipolar outflows on               Colomer, F. 1995, A&A 295, L51.of Sandqvist 136 then give further sup-                                                                                                Bachiller, R., Martín-Pintado, J., & Fuente, A.port to the notion that the abundances        the surrounding ambient medium. It ap-               1991, A&A 243, L21.in the lobes are a product of shock           pears that the Sandqvist 136 shock pro-           Bally, J., & Lada, C.J. 1983, ApJ 265, 824.chemistry.                                    duces the evaporation of icy grain man-           Bally, J., Lada, E., & Lane, A.D. 1993, ApJ   In addition to the wing emission detect-   tles resulting in the injection into the gas         418, 322.ed toward the lobes of Sandqvist 136 in       phase of large amount of ice mantle con-          Bourke, T.L., Garay, G., Lehtinen, K.K., Köh-the lines of SiO and CH3OH, we note the       stituents, such as methanol. Further, the            nenkamp, I., Launhardt, R., Nyman, L.-A.,presence of emission at velocities com-       shock seems to be sufficiently powerful              May, J., Robinson, G., & Hyland, A.R.parable to the systemic velocity of the       that refractory dust grains are partially            1996, ApJ submitted.                                              destroyed, liberating into the gas phase          Bourke, T.L., Hyland, A.R., Robinson, G.,globule. In particular for silicon monox-                                                                                                   James, S.D., & Wright, C.M. 1995, MNRASide, emission in the velocity range of the    a significant amount of Si atoms that are            276, 1067.ambient cloud is observed only at the         later converted to SiO by ion-molecule            Charnley, S.B., Tielens, A.G.G.M., & Millar,position of the lobes. This can be appre-     reactions and/or shock chemistry. Final-             T.J. 1992, ApJ 399, L71.ciated in Figure 6 which shows velocity-      ly, we find that the SiO and CH3OH                Fukui, Y., Iwata, T., Mizuno, A., Bally, J., &position diagrams of the emission in the      emission detected toward the lobes not               Lane, A.P. 1993, in Protostars and PlanetsSiO lines along the symmetry axis of          only traces shocked outflowing gas but               III, eds. E.H. Levy & J. Lunine (Tucson:the outflow. The strength of the emis-        also ambient medium gas that has been                Univ. Arizona Press), 603.sion in the red lobe is roughly constant      heated by the UV radiation from the hot           Lada, C.J. 1985, ARA&A 23, 267.                                              post shock regions.                               Lada, C.J., & Fich, M. 1996, ApJ in press.with velocity, with peaks at –4.1 and –0.8                                                                                                Hartquist, T.W., Oppenheimer, M., & Dalgar-km s–1, while in the blue lobe the emis-         It has been suggested that the strength           no, A. 1980, ApJ 236, 182.sion peaks at a velocity of –5.0 km s –1,     of the emission in diverse trace mole-            Iglesias, E.R. & Silk, J. 1978, ApJ 226, 851.close to the ambient cloud velocity. This     cules might be considered an indicator of         Martín-Pintado, J., Bachiller, R., & Fuente, A.result suggests that the enhancement of       the evolutionary stage of bipolar outflows           1992, A&A 254, 315.SiO and CH3OH molecules might be due          (Bachiller & Gómez-González, 1992). It            Mikami, H., Umemoto, T., Yamamoto, S., &to two different processes: heating of        would appear that the profuse emission               Saito, S. 1992, ApJ 392, L87.grains within the ambient core medium by      observed in the lines of methanol and sil-        Millar, T.J., Herbst, E., & Charnley, S.B. 1991,the UV radiation produced in the shocks,      icon monoxide from the Sandqvist 136                 ApJ 369, 147.                                              outflow implies that we are witnessing an         Mitchell, G.F. 1987, in Astrochemistry, IAUwhich can evaporate volatile grain man-                                                                                                   Symposium No. 120, 275.tles and trigger gas-phase reactions, and     early stage of the outflow phase in which         Mundt, R. 1988, in Formation and Evolutiondirect shock processing of dust located       molecules in icy mantles and atoms in                of Low Mass Stars, eds. A.K. Dupree andwithin the shocked region. The low veloc-     dust grains are efficiently liberated back           M.T.V.T. Lago, 257.ity emission would then arise from pre-       into the gas phase. How much of the en-           Neufeld, D.A., & Dalgarno, A. 1989 ApJ 340,shock gas heated by the radiation from        hancement factor depends on wind ve-                 869.the hot post-shock gas, while the high        locity and/or on evolutionary age has not,        Raga, A., & Cabrit, S. 1993, A&A 278, 267.velocity emission arises from the cold        however, yet been established. The de-            Reipurth, B. 1991, in The Physics of Star For-post shock gas.                               termination of the abundance of more                 mation and Early Stellar Evolution, eds.                                              complex organic molecules in the lobes,              C.J. Lada and N.D. Kylafis, 497.                                                                                                Rodríguez, L.F., Ho, P.T.P., & Moran, J.M.Conclusions and Outlook                       such as CH3OCH3, HCOOCH3, and                        1980 ApJ 240, L149.                                              CH3CN, which can potentially serve as             Sandqvist, A. 1977, A&A 57, 467.    Multiline molecular observations to-      clocks of the evolutionary state of the           Snell, R.L., Loren, R.B., & Plambeck, R.L.ward the Sandqvist 136 dark globule           outflows (van Dishoeck & Blake, 1995),               1980, ApJ 239, L17 .have revealed a spectacular enhance-          should be obtained to provide answer to           Turner, J.L., & Dalgarno, A. 1977, ApJ 213,ment in the abundance of silicon monox-       these questions.                                     386.ide and methanol molecules at the lobes                                                         van Dishoeck, E.F. & Blake, G.A. 1995, Astr.of the associated bipolar outflow. The                                                             & Spa. Sci. 224, 237.                                              References                                        van Dishoeck, E.F., Blake, G.A., Draine, B.T.,spatial distribution and broad line pro-                                              André, P. 1995, Astr. & Spa. Sci. 224, 29.           & Lunine, J.I. 1993, in Protostars and Plan-files of the SiO and CH3OH emission in-                                                            ets III , eds. E.H. Levy & J.I. Lunine (Tuc-                                              André, P., Martín-Pintado, J., Despois, D., &dicates a common mechanisms for the                                                                son: Univ. Arizona Press), 163.                                                Montmerle, T. 1990, A&A 236, 180.excitation of these lines: shocks. We         Bachiller, R., Cernicharo, J., Martín-Pintado,    Zhang, Q., Ho, P.T.P., Wright, M.C.H., &conclude that the shocks created by the         J., Tafalla, M., & Lazareff, B. 1990, A&A          Wilner, D.J. 1995, ApJ 451, L71.interaction between flows and the sur-          231, 174.rounding medium play a major role in the      Bachiller, R., Fuente, A., & Tafalla, M., 1995,   E-mail address:production of these molecules. In partic-       ApJ 445, L51.                                   guido@calan.das.uchile.cl (Guido Garay)

On the Optical Emission of the Crab Pulsar
E.P. NASUTI1, 3, R. MIGNANI1, P.A. CARAVEO1 and G.F. BIGNAMI1, 21 Istituto di Fisica Cosmica del CNR, Milan, ltaly; 2Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale, Università di Cassino, Italy;3 Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy1. Introduction                               tected at optical wavelengths. It is identi-      summer of 1054. The identification has                                              fied with a star ( V ~ 16.5) near the cen-        been confirmed by the discovery of  The Crab Pulsar (PSR0531 +21) was           tre of the Crab Nebula, the remnant of            pulsed optical emission at the radio peri-the first Isolated Neutron Star (INS) de-     the supernova explosion observed in the           od (Cocke et al., 1969).
                                                                                                                                            37                                                                                                  Dalgarno, 1977; Hartquist, Oppenheim-                                                                                                  er & Dalgarno, 1980). Models of the                                                                                                  chemistry in regions behind fast dissoci-                                                                                                  ative shocks predict a substantial en-                                                                                                  hancement in the abundance of SiO                                                                                                  molecules (Neufeld & Dalgarno, 1989).                                                                                                  In particular, for shocks with velocities of                                                                                                  60–80 km s –1 propagating in a gas with                                                                                                  pre-shock density of 104 cm–3 (about the                                                                                                  density of the Sandqvist 136 globule of                                                                                                  5 × 103 cm –3; Bourke et al., 1996) the                                                                                                  predicted column densities of SiO mole-                                                                                                  cules are ~ 2 – 4 × 1012 cm–2, similar to                                                                                                  those derived in the lobes of the                                                                                                  Sandqvist flow. A possible drawback                                                                                                  with dissociative shock models is that                                                                                                  the predicted temperatures of the                                                                                                  post-shock gas are high (~ 200 K), while                                                                                                  the derived rotational temperatures are                                                                                                  an order of magnitude smaller. Since the                                                                                                  post-shock temperature in C shocks are                                                                                                  much lower than in J shocks of the same                                                                                                  speeds, the former type of shocks would                                                                                                  appear as most promising to explain the                                                                                                  observed characteristics of the Sand-                                                                                                  qvist flow. In particular the synthesis of                                                                                                  molecules from atoms and ions can be                                                                                                  highly efficient behind non-dissociative                                                                                                  C-type shocks. The detection of profuse                                                                                                  SiO emission from other highly collimat-                                                                                                  ed bipolar outflows have been reported                                                                                                  by Bachiller, Martín-Pintado & Fuente                                                                                                  (1991), Mikami et al. (1992), Martín-                                                                                                  Pintado et al., (1995), and Zhang et al.                                                                                                  (1995).                                                                                                     The large [CH3OH]/[CO] abundance                                                                                                  ratio of the outflowing gas in the                                                                                                  Sandqvist lobes, greater than in quies-                                                                                                  cent dark clouds by factors of ~ 200, can                                                                                                  not be explained by gas phase chemis-                                                                                                  try alone (Millar, Herbst & Charnley,                                                                                                  1991). Similar enhancements in the                                                                                                  abundance of methanol in other young                                                                                                  bipolar outflows have been reported by                                                                                                  Bachiller et al. (1995). The large in-                                                                                                  crease in the CH3OH abundance is most                                                                                                  likely the result of desorption from dust                                                                                                  grains due to shocks (Charnley, Tielens                                                                                                  & Millar, 1992). Refractory grains are                                                                                                  likely to be surrounded by icy grain man-                                                                                                  tles, whose compositions depend on the                                                                                                  physical conditions of the ambient medi-                                                                                                  um. Molecules such as H2O and CH3OH                                                                                                  are expected to dominate in atomic hy-                                                                                                  drogen-rich ambient medium such as                                                                                                  that of molecular clouds. Shocks can                                                                                                  raise the temperature of the gas evapo-                                                                                                  rating the icy organic mantles of the                                                                                                  grains and returning these material to                                                                                                  the gas phase.                                                                                                     We also find that the [HCO+]/[CO]Figure 6. Position-velocity diagram of the SiO emission along the symmetry axis of the outflow.   abundance ratio of the outflowing gas inTop: SiO(3 →2). Contour levels are { –1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6} × 0.030 K. Bottom: SiO(2 →1).       Sandqvist 136 is smaller than in quies-Contour levels are { –1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7} × 0.0275 K.                                      cent dark clouds by a factor of ~ 5. Theo-                                                                                                  retical models of gas phase chemistry                                                                                                  behind shocks predict that the abun-toward the Sandqvist 136 outflow are             into the gas phase, by shocks, of Si from        dance of molecules such as HCO +, CN,produced in the gas-phase shock chem-            a population of refractory grains which          and H2CO should decrease with respectistry or released directly from the dust         are composed of silicates and graphites.         to the pre-shock abundances (Iglesias &grains by shock evaporation remains to           Once silicon is injected into the gas            Silk, 1978; Mitchell, 1987). For instance,be investigated.                                 phase, chemical models based on                  theoretical calculations of a 10 km s –1   The high abundance of SiO mole-               ion-molecule reactions predict a large           shock propagating into a cloud with acules is most likely due to the injection        abundance of SiO molecules (Turner &             pre-shock density of 104 cm–3, show that
36                                                 tions. In Table 1 we give the derived rota-     Discussion                                                 tional temperatures and column densi-                                                 ties of CS, CH3OH and SiO in selected              The data presented in the previous                                                 positions of the red and blue lobes of the      section clearly illustrate that the chemis-                                                 outflow. For the blue lobe we integrated        try of the molecular gas near the core of                                                 the emission in the LSR velocity range          the globule has been substantially modi-                                                 from –9.3 to –5.3 km s–1, while for the         fied as a result of the interaction between                                                 red lobe we integrated the emission in          the shocks and the ambient medium.                                                 the LSR velocity range from –3.7 to 0.3         Particularly notable are the strong emis-                                                 km s–1. As a mode of illustration we show       sion in the lines of methanol and silicon                                                 in Figure 5 a sample of the data used           monoxide at the position of the lobes,                                                 for the derivation of the parameters            showing that these species are dramati-                                                 associated with the CH3OH molecule.             cally affected by the shocks. To quantita-                                                 Plotted are data obtained at three posi-        tively assess the chemical changes of                                                 tions within the Sandqvist globule: blue        the ambient medium due to the outflow                                                 lobe, red lobe, and central core position.      phenomena requires to know the chemi-                                                 The rotational temperature and total            cal abundances of the quiescent ambient                                                 methanol column density derived from a          gas. These have not yet been deter-                                                 linear least squares fit to these data are      mined for the Sandqvist 136 globule. We                                                 shown in the lower left corner. The de-         note that the spectra observed toward                                                 rived rotational temperatures of the out-       the central position of the core region re-                                                 flowing gas at the lobes and of the quies-      flect the conditions of the dense molecu-                                                 cent gas at the core position are all sim-      lar gas that surrounds the recently                                                 ilar, with an average value of 8 K and a        formed star, with a possible contribution                                                 dispersion of 2 K. Further, there is no sig-    from a circumstellar disk, and thus they                                                 nificant differences among the rotational       do not probe the chemical state of the                                                 temperatures derived using different            large scale ambient medium. We will as-                                                 molecular species. These temperatures           sume that the abundances of the                                                 are somewhat lower than the kinetic tem-        Sandqvist 136 quiescent ambient cloud                                                 perature derived for the quiescent dark         are similar to those of cold dark clouds                                                 cloud of 13 K (Bourke et al., 1995).            which show no evidence of star forma-                                                 Whether the rotational temperatures pro-        tion, such as the TMC-1 ridge and the                                                 vide a good estimate of the kinetic tem-        L134N cloud (see van Dishoeck et al.,                                                 perature of the outflowing gas is not           1993, and references therein). The [X]/                                                 clear. Bachiller et al. (l995) suggest that     [CO] abundance ratios in the TMC-1 dark                                                 the methanol populations are likely to be       cloud are given in column 4 of Table 2. A                                                 extremely sub-thermal and therefore that        comparison of columns 2, 3 and 4 of Ta-                                                 the rotational temperatures are consider-       ble 2, shows that the [CH3OH]/[CO] and                                                 ably smaller than the kinetic tempera-          [SiO]/[CO] abundance ratio in the lobesFigure 5. Rotation diagrams for the methanol     tures.                                          of the Sandqvist 136 outflow have beentransitions observed toward the red lobe,           The abundance of species X relative          enhanced with respect to that of the qui-central core, and blue lobe of Sandqvist 136.    to CO, [X]/[CO], of the outflowing gas in       escent ambient gas in dark globules byThe lines correspond to least squares linear     the lobes of Sandqvist 136 are given in         factors of ~200 and ~1000, respectively.fits to the observed data. The derived values    Table 2. They were directly derived as             The spatial distribution of the emissionof the rotational temperature and total column   the ratio of the molecular column density       in the SiO and CH 3OH lines and theirdensity are given in the lower left corner.                                                 of species X, obtained from the rotational      spectacular enhancement with respect                                                 analysis (see Table 1), and the column          to that of the ambient medium shows that                                                 density of CO molecules in the corre-           shocks play an essential role in the pro-in the blue and red wings of the                 sponding velocity range. The latter was         duction of these molecules. The forma-SiO(3→2), CH3OH(30→20)A+, CS(3→2),               computed from the ratio of the observed         tion route of these species by the actionand HCO+(1→0) lines are shown in Fig-            emission in the 12CO and 13CO lines as-         of shocks is twofold: via gas phase andure 4. These maps show that the spatial          suming a 12CO/13CO ratio of 89 and an           via grain surface processes. Shocks candistribution of the wing emission from the       excitation temperature of 8 K (see              raise the gas to high temperatures andSandqvist 136 bipolar outflow is similar in      Bourke et al ., 1996 for a description of       drive many chemical reactions which areall the observed molecular species. The          the method). Since for the Sandqvist 136        inefficient at ambient cloud tempera-emission peaks of the blue and red               cloud the ambient gas and shocked gas           tures. Shocks can also partially destroylobes are offset by ~ 4′ or 0.2 pc from          are well distinguishable, both spatially        dust grains leading to the injection of sev-each other with a position angle of ~ –12°.      and kinematically, the derived abun-            eral absorbed atoms and molecules from   Since at least two rotational lines of        dances of the outflowing gas are not af-        the grain surface into the gas phase.the CS, SiO, and CH3OH molecules                 fected by the emission of the quiescent         Whether the high abundance of siliconwere observed simultaneously, we per-            gas.                                            monoxide and methanol molecules seenformed rotational diagram analysis in or-der to derive their rotational temperature,Trot, and total column density, NT. In this      TABLE 2. Molecular Abundances Relative to CO.method these parameters are derivedfrom a fit to the relationship between the           Molecule                        Sandqvist 136                       TMC-1quantity 3 k ∫ Tmbdv/8π3µ2νS and the en-ergy of the upper level of the transition.                               blue lobe               red lobeHere µ, ν, and S are the transition dipolemoment, frequency, and line strength of               CH3OH               4 × 10–3              8 × 10–3               2.5 × 10–5the transition, respectively, and ∫ Tmbdv is            SiO               1 × 10–5              3 × 10–5              < 2.5 × 10–8the velocity integrated main beam bright-               CS                1 × 10–4              2 × 10–4                1.3 × 10–4ness, obtained directly from the observa-              HCO+               2 × 10–5              2 × 10–5                1.0 × 10–4
                                                                                                                                          35Figure 4. Contour maps of velocity integrated line wing emission from the Sandqvist 136 bipolar outflow. Blue contours correspond to the emissionintegrated in the velocity range from –9.1 to –5.5 km s–1 (blueshifted wing) and red contours to the integrated emission in the velocity range from–3.1 to 0.5 km s–1 (redshifted wing). The lowest contour and contour interval are, respectively, 0.1 and 0.1 K km s–1 for the SiO(J = 3→2) line (left),0.3 and 0.3 K km s–1 for the CH3OH(30 →20)A+ line (middle-left), 0.2 and 0.15 K km s–1 for the CS(J=3 → 2) line (middle-right), and 0.4 and 0.3 Kkm s–1 for the HCO+(J=1 → 0) line (right).
tively. Within the available bandwidths,           3k → 2k lines of CH3OH observed across                   Figure 3 shows the spectra of the spa-three rotational transitions of CH3OH              the 5′ × 10′ region mapped with SEST are              tially integrated line emission, in all thecould be observed at 2 mm (30 → 20A+,              shown in Figure 2. Two emission compo-                observed transitions, from both the blue3–1 → 2–1E, and 30 → 20E lines) and three          nents, originating from physically and                and red lobes as well as from the centralat 3 mm (20 → 10E, 20 → 10A+, and 2–1 →            chemically different environments, can                core position. Emission in the lines of SiO1–1E lines). The antenna half-power                be distinguished from this figure. A nar-             is found to arise only from the lobes, nobeam width and main beam efficiency                row line emission, at a velocity of –4.5 km           emission being detected at the core of thewere, respectively, 34″ and 0.66 at the            s–1, arising from the ambient cloud mate-             globule. The CH3OH profiles show stronghighest observed frequency of 147 GHz              rial at the core of the Sandqvist 136 glob-           emission from the broad component andand 57″ and 0.75 at the lowest observed            ule (see upper left panel), and a broad               weak emission from the narrow ambientfrequency of 87 GHz. In each transition,           line emission which arises from the bipo-             cloud, while the CS and HCO + profileswe mapped the molecular emission with-             lar outflowing gas. Particularly striking             show a mixture of strong emission fromin a region of ~ 5′ × 10′, with 60″ spacings.      are the cases of methanol and silicon                 the quiescent ambient cloud and relative-All the observations were performed in             monoxide molecules, in which the emis-                ly weaker wing emission at the position ofthe position switch mode. The integration          sion from the broad component is much                 the lobes. The vertical bars shown in thetimes on source were typically 3 minutes           stronger than in the narrow component.                spectra of methanol indicate the expect-per position.                                      The broad emission is detected at red-                ed positions of the three rotational transi-                                                   shifted velocities with respect to the sys-           tions, within the observed velocity rang-Results                                            temic ambient cloud velocity toward the               es, for a rest velocity of –4.5 km s–1. Wing                                                   northwest region of the map (the red                  emission is detected in all the observed  The spectra in the J = 2 → 1 lines of CS         lobe) and at blueshifted velocities toward            molecules: CS, SiO, HCO+ and CH3OH.and SiO and in the Jk = 2k → 1k and Jk =           the southeast region (the blue lobe).                 Maps of the velocity integrated emission

TABLE 1. Derived Parameters of Sandqvist 136 Outflowing Gas

 Offset pos.           Wing                 CH3OH                            SiO                                CS                      HCO+
     ∆α    ∆δ                        TR              NT            TR                NT             TR                 NT                 NT     (′)   (′)                       (K)           (cm–2)          (K)             (cm–2)           (K)              (cm–2)             (cm–2)

      1    –3           Blue          6          2.4 × 1014         9           7.6 × 1011           6            6.7 × 1012          9.2 × 1011
      1    –2           Blue          9          1.7 × 1014         9           6.2 × 1011           8            5.7 × 1012          1.0 × 1012      0     2           Red           6          6.2 × 1014         8           2.2 × 1012           7            1.3 × 1013          2.0 × 1012     –1     2           Red           6          4.3 × 1014         6           1.8 × 1012           6            1.2 × 1013          8.8 × 101134mated bipolar morphologies (André etal., 1990; Bachiller et al., 1990; Bachiller,Fuente & Tafalla, 1995; Lada & Fich,1996). The class of highly collimated out-flows are thought to be driven by jets thataccelerate the ambient gas through thepropagation of shocks (e.g. Raga &Cabrit, 1993).   The interaction of high-velocity jetsfrom young stars with the surroundingambient gas generates strong shockwaves which are expected to produce asignificant transformation of the physicalproperties of the molecular surroundingsas well as of its chemical composition.Although there has been a substantialamount of work on the physical charac-teristics of outflows, very little is knownabout their chemical composition. Basicquestions such as: How is the chemistryof the swept-up ambient molecular mate-rial affected by the winds from youngstellar objects? or Do molecular abun-dances serve as sensitive probes of theevolutionary stage of bipolar outflows?(cf. van Dishoeck & Blake, 1995) havenot yet been answered. Shocks in densemolecular clouds are expected to radiatein several molecular lines in the millime-tre and submillimeter wavelength rangesand hence are open to investigation byspectroscopic observations at thesewavelengths. Since different moleculesand their isotopes respond differently tophysical conditions (such as tempera-ture and density) their observations pro-vide unique tools to probe the outflows.Mapping outflows in different molecularspecies is thus essential to the study ofthe physical and chemical structure ofthe shocks.                                                Figure 3. Spectra of the spatially integrated line emission from the blue and red lobes of the   Most of the studies of molecular out-                                                Sandqvist 136 outflow and from the central position (Middle column).flows from young stellar objects have fo-cused, to a large extent, on observationsof the CO(1→0) line (Bally & Lada, 1983;Lada, 1985). Emission in this transition is     much-needed information about their              flow in rotational transitions of siliconeasy to detect, both due to the relatively      physical and chemical evolution.                 monoxide (SiO), methanol (CH3OH),large abundance of CO and easy excita-             Sandqvist 136 (Sandqvist, 1977) is a          carbon monosulfide (CS), and formyl iontion at the densities and kinetic tempera-      small dark cloud or Bok globule, located         (HCO+).tures of molecular flows. Very few multi-       at a distance of ~175 pc from the Sun,line mapping of molecular outflows have         which harbours a highly collimated bipo-         Observationsbeen performed so far. Part of the rea-         lar outflow near its centre (Bourke et al.,son, other than the usual constraint on         1996; see Figure 1) The CO outflow is                The observations of the Sandqvist 136observing time, is that observations in         found to be well described as a biconical        outflow, stimulated by the recent availa-the range of wavelengths that permit us         flow, with a semi-opening angle of 15°           bility at the 15-m SEST radio telescope ofto probe abundances in outflows have            and inclined from the line of sight by an        sensitive SiS receivers operating in the 2-been made available only recently. In           angle of ~ 84°, in which the gas moves           and 3-mm bands, were performed duringparticular the Swedish-ESO Submillime-          outwards with a constant radial velocity         September 1995. We used the 2- and 3-tre Telescope (SEST) has recently un-           (with respect to the cone apex) of ~ 28          mm receivers to simultaneously observedergone important upgrade in the receiv-        km s–1 . The outflow appears to be driven        the J = 3 → 2 and J = 2 → 1 transitions ofer front end, opening the 2-mm wave-            by a very young stellar object, with a lu-       CS, the J = 3 → 2 and J = 2 → 1 transitionslength range for observations and sub-          minosity of ~ 7 L , possibly still undergo-      of SiO, and some of the Jk = 3k → 2k andstantially improving the performance in         ing accretion of matter. Its characteristics     Jk = 2k → 1k transitions of CH3OH. Single-the 3-mm wavelength range. In these             at infrared and millimetre wavelengths           sideband receiver temperatures wereranges, emission from a plethora of mo-         are similar to those of Class 0 objects          typically 120 K for both receivers. Aslecular lines is expected to be detectable,     (André, 1995). Since the lobes of this           backend we used high-resolutionwhich can be used to trace the motions          outflow extend by ~ 4′ in the plane of the       acousto-optical spectrometers providingand physical conditions of the gas at the       sky it is an ideal source for a detailed         a channel separation of 43 KHz and aearliest stages of star formation. Accord-      study, using single-dish instruments, of         total bandwidth of 43 MHz. This resultedingly, the SEST has opened the avenue           the physical and chemical characteris-           in spectral resolutions of 0.13 and 0.09for a detailed investigation of the chemi-      tics across highly collimated, low velocity      km s–1 and total velocity coverages of 133cal composition of southern skies out-          shocks. In this article we report extensive      and 89 km s–1 at the 96.7 and 145.1 GHzflows, which would undoubtedly provide          molecular SEST observations of this out-         frequencies of the CH3OH lines, respec-
                                                                                                                                           33                                                                                          Figure 1: Contour map of velocity integrated CO(1→0)                                                                                          line wing emission from the Sandqvist 136 bipolar                                                                                          outflow, superimposed on a V-band image of the                                                                                          globule taken from the Digitised Sky Survey. Co-ordi-                                                                                          nate labels are J2000. Blue contours correspond to the                                                                                          emission integrated in the velocity range from –13.5 to                                                                                          –8.5 km s –1 (blueshifted wing) and red contours to the                                                                                          integrated emission in the velocity range from –0.5 to                                                                                          4.5 km s–1 (redshifted wing). The lowest contour and                                                                                          contour interval are, respectively,1.8 and 0.8 K km s –1                                                                                          for the redshifted emission and 1.0 and 0.5 K km s–1 for                                                                                          the blueshifted emission.

                                                                                          bient gas in its vicinity, giving rise to the molecu-
                                                                                          lar outflows. Bipolar flows are frequently found                                                                                          associated with other tracers of the dynamical                                                                                          interaction between the high-velocity wind and                                                                                          ambient gas, such as Herbig-Haro objects                                                                                          (Reipurth, 1991), shock-excited infrared H2                                                                                          emission (Bally, Lada & Lane, 1993), and optical                                                                                          jets (Mundt, 1988). Reviews of the characteris-                                                                                          tics of bipolar molecular outflows have recently                                                                                          been presented by Bachiller & Gómez-                                                                                          González (1992) and Fukui et al. (1993). The                                                                                          majority of the outflows show a moderate de-                                                                                          gree of collimation, while few have highly colli-Figure 2. Observed spectra across the 5′× 10′central region of the Sandqvist 136 globule. The grid spacing is 1′. Offsets are from the referenceposition at α = 11h59m1.2s and δ = –64°52′0″. In each box the velocity scale ranges from –20 to 20 km s–1 . Upper left: CS(2→1) emission. Antennatemperature scale: –0.1 to 1.5 K. Upper right: SiO(2 →1) emission. Antenna temperature scale: –0.1 to 0.4 K. Bottom left: CH3OH(2k → 1 k)emission. Antenna temperature scale: –0.2 to 1.8 K. Bottom right: CH3OH(3k → 2k ) emission. Antenna temperature scale: –0.2 to 1.8 K. The crossindicates the position of the IRAS source 11590-6452.
32Figure 2.
redshift cluster), it clearly merits to be    among the most highly excited of such        taining images in the excellent seeingfurther studied, and monitoring is being      systems known.                               conditions essential for these high-preci-attempted on the AAT.                                                                      sion astrometric observations.   GJ0641-5059: As its designation sug-       Conclusiongests, this emission-line galaxy was ob-         We have found that standard QSO sur-      Referencesserved to be resolved and is not a QSO.       vey techniques can be efficiently applied    Lynden-Bell, D. & Lynden-Bell, R.M., 1995,However, it is still a remarkable object      to search for QSOs in arbitrary locations      MNRAS, 275, 429.indeed. Its spectrum shows strong H           – i.e. behind nearby galaxies. Once such     Majewski, S.R., 1994, ApJ, 431, L17.Balmer lines, along with strong [O III],      inertial reference objects have been         Tinney, C.G., 1993, The Messenger, 74, 16.[Ne III], He I and [O II] – so much so that   identified, astrometric programmes tar-      Tinney, C.G., 1995, MNRAS, 277, 609.the continuum is almost invisible in the      geted at these galaxies can be com-          Tinney, C.G., Da Costa, G. & Zinnecker, H.,figure. All the lines are unresolved at 200   menced with the NTT. In fact, the NTT will     1996, MNRAS, submitted.                                                                                           Veilleux, S. & Osterbrock, D.E., 1987, ApJS,km/s. An examination of the line ratios       be extremely well placed to commence                                                                                             63, 295.shows the system to be a H II galaxy          these programmes later this year, when(rather than an AGN – Veilleux & Oster-       service mode operations begin after itsbrock, 1987). However, its extraordinari-     re-commissioning, since service mode         E-mail address: Chris Tinney,ly high [O III]A5007/Hβ ratio, places it      observing offers the best chance of ob-      cgt@aaoepp.aao.gov.au
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Collimated Bipolar Outflow Sandqvist 136G. GARAY 1, I. KÖHNENKAMP 1 and L.F. RODRIGUEZ 21 Departamento de Astronomía, Universidad de Chile, Chile2 Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, MéxicoIntroduction                                  (Snell, Loren & Plambeck, 1980; Ro-          forming regions. During their earliest                                              dríguez, Ho & Moran, 1980), a wealth of      phase of evolution stellar objects are   Following the discovery of bipolar mo-     observations have shown that this phe-       thought to generate a fast, well collimat-lecular outflows in the earliest 80’s         nomenon is commonly detected in star-        ed bipolar wind that sweeps up the am-
                                                                                                                                    31                                                                    hind the Magellanic      (3.6-m), EFOSC2 (2.2-m), EMMI (NTT),                                                                    Clouds. Unfortu-         and the RGO+FORS spectrographs on                                                                    nately, QSO sur-         the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT).                                                                    veys tend (not           Our search strategy was made consider-                                                                    unreasonably) to         ably more powerful by the flexibility of the                                                                    avoid such large         EFOSC1/2 and EMMI instruments, which                                                                    sources of fore-         allowed a given night to be used for both                                                                    ground contamina-        imaging and spectroscopy, as dictated                                                                    tion, meaning that       by changing weather conditions, and                                                                    almost no QSOs           the available spectroscopic candidate                                                                    useful as astro-         lists.                                                                    metric references            The complete details of this pro-                                                                    are already known.       gramme will be published elsewhere (Tin-                                                                    In 1994 we there-        ney, Da Costa & Zinnecker, 1996), how-                                                                    fore began a pro-        ever, Figure 1 nicely summarises the                                                                    gramme of identify-      main results to date, for the three primary                                                                    ing QSOs useful as       targets of the Sculptor, Fornax and Carina                                                                    reference objects        dSph galaxies. In each case, 3–4 QSOs                                                                    on the telescopes        have been identified sufficiently close to                                                                    of La Silla.             the galaxy centre to have a network of                                                                       Because our aim       reference stars suitable for astrometry.                                                                    is to identify as                                                                    many QSOs as pos-        Some Serendipitous Results                                                                    sible, using as little                                                                    telescope time as           Figure 2 shows a sample of the spec-                                                                    possible, we have        tra for the QSOs identified. Among the                                                                    used as many data        more interesting are QJ0240-3434ABFigure 1.                                            as are available to us to construct lists of     and GJ0641-5059.                                            QSO candidates. This has included using             QJ0240-3434AB (The Fornax QSOtion of the Milky Way, and not least the    UBVRI plate data from the 48 ″ UKST              Pair): Certainly the most dramatic resulttotal mass of the Milky Way (see, for ex-   and CCD UBVRI data from the NTT,                 of the programme of spectroscopicample, Majewski (1994), Lynden-Bell &       3.6-m, MPIA 2.2-m and Danish 1.5-m to            follow-up was the discovery that the opti-Lynden-Bell (1995) and reference there-     search for UV-excess candidates (the             cal counterpart to one of the ROSATin).                                        CCD data were required to calibrate the          sources behind the Fornax dSph is actu-    The one thing stopping us, however,     plate data, however, it was also searched        ally a pair of QSOs at z = 1.4 separated byis that to measure such small proper mo-    for UV-excess candidates missed in the           6.1″ (Tinney, 1995). The exact nature oftions, a distant and unresolved refer-      shallower plate data sets); using CCD UB         this system is still unclear. With a separa-ence frame against which to measure         data (from the same telescopes as                tion of 6.1″, this system, if it is interpretedmotions is needed – i.e. reference          above) to identify the optical counterparts      as a gravitational lens, has one of theQSOs. At the magnitudes at which this       to X-ray sources from ROSAT pointed ob-          largest separations known. Moreover,astrometry will be carried out (20–21.5     servations; and, using CCD UB imaging            unlike the proto-typical lens 0957+561mag) the number density of QSOs is          to identify the optical counterparts to radio    (which has a similar separation), no lens-more than adequate to provide >`     ~ 5    sources. QSO candidates identified us-           ing galaxy or cluster is obvious. WhetherQSOs behind the Dwarf Spheroidal            ing all these techniques were then spec-         this system is a ‘dark’ lens, or a distinct(dSph) galaxies, and >   ~ 20 – 100 be-     troscopically observed using EFOSC1              QSO pair (possibly pointing to a high
30Evrard et al. (1994) using hierarchical        ries for studying galaxy formation, but           McCarthy P., van Breugel W., Spinrad H.,clustering scenarios indicate that rotating    their environments are particularly in-             Djorgovski S., 1987, ApJ, 321, L29.disks with radii of several tens of kilopar-   triguing regions of the Universe to exam-         McCarthy P. J., 1993, ARA&A, 31, 639.secs should be common around forming           ine in detail. Such topics are outside the        Miley G., Chambers K., Hunstead R., Mac-                                                                                                   chetto F., Roland J., Röttgering H.,Schilizzigalaxies at high redshift.                     scope of the present article. However,                                                                                                   R., 1989, The Messenger, 56, 16.                                               we remark that since low-redshift                 Miley G., Röttgering H., Chambers K., Hun-6. The VLT and the Next Decade                 radio-loud objects tend to be in rich clus-         stead R., Macchetto F., Roland J., Schillizi                                               ters of galaxies, the surroundings of               R. van Ojik R., 1992, The Messenger, 68,   Because of their unique diagnostic          high-redshift radio-loud objects are                12.abilities, high-redshift radio galaxies are    among the most fruitful places to seek            Rees M. J., 1989, MNRAS, 239, 1P.among the most important targets both          the most distant clusters.                        Röttgering H., Hunstead R., Miley G. K., vanfor the HST and the next generation of             We expect that such studies will pro-           Ojik R., Wieringa M. H., 1995, MNRAS,                                               vide important new insights into the evo-           277, 389.large optical-IR telescopes, including                                                           Tadhunter C. N., Fosbury R. A. E., Binette L.,the VLT. The VLT should allow the enig-        lution of galaxies and clusters and that                                                                                                   Danziger I. J., Robinson A., 1987, Nature,matic outer fainter regions of the galax-      the VLT will play a major role in this ex-          325, 504.ies to be mapped and the spatial exten-        citing work.                                      van Breugel W., 1996, in Parma C., ed., IAUsions in some of the weaker emission                                                               Symposium No. 175: Extragalactic Radiolines to be measured, thereby providing        Acknowledgements                                    Sources, Kluwer, in press.new diagnostics on the state of the gas.                                                         van Breugel W., Miley G. K., McCarthy P.,   Here we have concentrated on dis-              We would like to thank our collabora-            Spinrad H., Macchetto F., 1996, preprint.cussing the gaseous properties of high-        tors, Malcolm Bremer, Chris Carilli and           van Ojik R., 1995, Ph.D. thesis, University of                                                                                                   Leiden.redshift galaxies. Studies of stars, dust      Dick Hunstead for numerous discus-                                                                                                 van Ojik R., Röttgering H., Carilli C., Miley G.,and synchrotron emission are of course         sions.                                              Bremer M., 1995a, A radio galaxy at z = 3.6also essential if the history of the galaxy                                                        in a giant rotating Lyman α halo, A&A: information is to be pieced together. High       References                                          press.spatial resolution images and spectra will                                                       van Ojik R., Röttgering H. J. A., Miley G. K.,measure spectral energy distributions          Begelman M. C., Cioffi D. F., 1989, ApJ, 345,       Hunstead R., 1995b, The Gaseous Envi-and polarisations for the nuclear regions        L21.                                              ronment of Radio Galaxies in the Early Uni-and continuum clumps, while the kine-          Chambers K. C., Miley G. K., van Breugel W.,        verse: Kinematics of the Lyman α Emission                                                 1987, Nat, 329, 604.                              and Spatially Resolved H I Absorption,matics and morphological distribution of                                               de Young D. S., 1989, ApJ, 342, L59.                A&A: submitted.the gaseous clumps should provide clues        Evrard A. E., Summers F. J., Davis M., 1994,to whether and how the observable gas is         ApJ, 422, 11.being converted into stars.                    Fabian A. C., 1989, MNRAS, 238, 41P.   Not only are distant radio galaxies in-     Longair M. S., Best P. N., Röttgering H. J. A.,   E-mail address: Huub Röttgering,teresting in their own right as laborato-        1995, MNRAS, 275, L47.                          rottgeri@reusel.strw.LeidenUniv.nl

Proper Motions of Galaxies – the Reference Frame
C. TINNEY1, G. DA COSTA2 and H. ZINNECKER31 Anglo-Australian Observatory, 2Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories, 3Astrophysikalisches InstitutPotsdamIntroduction                                      Since then, observations at two                tion that the NTT/SUSI combination will                                               epochs (May and June 1994) of a field in          be ideal for high-precision astrometry,   CCD astrometry offers the possibility       the globular cluster NGC 6752 have                and means that with observations car-of measuring proper motions for the            been successfully carried out in excel-           ried out every other year over a six-yearnearest galaxies, either from the ground       lent seeing (better than 0.5″) using SUSI         period, proper motions can be meas-or using HST, in only 5–10 years. An in-       on the NTT. These observations were               ured to ±0.2 mas/year*.ertial reference frame, however, is need-      centred on the known QSO Q1908-ed against which to measure these mo-          6002, and aimed to both test the astro-           The Search for Referencetions. We have therefore been using the        metric limits to which SUSI could be              ObjectsLa Silla telescopes to seek QSOs be-           pushed, and to measure the proper mo-hind several of the nearest satellite gal-     tion of NGC 6752 over a baseline of 18               It is therefore clear that, technically,axies of the Milky Way, using a variety of     months. Eighty-two reference stars were           there is no reason why proper motiontechniques.                                    selected, based on their colour-magni-            programmes for the nearest satellite gal-                                               tude diagram membership of the cluster,           axies of the Milky Way (which are ex-The Prospects for Proper                       and used to define a linear transforma-           pected to have proper motions of 0.5–2Motions                                        tion (with an allowed rotation) from a sin-       mas/year) can’t be begun now. And sci-                                               gle frame in the first epoch to each of           entifically, the rewards from such a pro-   In a previous Report, Tinney (1993)         rest the frames. The typical one-sigma            gramme would obviously be of incredi-discussed some of the features which           residuals in α and δ about these trans-           ble value to our understanding of the dy-make CCDs almost ideal detectors for           formations were only 3.5 and 4.2 mas              namics of the Local Group, the forma-small-angle, relative astrometry at ex-        (respectively). This means that the posi-tremely high precisions (i.e., 110 mas).       tion of a single object (i.e. the referenceIn particular, it was suggested that an        QSO) could be determined in α and δ at               *Unfortunately, no subsequent observations of                                                                                                 this field have yet been obtained in sufficiently goodastrometric programme targeted at the          a single epoch to within 1.8–2.1 mas.             seeing to actually produce a proper-motion estimatenearest galaxies could be fruitful.            This essentially confirms the expecta-            for NGC 6752.
                                                                                                                                                   29                                                                                                 with respect to the line of sight, (ii) evolu-                                                                                                 tionary stage and (iii) properties of the                                                                                                 environment, with the smaller radio                                                                                                 sources being situated in denser environ-                                                                                                 ments than the larger radio sources.                                                                                                    Considering the filling factors and                                                                                                 physical parameters derived from our Lyα                                                                                                 observations, we estimate that a gas halo                                                                                                 has a characteristic mass of ~ 109 M ,                                                                                                 and is typically composed of ~ 1012                                                                                                 clouds, each having a size of about 40                                                                                                 light-days, i.e. comparable with that of the                                                                                                 solar system. It is tempting to speculate                                                                                                 that these clouds are intimately associat-Figure 4: A two-dimensional representation of the 2.8 Å resolution spectrum of Lyα of 1243+036   ed with the early formation stages of indi-(z = 3.6) taken through a slit oriented along the main axis of the radio emission.               vidual stars and that they delineate a fun-                                                                                                 damental phase in galaxy evolution.
explained as separate kinematic compo-           that high redshift synchrotron jets have a      5. The Formation of Galaxiesnents of the emission, but that they are         strong influence on the gas throughdefinitely due to absorption by neutral          which they propagate. The gas associat-            An ultimate aim of studying high-red-hydrogen in the line of sight. An example        ed with larger radio sources (> 50 kpc)         shift galaxies is to constrain models ofis provided by the Key-Programme radio           tends to have (i) larger Lyα sizes, (ii)        galaxy formation. Recent observationalgalaxy 0943—242 at z = 2.9 (Röttgering           smaller velocity dispersions and (iii) less     evidence suggests that distant radio gal-et al., 1995). A spectrum of the Lyα pro-        likely to undergo Lyα absorption than the       axies may well be proto-cD galaxies.file (Fig. 5) reveals a complex emission         gas associated with smaller radio sourc-        Deep continuum images with the HSTline profile which is dominated by a nar-        es. There are also correlations between         show that a radio galaxy at z = 3.8row trough centred 250 km s–1 blueward           the distortions in the two-dimensional          (4C41.17) is composed of many (> 20)of the emission peak and which appears           Lyα spectra and the complexity of the           distinct sub-kiloparsec clumps distribut-as a “bite” out of the spectrum. The obvi-       radio structure which implies a link be-        ed within a 100 kpc Lyα halo. Theseous interpretation is that it is due to H I      tween the radio structure and the gas           clumps may be undergoing vigorousabsorption. The necessary column den-            kinematics.                                     star formation (van Breugel, 1996; vansity is 1 × 10 19 cm –2. Because the ab-            In addition to these statistical argu-       Breugel et al., 1996).sorption is so deep, it must cover the           ments, the data on 1243+036 presented              We have suggested that the orderedentire Lyα emission region, which has a          above provides a compelling direct ex-          motion in the giant gas halos surroundingspatial scale of 1.7″. The linear size of        ample that the jet-gas interaction can be       1243+036 (Figs. 2, 3 and 4) may well bethe absorber is thus at least 13 kpc. This       vigorous enough to bend the jet.                due to rotation of a protogalactic gas diskwas the first direct measurement of the             The general properties of both the Lyα       at z = 3.6 out of which the galaxy associ-spatial scale of an absorber with a col-         absorption and emission data can be             ated with 1243+036 is forming. A gravita-umn density of ~ 1019 cm–2 .                     explained qualitatively as being produced       tional origin of the rotation of such a large    We have now analysed deep high-res-          by different regions within a single large      disk implies a mass of ~ 1012 sin–2(i) M ,olution spectra for a sample of 18 distant       gaseous structure. Three different sce-         where i is the inclination angle of the diskradio galaxies (van Ojik, 1995; van Ojik et      narios can be invoked to explain the ob-        with respect to the plane of the sky. Suchal., 1995b). Most of the spectra were tak-       served correlations between the radio           a picture would be consistent with someen using the EMMI-spectrograph on the            and gas properties. They are based on           current galaxy formation models. For ex-NTT with integration times of a few hours.       differences in (i) orientation of the system    ample, numerical simulations by e.g.H I absorption features appear wide-spread in the Lyα profiles. 11 radio galax-ies of the sample of 18 have strong (> 1018cm–2) H I absorption.    Since in most cases the Lyα emissionis absorbed over the entire spatial extent(up to 50 kpc), the absorbers must havea covering fraction close to unity. Giventhe column densities and spatial scalesof the absorbing clouds, the typical H Imass of these clouds is ~ 108 M .    The Lyα absorption provides a newdiagnostic tool for studying and spatiallyresolving neutral gas at high redshifts.Because the spatial extension of the ab-sorbing region can be studied, the Lyαabsorption can provide informationabout the properties of the neutral gas(e.g. dynamics and morphologies) whichcannot be studied using quasar absorp-tion lines.

4. Interaction with the Radio
   Sources: Nature of the Gas  There are several pieces of indirect           Figure 5: Part of the high-resolution spectrum (1.5 Å) of the Lyα region of the z = 2.9 radioevidence from the Lyα emission data              galaxy 0943–242. (see also Röttgering et al., 1995).
28                                                                     Figure 2: A contour plot    AGN axis, but outside the radio source,                                                                     of the Lyα halo of the      is strong evidence that photoionisation                                                                     radio galaxy 1243+036       by anisotropically emitted radiation from                                                                     at z = 3.6, with a grey-    the active nucleus is occurring. Because                                                                     scale plot of the 8.3-                                                                     GHz VLA map super-                                                                                                 the halo extends beyond the radio struc-                                                                     imposed.                    ture with less violent and more ordered                                                                                                 kinematics than inside the radio struc-                                                                                                 ture, we conclude that the outer halo and                                                                                                 its kinematics must predate the radio                                                                                                 source. The ordered motion may be                                                                                                 large-scale rotation caused by the ac-                                                                                                 cretion of gas from the environment of                                                                                                 the radio galaxy or by a merger. Al-                                                                                                 though alternatively the halo may be                                                                                                 caused by a massive outflow, we argue                                                                                                 that bulk inflow of the emission line gas                                                                                                 is inconsistent with the most likely orien-                                                                                                 tation of the radio source.                                                                                                     The large velocity-width of the Lyα                                                                                                 gas contained within the radio source                                                                                                 compared to that of the outer halo sug-                                                                                                 gest a direct interaction of the radio                                                                                                 source with the gas. The spatial correla-                                                                                                 tion of enhanced, blueshifted Lyα emis-                                                                                                 sion and the sharp bend of the radio                                                                                                 structure suggest that the emission-line                                                                                                 gas could have deflected the radio jet.                                                                                                 The impact of the jet could have acceler-Programme (Miley et al., 1989; 1992).          (Fig. 4). The gas contained within the ra-        ated the gas at this position and mayHere we shall concentrate on one of the        dio structure has a relatively high veloci-       have locally enhanced the Lyα emis-most interesting scientific aspects of the     ty width (~ 1500 km s –1 FWHM). The               sion.project, namely the nature of the gas as-      component of the Lyα emission that co-sociated with many of the distant radio        incides with the bend in the radio struc-         3. Lyα Absorption: A Newgalaxies.                                      ture is blueshifted with respect to the              Diagnostic of High-Redshift                                               peak of the emission by 1100 km s–1.                 Neutral Gas2. Lyα Emission: Clues to Galaxy               There is low surface brightness Lyα   Formation                                   emission aligned with, but extending                Another unexpected discovery which                                               40 kpc beyond both sides of the radio             came as a direct result of studying the   One of the most remarkable features         source. This halo has a narrow velocity           properties of the Key Programme radioof distant radio galaxies is that they         width (~ 250 km s–1 FWHM) and a veloc-            galaxies is that deep narrow troughs of-usually possess giant luminous halos of        ity gradient of 450 km s–1 over the extent        ten “disfigure” the Lyα profiles. High-ionised gas, which can extend to > 150         of the emission. The presence of the qui-         resolution spectra show that in somekpc, with velocity dispersions of typically    escent Lyα component aligned with the             cases these features are too sharp to be~ 1000 km s–1. On the arcsecond scalethese halos are highly clumped. In Fig-ure 1 we show NTT and 3.6-m spectra ofz > 2 galaxies that were discovered dur-ing the ESO Key programme. Integra-tion times are typically 1–2 hours. Thedominant emission line in these spectrais Lyα λ1216. The Lyα emission can beas luminous as 10 44 erg s –1. Other linesthat are often present, but with fainter in-tensities (< 10% of Lyα) are C IV, He II,C III].   One of the most spectacular high-redshift gas halos so far known is thatassociated with one of our Key Pro-gramme galaxies, 1243+036 at z = 3.6.Deep narrow-band imaging and high-resolution spectroscopy show an ex-tended Lyα halo with complex kinemat-ics (van Ojik, 1995; van Ojik et al.,1995a).   The Lyα halo of 1243+036 has a lumi-nosity ~ 1044.5 ergs s–1 and extends over~ 20″ (135 kpc). The Lyα image (Figures2 and 3) shows that the emission-linegas is aligned with the main axis of theradio source and has structure down tothe scale of the resolution. High-resolu-tion spectra show that the Lyα emitting        Figure 3: A colour representation of the Lyα halo of the radio galaxy 1243+036 at z = 3.6, with agas has a complex kinematic structure          contour plot of the 8.3-GHz VLA map superimposed.
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Giant Gas Halos in Radio Galaxies:
A Unique Probe of the Early UniverseH. RÖTTGERING, G. MILEY and R. VAN OJIK, Leiden Observatory, The Netherlands1. Introduction                              ic protogalactic distribution and (iv) neb-   galaxies were found in the context of an                                             ular continuum emission associated with       ESO Key Programme in which we were   Radio galaxies are important labora-      strong emission line regions. Although        involved. The results formed the basis oftories for studying the early Universe,      polarisation results suggest that dust        the Ph.D theses of Huub Röttgering andbecause they generally emit three            scattering is occurring, as yet no single     Rob van Ojik and have been presentedcomponents (IR-optical-UV continuum,         model for the radio/optical alignment is      in several articles. Two previous Mes-emission lines and radio continuum) that     satisfactory (see Longair, Best and           senger articles described our tech-are all highly luminous. Unlike quasars,     Röttgering, 1995) .                           niques for finding high-redshift objectsthe various emission components of ra-          Almost half the known high-redshift        and the preliminary results of the Keydio galaxies are spatially extended andwell resolved from the ground. Not onlycan different diagnostics be derived foreach of these components, but studiesof the relationships between them canplace unique constraints on the emis-sion mechanisms, the contribution ofstellar and non-stellar sources, the dy-namical state of the thermal plasma, thephysical state of the galaxian environ-ment and the star-formation history.These properties are relevant to the for-mation and evolution of galaxies, activenuclei and radio sources.   During the last decade the number ofknown radio galaxies with measuredredshifts well over 2 has grown dramati-cally. There are now more than 70 radiogalaxies with z > 2. This redshift corre-sponds to look-back times of ~ 90%,close to the epoch at which the galaxiesmust have formed. It also correspondsto the peak of the “AGN era”, when thespace-density of luminous quasars andradio galaxies was several hundredtimes larger than the present value.   Several years ago it came as a bigshock when it was discovered that, un-like the case for nearby radio galaxies,the radio emission of z > 0.6 radio galax-ies is roughly aligned with the optical/IRcontinuum (Chambers, Miley and vanBreugel, 1987; McCarthy et al., 1987).Several models have been proposed orconsidered to account for this alignmenteffect (e.g. see McCarthy, 1993). Thetwo most promising models are scatter-ing of light from a hidden quasar by elec-trons or dust (Tadhunter et al., 1989; Fa-bian, 1989) and star formation stimulat-ed by the radio jet as it propagates out-ward from the nucleus (Chambers, Mileyand van Breugel, 1987; McCarthy et al.,1987; De Young, 1989; Rees, 1989; Be-gelman and Cioffi, 1989). Other scenari-os involve (i) inverse Compton scatter-ing of CMB photons, (ii) enhancement ofradio luminosity by interaction of the jetwith an anisotropic parent galaxy, (iii)alignment of the angular momentum of         Figure 1: NTT and 3.6-m spectra of 4 z > 2 radio galaxies found during the ESO Key Pro-the nuclear black hole with an anisotrop-    gramme.
26observations – the large-size particles ofthe dust coma. Millimetre spectroscopicobservations would be important to de-termine the molecular composition ofthe nucleus ices sublimating into thecoma, to study the kinematics of thecometary atmosphere and to investigateits physical conditions, as well assearching for new molecular species.The combination of high angular resolu-tion and high sensitivity provided by theLSA would permit the study of the struc-ture and evolution of the gas and dustjets of comets, in relation to the outgas-ing processes of the cometary nuclei.   J. Lequeux concluded the scientificpresentations by considering the syner-gy between the LSA and the VLT. Hepointed out that these two instrumentswill be highly complementary, as theywill both have high sensitivity and angu-lar resolution. Furthermore, he said thatthe main scientific drivers for both theLSA and the VLT are cosmology andstar formation, so that the science pro-grammes will also be complementary –these are also the domains where thesynergy will be at its best. For example,in the case of high-redshift galaxies,        Sensitivity of the Large Southern Array for typical continuum observations, compared with thatthe millimetre observations will be bi-       of some other large telescopes (approximate wavelength and sensitivity are indicated by theased in favour of dust-rich galaxies,         location of the telescope name in this plot). The broadband spectra of 3C273 (at z = 0.16 andwhereas the optical is biased against         redshifted to z = 4) and IRAS 10214+4724 (at z = 2.3 and redshifted to z = 10) are also shownsuch objects.                                 for comparison.   There followed a series of presenta-tions about the LSA Study Project, fo-cussing on various technical aspects. R.Booth provided an overview, stressing         gether with the need for a manageable           correlator would also be a technicalthat, with the Plateau de Bure interfer-      number of dishes, implies large sizes for       challenge, but, as A. van Ardenneometer and the 10-m HH, 15-m SEST             the individual antennas. They should be         showed, current developments in micro-and JCMT, 20-m Onsala, and 30-m               moveable, to provide high sensitivity at        electronics are promising and the ten-IRAM dishes, Europe is already strongly       short baselines. Some initial configura-        fold increase in correlator power is pos-developed in millimetre astronomy, and        tion ideas were outlined, including a hi-       sible.the LSA is a logical next step.               erarchical (fractal) scheme. A. Baudry             L. Woltjer concluded the workshop by   The obvious location for the LSA is        also made the case for subarrays capa-          again placing the LSA in context: it willthe Atacama desert in Chile, both for the     ble of quick phase calibration, and com-        be a counterpart of both the HST and theunparalleled atmospheric conditions           mented on the use of the extended               VLT, and will also serve the adjacentand for complementarity with the VLT. L.      IRAM array as a testbed. Overall techni-        communities such as those of ISO,Bååth described the search presently          cal requirements (wavelength coverage,          FIRST, and SOPHIA. In terms of the ev-being undertaken for a site sufficiently      angular and spectroscopic resolution,           olution in sensitivity and resolving pow-large for the LSA and at an appropriate       polarization requirements, etc.) were still     er, the LSA is a logical and necessaryaltitude and within reasonable distance       to be fully defined based on scientific         development in millimetre astronomy,of infrastructure. One site has already       objectives. D. Plathner described possi-        similar to that now being made in opticalbeen identified which is worthy of more       ble novel teIescope designs that would          astronomy. He mentioned the advantag-detailed study. R. Hills discussed the        meet the required specifications at low         es of ESO being involved in some way inproblem of atmospheric phase fluctua-         cost.                                           this endeavour. There are many issuestions due to water vapour, for which cor-        J. Lamb commented that the provi-            to be decided in the technical optimiza-rections are required in order to obtain      sion of the large number of mixers re-          tion of the LSA, and that is the purposeangular resolution significantly below 1      quired for the LSA would be a significant       of the present Study Project. Fundingarcsec. There are a number of possible        challenge. Millimetre receivers are al-         possibilities should also be exploredcorrection techniques (also discussed in      ready close to fundamental sensitivity          now, if the LSA is to be built sometime inposter papers by M. Bremer and P. Hall);      limits, and the main advances to be             the next decade.the most promising is based on meas-          made are in reliability and simplicity.            The complete proceedings of thisurements of the atmospheric emission in       Forecasting from the present he would           workshop will be published in the ESOthe beam of each antenna.                     predict SIS receivers with solid-state lo-      Astrophysics Symposia series.   Possible array concepts and configu-       cal oscillators, perhaps with HEMT re-rations were outlined by S. Guilloteau.       ceivers for frequencies < 150 GHz. Cry-The large collecting area of the array, to-   ogenics would be a major issue. The             E-mail address: pshaver@eso.org
                                                                                                                                         25The Director General of ESO, Riccardo Giacconi, giving his opening remarks at the workshop.
of young stellar objects – infrared and        spheres of giants and supergiants, ther-       these shells at distances of 6–10 kpc,maser emission – can be followed up at         mal emission from other evolved stars,         the distance of the Galactic molecularhigh angular resolution by the large ar-       the disks of pre-main sequence stars,          ring. Planetary nebulae were describedray. The earliest phases require high an-      the non-thermal emission from active           as “dust factories” by P. Cox, and LSAgular resolution in order to locate the        stars, etc. By observing at mm wave-           studies will provide important informa-thermal dust emission, the high density        lengths, one can go deeper into a stellar      tion about the process of interstellar en-molecular clumps, and the small-scale          atmosphere, and explore a higher ener-         richment. Many species of moleculesmolecular outflows. The study of the ev-       gy (> 1 MeV) electron population in            have already been detected in 44 plane-olution from disk to planet formation will     flares. Measurement of the optically-          tary nebulae, and the LSA will greatlyrequire line and continuum observations        thick free-free emission from the photo-       advance such studies.with an angular resolution of 0.1″ and         spheres of normal stars will permit the           The study of solar-system objectshigh sensitivity. One would like to study      determination of stellar radii for those       would greatly benefit from combined ob-the morphology and kinematics of disks,        stars with well-determined parallaxes.         servations using the LSA in conjunctionthe presence of rings, the distribution of     C. Fransson pointed out that the LSA will      with spacecraft. The LSA will contributemolecules and dust. Molecular outflows         also be important for supernova re-            much to planetary science – our own so-are important both as an essential ingre-      search, as radio supernovae are first          lar system and possibly evidence aboutdient of star formation and for an under-      seen at high frequencies, and the LSA          extrasolar planets. A. Marten describedstanding of the physics of astrophysical       will be able to detect them out to 30 Mpc.     the progress that has been made fromjets in general. K. Menten and C. Thum         VLBI studies of supernovae can be used         close encounters with planets by somediscussed molecular and recombination          for distance determinations. The angular       two dozen spacecraft, and said that mil-line masers from stellar envelopes. In         resolution of the LSA will be important in     limetre observations with the LSA wouldaddition to the study of the envelopes         the study of supernova remnants and            contribute to a wide variety of topics –themselves, these masers can be used           their proper motions. In the case of SN        composition, isotope studies, thermalfor a variety of purposes, ranging from        1987A, the fact that the LSA and HST           structure, dynamics (winds), meteorolo-distance measurement to “maser guide           will have similar angular resolution will      gy. LSA continuum observations of as-stars” that can assist in imaging faint        be important; the prediction that the su-      teroids would complement radiometricemission around the stars.                     pernova shock wave will hit the [OIII]         observations at other wavelengths, con-   The LSA will produce a quantum jump         ring in the year 2005±3 may provide im-        tributing to the determinations of theirin the multi-wavelength continuum study        petus for an early construction of the         size and albedo, as outlined by J. Cro-of stars, as summarized by R. Pallavicini      LSA!                                           visier*. In addition, it would provide the– thousands of stars of many types over           Molecular line observations of circum-      unique possibility to sample their sub-practically the entire HR diagram will be      stellar shells around evolved stars pro-       surface temperature and study theirdetectable. This work will have an im-         vide a unique probe of time-dependent          thermal properties. LSA continuum ob-pact on studies of the winds of early          chemistry, and M. Guélin indicated that        servations of comets would explore duststars, the photospheres and chromo-            the LSA will be capable of resolving           sizes not accessible to optical or radio
24Current state-of-the-art in millimetre arrays: the four 15-m antennas of the IRAM interferometer on Plateau de Bure, France.Photo: A. Rambaud, IRAM.
baselines of hundreds and thousands of           arms, secondary bars and rings – will be         the LSA will be particularly suitable forkilometres respectively. A variety of new        resolved with enough sensitivity to con-         the study of diffuse molecular clouds inobservations would become possible,              strain theoretical scenarios. The mass           absorption against extragalactic sourc-ranging from the immediate environs of           spectrum of molecular clouds in nearby           es; thousands of sources will be acces-supermassive black holes in galactic nu-         galaxies will be determined, as will in-         sible to the LSA, and as they will sampleclei and extragalactic mega-masers, to           sights into large-scale star formation           random (unperturbed) clouds, they willmilliarcsec imaging of Galactic objects          processes and the H2/CO ratio. Special           be ideal for unbiased statistical studies.with relatively low brightness tempera-          studies, such as mapping of gravitation-         T. Wilson and M. Walmsley discussedtures (particularly stars and stellar            al arcs in molecular lines, will be possi-       the potential contributions of the LSA towinds) – a new field of scientific re-           ble. The LSA will address questions              our knowledge of molecular clouds andsearch. S. Wagner discussed variability          such as the origin and kinematics of the         astrochemistry. The large interferometeras a diagnostic of AGN, and pointed out          molecular gas in early-type galaxies. It         would contribute most from studies ofthat the high sensitivity of the LSA will        will make possible detailed studies of           molecular clouds near star-formation re-allow monitoring of a large fraction of the      the central regions of galaxies – molecu-        gions – the conditions at the start offlat-spectrum radio-loud quasars in the          lar tori and rings, and nuclear star forma-      cloud collapse, and the interaction ofUniverse. R. Chini discussed mm con-             tion. The large collecting area and high         newly-born stars with nearby moleculartinuum observations of AGN and galax-            sensitivity of the LSA will be required to       clouds. Spectral scans with high resolu-ies, showing how a combination of infra-         spatially resolve the tori in AGN (NGC           tion and sensitivity, and molecular mapsred and millimetre observations can dis-         1068 could be observed with 3 pc reso-           with the same high angular resolution astinguish between types, even if optically        lution), and to kinematically detect the         the continuum maps, will provide new in-obscured. High resolution millimetre             central engines. The Magellanic Clouds           formation on the chemistry, dynamics,continuum maps of galaxies can provide           provide a laboratory for interstellar medi-      and evolution.a powerful tool for studying star forma-         um and stellar studies, and F. Israel               Observing and understanding the for-tion.                                            summarised the wide range of objects             mation of stars and planets is another of   Several presentations by F. Combes,           that will be detectable with the LSA.            the main science drivers for the LSA,C. Henkel & T. Wiklind, D. Downes, F. Vi-           In our own Galaxy, many classes of            and was covered in talks by M. Felli, S.allefond, R. Genzel and L. Tacconi con-          objects could be studied in unprece-             Beckwith, A. Dutrey, R. Bachiller, andcerned molecular line studies of galax-          dented detail. P. Mezger pointed out             several poster papers. The elusive pro-ies. The LSA will be able to resolve indi-       that, if SgrA* at the Galactic centre is an      tostars may best be found by virtue ofvidual clouds in other galaxies and              underfed black hole, and if such objects         their cold dust emission at millimetreachieve the same angular resolution for          occur in most galaxies, then as the clos-        wavelengths, and a large millimetre ar-galaxies at z ~ 1 as can be achieved now         est example it will be very important to         ray will be ideal. In the early collapsein local galaxies, which will provide di-        study in detail. The LSA would permit            phase the disks will be opaque at mmrect information on galaxy evolution.            unobscured study of this object and its          wavelengths, so easy to detect in theThe main dynamical features – spiral             environment. R. Lucas explained how              continuum. Other clues to the presence
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   The next major step in millimetre as-               thus providing a window into the ‘dark        and discussed search strategies. At stilltronomy, and one of the highest-priority               ages’ beyond z ~ 5 when much of the           higher redshifts, P. Encrenaz discusseditems in radio astronomy today, is a                   key activity in galaxy formation may          the prospects of searching for primordiallarge millimetre array with a collecting               have taken place. With its high sensitivi-    molecules such as LiH and LiH+.area of up to 10,000 m2. A project of this             ty and angular resolution, the LSA will be       The potential of the LSA for studyingscale will almost certainly require inter-             particularly well suited for studying grav-   high-redshift quasars and quasar ab-national collaboration, at least within Eu-            itational lensing of high redshift galaxies   sorption systems was highlighted by therope, and possibly with other major part-              – strong lensing, weak lensing (the           presentation of new results by A. Omontners elsewhere. In order to establish a                shear field), and cluster arcs. Millimetre    and T. Wiklind. Omont showed detec-focal point for this project within Europe,            astronomy is currently undergoing a rev-      tions of mm continuum radiation from thea study has been undertaken by the In-                 olution, with observations of the high        highest redshift quasars; observationsstitut de Radio Astronomie Millimétrique               redshift Universe and an increasing di-       with the Plateau de Bure interferometer(IRAM), ESO, The Onsala Space Ob-                      versity of objects, and Longair conclud-      indicate that the emission from the z =servatory (OSO), and The Netherlands                   ed that the LSA will play an important        4.7 quasar APM 1202-07 comes fromFoundation for Research in Astronomy                   part in the multi-wavelength approach to      two components, the quasar itself and(NFRA). In the context of this project, a              the great problems of astronomy.              another object at the same redshift 2.5″workshop attended by some 100 partici-                    The study of young galaxies in the         away. The LSA will make it possible topants was held at ESO Garching on De-                  early Universe is one of the main sci-        map such emission and search for othercember 11–13, 1995 to discuss the sci-                 ence drivers for the LSA, and there were      such objects, some of which may beentific advances which such an array will              presentations by S. White, G. de Zotti, P.    dust-obscured. Wiklind showed resultsmake possible.                                         van der Werf, M. Rowan-Robinson, and          from the exciting new field of molecular   In his opening remarks, the Director                A. Blain on this subject. White pointed       absorption-line spectroscopy of quasars.General of ESO, Riccardo Giacconi,                     out that HST images of distant “protogal-     As many as 15 distinct molecular transi-stated that ESO is committed to support-               axies” already show them to be complex        tions have already been detected in indi-ing the large millimetre array project as              structures suggesting that they are gas-      vidual absorption systems in quasarthe possible new major prospect in Eu-                 rich and dynamically evolving; the LSA        spectra out to redshifts of 0.89; the high-ropean ground-based astronomy. He                      will be capable of studying them in de-       est-redshift system was discoveredadded that the form and extent of this                 tail, and determining their space distri-     purely by spectral scans in the millimetresupport will have to be discussed in the               bution over a large redshift range for        wavebands, in a radio Einstein ringrelevant committees.                                   comparison with theories of large scale       which has not yet been optically identi-   The array concept under study has                   structure evolution. De Zotti stressed        fied. Several molecular transitions havebeen outlined in a recent document                     that very strong dust emission may be         been detected in individual systems. The(“LSA: Large Southern Array”), which is                the dominant signature of young galax-        LSA will greatly expand this work, by vir-available from IRAM or ESO. The initial                ies, in which case millimetre observa-        tue of its high sensitivity and discrimina-concept was briefly reviewed at the                    tions will be the principal means of find-    tion of point sources against extendedworkshop by D. Downes: an array of                     ing young galaxies in the early Universe      emission, making possible such impor-some 50 × 16 m antennas with base-                     and understanding their evolution. The        tant measurements as gravitational lenslines up to 10 km, operating at a site in              uniform sensitivity to such galaxies over     time delays, the temperature of the mi-northern Chile above 3000 m altitude to                a large redshift range may even provide       crowave background as a function ofwavelengths as short as 1 mm, provid-                  an opportunity to investigate the geome-      redshift using different molecular transi-ing the high sensitivity of a collecting               try of the Universe. Rowan-Robinson           tions, and isotopic ratios at cosmologicalarea of 10 4 m 2 and angular resolution                placed the LSA in the context of other        distances.better than 0.1″. He pointed out that this             FIR/mm surveys for distant galaxies us-          The LSA will contribute to studies ofarray would be a reasonable next step in               ing IRAS, ISO, SCUBA, and FIRST. A            the physics of active galaxy nuclei, withterms of collecting area, at the cost of a             survey with the LSA would be complete-        its high sensitivity, its discrimination ofsmall scientific satellite. These parame-              ly dominated by galaxies at high red-         point sources, and its ability to probeters set the scene for the following talks.            shift; it would have unprecedented            deeply into galactic nuclei because of   The array was placed in the context of              source density, the highest proportion of     low synchrotron and dust opacity at milli-21st century astronomy by M. Longair*,                 z > 2 sources, and exceptional positional     metre wavelengths. T. Krichbaum de-who described it as a millimetre equiva-               accuracy and resolution. A. Blain con-        scribed the kinds of science that will belent to the Hubble Space Telescope, one                cluded that as many as 104 galaxies at z      possible if the LSA can be used as awhich will open up new ways to tackle                  > 5 may be detectable in both line and        phased array for mm VLBI. At wave-many of the most important problems of                 continuum with the LSA, and that gravi-       lengths shorter than 3 mm, VLBI is capa-astrophysics. Star-forming galaxies that               tational lenses could be up to a thou-        ble of resolutions of a few tens of micro-would be difficult to see with HST will be             sand times more numerous in the mm            arcsec, corresponding to fractions of adetectable out to redshifts of ~ 10–20,                waveband than in optical/radio. P. van        parsec at z = 1. Space VLBI at mm                                                       der Werf reviewed existing mm search-         wavelengths would provide still higher                                                       es for, and observations of, high-redshift    resolution. Unprecedented sensitivity  * Owing to transportation difficulties, M. Longair   galaxies, commented that our own Gal-         would also be possible: ~ 1 mJy, corre-and J. Crovisier were unable to attend the work-shop, and their papers were presented by A. Blain      axy could be detected up to z ~ 3–5 in        sponding to brightness temperatures TBand P. Encrenaz respectively.                          CO or the 158 µm [CII] line with the LSA,     ~ 102–104 K and TB ~104–106 K for
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                                                                                                                                                  21                                                                                                    shaped emission has been observed di-                                                                                                    rectly. In Seyfert 1 galaxies, the Broad                                                                                                    Line Region (BLR) can be seen in emis-                                                                                                    sion lines, but in Seyfert 2s our line of                                                                                                    sight to the nucleus is obscured by the                                                                                                    torus, making the BLR undetectable ex-                                                                                                    cept in scattered light. One way to inves-                                                                                                    tigate the unified model directly is to im-                                                                                                    age the very central part of the active                                                                                                    nucleus.                                                                                                        Infrared imaging of the central regions                                                                                                    is clearly important for our understanding                                                                                                    of AGN. Dust near the nucleus will be                                                                                                    heated by the UV flux from the central                                                                                                    engine and there is good evidence that                                                                                                    most, if not all, the infrared emission from                                                                                                    AGN comes from heated dust (see                                                                                                    Barvainis, 1992). The size of the emitting                                                                                                    region is quite small. For example it is                                                                                                    5h –175 pc or 0.16″±0.04 (1 σ) in NGC 4151                                                                                                          1

                                                                                                    (Neugebauer et al., 1990) at 10 µm.
                                                                                                        About 20–30 nearby Seyfert galaxies                                                                                                    are bright enough to be used as refer-                                                                                                    ences for fringe tracking. For these, the                                                                                                    central parsec will be probed in the opti-                                                                                                    cal and infrared. It is also useful to probe                                                                                                    larger scales in more distant objects, to                                                                                                    trace any cosmological evolution. Fig-                                                                                                    ure 5 shows simulated images of a typi-                                                                                                    cal AGN observed at different angular                                                                                                    resolutions and Figure 6 shows how the                                                                                                    angular sizes of the relevant regions                                                                                                    scale with redshift.                                                                                                        If fringe tracking cannot be done onFigure 6: Angular extension as a function of redshift for regions with linear sizes of 1 pc (opensquares), 10 pc (open triangles), 100 pc (filled squares) and 1 kpc (open circles). The calcula-    the object itself, a nearby reference startions assumed Ho = 75 km/s/Mpc and qo = 0.5. The difference in look-back time between adja-         can be used. It is thus important tocent symbols is constant and equal to about 0.5 Gyr.                                                search for new objects (radio selected or                                                                                                    by-products of planned surveys) located                                                                                                    near bright stars. The overall impact of                                                                                                    VLTI in extragalactic astronomy will de-mation in the vicinity of the Galactic cen-          Although our understanding of the              pend on the sky coverage. Calculationstre, and to search for “peculiar” stars,          AGN phenomenon has increased dra-                 for the adaptive optics system on a unitwhich may be the remnants of stellar col-         matically, major fundamental issues re-           telescope in the visible predict a sky cov-lisions. Observations at 10 µm would              main unsettled. These include the pre-            erage of about 1% (Théodore et al.,also reveal the distribution of warm dust         cise mechanisms involved in feeding the           1994). This increases by a factor of 4–5associated with SgrA*.                            central black hole, the relationship be-          if the correction is done in the near infra-   Observing the Galactic centre is quite         tween AGN activity and ultraluminous              red and becomes even greater in thea challenging task for the VLTI because           starbursts, and the reason why some               mid-infrared. A catalogue of bright starsof the high density of sources. Hybrid            AGN in elliptical galaxies are radio loud         in the near infrared is needed to searchconfigurations formed by combining the            (but not those in spirals). The relation-         efficiently for observable objects.UTs with the ATs will give good coverage          ship between members of the AGN zoo,of the (u, v) plane, in particular when the       ranging from the brightest quasars to             3. Conclusiontechnique of multi-frequency synthesis            barely-active Seyfert galaxies, is not un-is employed. The focal plane instru-              derstood.                                             On the basis of the above sciencements needed for observations of the                 There has been much debate on the              goals, ISAC reached a clear consensusGalactic centre are (i) an instrument for         relation between radio-loud quasars and           as to the appropriate phasing of capabil-the mid-infrared with spectral resolution         radio galaxies (for a review see Anto-            ities that would minimise costs and max-R ≈ 200, and (ii) a near-infrared instru-         nucci, 1993). It could be that these ob-          imise possible scientific benefits both inment with R ≈ 2000. For the investiga-            jects are intrinsically similar but with          the short and long term. The recommen-tion of SgrA*, polarimetric capabilities          differences that can be related either            dations are:would be very valuable.                           to their evolution, their environment or             1. That the VLTI should be brought                                                  their orientation to our line of sight.           into operation as soon as possible.2.8 Active Galactic Nuclei                        The third possibility is currently the                                                  most favoured. In this scenario, the                 2. That the development of VLTI   AGNs are thought to be powered by              bright nucleus is surrounded by an ob-            should proceed in sequenced phases ofaccretion onto a massive black hole. For          scuring torus of dust and gas, resulting          increasing complexity, leading to the fullreasons that are not understood, but are          in twin beams of continuum emission.              implementation of the VLTI as endorsedprobably related to the way galaxies              If our line of sight falls along one of           by previous committees.form, there are many more AGN at high             these beams then we see a quasar,redshifts than locally. The space density         otherwise the object appears as a radio             3. That the earliest phases should fo-of high-luminosity AGN at z ~ 2 is 100–           galaxy.                                           cus on:1000 times greater than at the present               A similar explanation can be applied             (a) the near- and mid-infrared re-epoch.                                            to Seyferts, in which double cone-                gimes (1–5 µm and 10–20 µm),20Figure 5: Simulated 2.2 µm imager of an active galaxy at a distance of 5 Mpc, when observed at three different spatial resolutions. Left: 0.5 arcsecresolution (adapted from a SHARP/NTT image of NGC 1068). Middle: 0.06 arcsec resolution (adaptive optics on a UT). Right: 0.003 arcsecresolution (VLTI). The galaxy is assumed to contain a point-like AGN surrounded by a star cluster. From Genzel et al. (1995).
large apertures of the VLTI will be vital to      mid-infrared region is ideal for studying          fect the further evolution of the objectachieve high spectral resolution maps in          dust formation near AGB stars and the              and the formation of a planetary nebula.a few nights.                                     accompanying depletion of atoms and                The disks should be a few to several                                                  molecules. A start has been made by                tens of AU in size, which means they can2.6 AGB stars                                     Danchi et al. (1994) using the Infrared            be resolved by VLTI at a distance of                                                  Spatial Interferometer, which has two              500 pc.                                 < 8M end   All stars with initial masses ~                1.65-metre apertures (see Table 1).their lives on the Asymptotic Giant               Their measurements, made at 10 µm                  2.7 The Galactic centreBranch. An AGB star consists of a de-             using baselines up to 13 m, allowed agenerate C/O core surrounded by a very            detailed study of the inner radii for 13 of           The central 0.1 pc of our Galaxy willextended convective atmosphere from               the brightest late-type stars. The VLTI,           be an important target for VLTI at wave-which mass is lost via a dense and dusty          with its 8-m apertures and 10–20 µm ca-            lengths from 2 to 10 µm The resolutionoutflow at rates of 10–8 to 10–4 M /yr and        pability, is uniquely suited to extending          of the VLTI at 2 µm is about 2 mas,expansion velocities of 5–30 km/s. The            this work to fainter and more distant ob-          which at the Galactic centre corre-mass-loss mechanism in AGB stars is               jects and with higher spectral resolution.         sponds to 15 AU or about 1500 timespoorly understood. It is believed to be           For example, the location and properties           the Schwarzschild radius of a 106 M ,related to the slow pulsations and the            of the silicate dust can be studied by             black hole. The first and most importantformation of dust, which is subsequently          measuring the change in size of the ob-            goal will be to test for the presence of apushed out by radiation pressure. Im-             ject as a function of wavelength through           central massive black hole by measur-proving our understanding of the physi-           the silicate features at 9.7 and 18 mi-            ing the three-dimensional velocity fieldcal mechanisms that drive this process            crons (Lorenz-Martins et al., 1995). The           of the star cluster centred on IRS 16.is important because mass loss domi-              layers above the photosphere in which              The current astrometric programme atnates AGB evolution and also because              dust forms may extend to about 10 stel-            the NTT (Eckart et al., 1995) could beAGB stars play an important role in the           lar radii, which is several tens of milliarc-      continued with higher precision and radi-chemical evolution of galaxies by return-         sec at distances of 500–1000 pc and                al velocities could be determined at verying gas and dust to the ISM.                      easily accessible to VLTI. Direct imaging          small distances from the centre of the   Questions that may be addressed                of the stellar disk will also be possible,         star cluster, where observations withare: (i) Where does the dust form in the          so limb darkening and distortions from             single telescopes are limited by crowd-extended atmosphere? If it forms too far          sphericity can be measured. If an AGB              ing.away from the photosphere the mass-               star is imaged throughout a pulsation                 Another very important goal for theloss rate resulting from radiation pres-          cycle and if simultaneous radial velocity          VLTI will be detailed observations of thesure on the dust grains is insufficient to        data are taken, the distance can be                infrared sources close to the position ofexplain the observations. (ii) What is the        measured.                                          SgrA*. It is presently unclear whether anyrole of the pulsations in the mass loss              The mid-infrared also is the obvious            of the objects found at 2.2 µm is the trueprocess? Is the star distorted due to the         wavelength region for studying post-               counterpart of the compact radio source.large convective motions in the enve-             AGB stars. Many post-AGB candidates                The study of a potential IR counterpart oflope? (iii) What molecules are depleted           were discovered in the IRAS point                  SgrA* would give completely new in-in the dust formation region? (iv) How            source catalogue to show warm dust                 sights into the vicinity of the central objectdoes dust formation depend on the                 (500 K) and turn out to be binaries. The           of our Galaxy, and could perhaps give usphase of the pulsation and on the chem-           most famous example of such an object              a direct view of the putative accretionical composition of the star?                     is the Red Rectangle (see Van Winckel              disk. In addition, the high angular resolu-   Several theoretical studies have high-         et al., 1995). It appears that mass loss           tion of the VLTI will enable us to obtainlighted the potential of mid-infrared inter-      on the AGB can be affected by the pres-            infrared spectra of individual stars in theferometry for studying AGB envelopes              ence of an unseen companion, with                  very crowded Galactic centre region. Itand addressing some of these issues               mass being stored in a circum-binary               will thus be possible to make a census of(Lorenz-Martins et al., 1995; Winters et          disk. It is currently unclear whether              the stellar population in this area, toal., 1995; Ivezic & Elitzur, 1996). The           these disks are stable and how they af-            check whether there is ongoing star for-
                                                                                                                                                 19                                                     bles, i.e., stars of much lower masses         hood. In many instances, interferometric                                                     (Tuthill et al., 1994; Haniff et al., 1995).   data will provide the first direct measure-                                                     Limitations on the resolving power cur-        ments with which to confront — and per-                                                     rently attainable from the ground mean         haps overturn — existing theories.                                                     that only the nearest and most luminous                                                     sources have been observed. The pri-           2.5 Be stars                                                     mary goal of an interferometric survey of                                                     the local neighbourhood will be to deter-         Be stars show Hα emission that is                                                     mine the frequency of occurrence of            strongly variable and usually double-                                                     these hotspots as a function of type and       peaked. They are also known to be rapid                                                     luminosity class.                              rotators, which led Struve (1931) to sug-                                                        Evolutionary timescale. One of the          gest that the emission arises in a circum-                                                     most useful diagnostics in the study of        stellar disk of ejected matter. This model                                                     surface inhomogeneities will be the pre-       has not been universally accepted (Doa-                                                     cise determination of their evolutionary       zan, 1987), but optical interferometry                                                     timescales. Predictions exist for convec-      has now confirmed that Be star enve-                                                     tive models, (Schwarzschild, 1975) but         lopes are indeed flattened (Mourard etFigure 4: Image of the M2 Iab supergiant             there has been little effort to monitor        al., 1989; Quirrenbach et al., 1993,Betelgeuse at 710 nm obtained using optical          these stellar surfaces using high-resolu-      1994; Stee et al., 1995).interferometry with the 4.2-m WHT (adaptedfrom Buscher et al., 1990). This maximum-            tion imaging methods. A dedicated inter-          Ad hoc models which assume a diskentropy reconstruction shows a single bright         ferometer offers the possibility of such a     geometry have been successful in de-feature that is offset from the centre of an oth-    programme.                                     scribing the winds of Be stars (e.g., Marl-erwise uniform disk. It represents the first re-        Multiplicity. Current ground-based          borough, 1987), but a theoretical mech-solved image of a star apart from the sun, and       studies of stellar hotspots have been          anism for disk formation only cameshows a convective hotspot. This type of fea-        constrained by the limited resolutions of      through the work of Bjorkman & Cass-ture has recently been rediscovered by HST           monolithic telescopes. In this sense, ob-      inelli (1993). They showed that Coriolisat ultraviolet wavelengths. The large appar-         servations have only been able to place        forces in the radiation-driven wind of aent size of Betelgeuse means that it is one of       limits on the sizes and multiplicities of      rapidly rotating star will force the flow ofthe few stars than can be resolved with HST.VLTI, with its 100-m baseline, will suffer no        the hotspots seen on these targets.            gas towards the equatorial plane andsuch limitations and offers the prospect both        Once again, predictions for these prop-        create a very thin, dense disk. Manyof investigating stars such as Betelgeuse at         erties exist for a number of models, im-       questions remain unsolved, however.much higher spatial resolution, and of extend-       plying that significant progress could be      This model underestimates the amounting surface studies to more distant popula-          made if observations at much higher            of matter in the disk by a factor of abouttions and less extended stellar types. Con-          spatial resolution were available.             100 and predicts a disk opening angletours are plotted at 5, 10, 20, 30, . . . 90, 95 %      Location. Another useful diagnostic         which is much smaller than that derivedof the peak intensity. Note the scale of the         for elucidating the physical mechanism         from the statistics of shell stars. Also, theaxes – this is the one of the largest stars in       responsible for surface features will be       important variable character of Be starsthe sky (in terms of apparent size).                                                     the identification of the precise radial       (short-, middle- and long-term) is not un-                                                     depth at which they occur. Because of          derstood. Indeed different mechanisms                                                     the abundance of molecular and atomic          could give the same classical measure-                                                     species in cool stellar atmospheres,           ments. Fortunately, one can show thatshown in Figure 4 is typical of those now            spectrally resolved measurements pro-          the analysis of the interferometric databeing regularly obtained, which show a               vide useful information as to the radial       through the different variation cycles al-small number of bright unresolved fea-               stratification of the stellar atmosphere,      lows the determination of the correcttures containing typically 5–15 % of the             and so it should be possible, in principle,    processes.stellar flux superimposed on an other-               to map out the vertical locations of the          VLTI at optical and infrared wave-wise uniform disk. The relationship, if              surface inhomogeneities.                       lengths is very well suited to resolvingany, between these features and the                     Mass loss. Perhaps the most exciting        the disk structure of Be stars and moni-well-documented mass loss and varia-                 prospect lies in tying together the ob-        toring time variability. There are morebility of Betelgeuse is at present un-               served surface features with the prodi-        than 100 Be stars brighter than 6th mag-clear.                                               gious mass loss and variability of cool        nitude and they have already been well   These surface features, which appear              giants and supergiants. Mass loss from         studied by classical techniques (spec-as bright “hotspots” of emission, are                cool stars remains a very poorly under-        troscopy, photometry, polarimetry). In-probably the result of large-scale con-              stood area, and interferometric observa-       terferometry brings new constraints onvective upwellings of material from hot-             tions offer the prospect of imaging cir-       the size and morphology of the disk (in-ter regions of the stellar interior                  cumstellar dust very close to the stellar      cluding velocity and density fields), on(Schwarzschild, 1975). Their number,                 surface, of monitoring the photospheric        the central star itself (radius, ellipticity,evolution timescale and brightness are               radius directly, and of directly relating      surface activity and limb-darkening –certainly all consistent with such an hy-            spatially resolved images with photo-          see Cidale & Vázquez, 1995) and on thepothesis, but their detection has raised a           metric and polarimetric variability.           effects of a binary companion.number of further questions that will like-             As well as the main areas listed               Be stars make good targets for long-ly be amenable to large interferometers              above, one should not forget more mun-         baseline interferometers, thanks to thelike the VLTI. For this reason, cool                 dane, but equally important, problems          simultaneous presence of a point-likeevolved stars are among the most prom-               that could be addressed by the VLTI.           continuum source (the central star) andising targets for pilot interferometric ob-          These include precise angular diameter         a resolved structure (the emitting enve-servations. A brief summary of the pos-              measurements, which lead to effective          lope). The programme demands a goodsible science goals for such observa-                temperature, and studies of the atmo-          spectral resolution (R=10,000 in the vis-tions are listed below:                              spheric structure. All the questions           ible and R=100–1000 in the near-IR).   Frequency of occurrence. Although                 raised here can be addressed by a com-         Moderate (u, v) coverage is sufficientnow imaged on a handful of massive M                 bination of programmes: (i) detailed           because the geometry is simple – evensupergiants, there is growing evidence               studies of selected sources, (ii) monitor-     without images, and strong constraintsthat surface inhomogeneities are also                ing of selected sources every month,           can be placed on the physical processespresent on Mira-type long-period varia-              and (iii) a survey of the local neighbour-     involved in the Be phenomenon. The
18                                                                                                        baselines in the NIR. Most of these stars                                                                                                        are late-type giants. Some 50% have                                                                                                        apparent diameters of 2.5 mas or more                                                                                                        and will permit detailed studies of their                                                                                                        surfaces. Figure 2 shows the histogram                                                                                                        for the distribution of apparent diameters                                                                                                        and spectral class.                                                                                                           The superior imaging capability of                                                                                                        VLTI will make possible the study of                                                                                                        physical characteristics of surface phe-                                                                                                        nomena and their variation with time.                                                                                                        Important surface phenomena are due                                                                                                        to hydrodynamic and magnetohydrody-                                                                                                        namic effects and result in large-scale                                                                                                        convection cells in the outer convection                                                                                                        zones and concentrations of magnetic                                                                                                        fields. The study of convection through                                                                                                        surface temperature and line-of-sight                                                                                                        velocity variations provides clues to the                                                                                                        fundamental properties of the convec-                                                                                                        tion zone. The temporal variation of ac-                                                                                                        tive regions provides insight in the un-Figure 2: Histogram of CADARS (Catalogue of Apparent Diameters and Absolute Radii of                    derlying dynamo processes which gen-Stars; Fracassini et al., 1988) stars with apparent diameters above 1 mas and declinations              erate magnetic fields in stars.south of +40°. The solid line represents the cumulative frequency.                                         Figure 3 shows the interferometric                                                                                                        signal (visibility magnitude) which can                                                                                                        be expected for a relatively quiet (solar-naries within a reasonable time: an orbit           search for new companions. Measuring                type) and an active star. It is important toof 100 AU takes about 1000 years, but               visibilities at different wavelengths in            notice that the signatures in the visibilityone of 4 AU will be completed in 8 years.           the near- and mid-infrared bands will al-           functions occur at high angular frequen-Fortunately, the incidence of binaries              low us to investigate the temperature               cies and have small magnitudes. Onlyamong young stars is high (Reipurth &               and density distributions of the circum-            structures on active giants will probablyZinnecker, 1993) and is probably close              stellar material and search for gaps                be well resolved by VLTI. Although theto 100% in some molecular clouds                    which might indicate the formation of               target sources are bright (most stars(Ghez et al., 1993; Leinert et al., 1993).          planets. Finally, closure-phase imaging             have visual magnitudes between 2 andMasses from binary orbits will finally pro-         will be used to provide the detailed                8), the low visibility signal and the highvide urgently needed empirical checks               geometrical information needed to un-               spectral resolution required to performon the evolutionary tracks used in inter-           derstand the fascinating phenomena                  measurements of velocities and Zee-preting the observations of young stars.            mentioned above.                                    man profiles will make necessary the   The key capabilities of VLTI in this                                                                 use of the UTs.field are its resolution, sensitivity and           2.4 Stellar surface structure                          The detection of surface features oninfrared response. There are many                                                                       cool giants and supergiants using largebright YSOs (V = 11–15, K = 6–9) which                 A survey by von der Lühe et al. (1995)           single telescopes has been one of thewill make ideal targets. Once the first             indicates that about 2000 stars with dec-           most important successes of interfero-two ATs become available, a good first-             linations less than 40° north have appar-           metric imaging (Buscher et al., 1990;light project would be to determine stel-           ent diameters of one milli-arcsec and               Wilson et al., 1992). The best-studiedlar masses from orbital motion and to               more and therefore are resolved to VLTI             example is Betelgeuse. The image
Figure 3: Distribution of visibility magnitude for a quiet (solar-type) star (left) and for an active giant (right). The phenomena shown are convection,active regions (starspots and plages) and small-scale magnetic fields. The large contribution at low frequencies is due to the sharp edge of thestellar disk. Angular frequencies are given in units of “inverse stellar radii.” The corresponding scale in arcsec is shown on the top for the Sun at10 pc (left) and for a K giant with 24 R (right) .
                                                                                                                                                     17called classical T Tauri stars, means thatprogress in understanding the physics ofstar formation may have important impli-cations for extragalactic astronomy.   A major programme for the VLTI is tostudy systematically the rich circumstel-lar environments of YSOs at a resolutionof about 2 mas, which corresponds to20–30 stellar radii (0.3 AU) for the near-est star-forming regions (d = 150 pc).The factor of twenty increase in resolu-tion over HST provides access to thephenomena which occur in the inner re-gions around young stars and shouldprovide important input to the theoreticalmodels. However, even VLTI will not beable to resolve the innermost parts of theaccretion disk, where material is pre-sumably funnelled via magnetic fieldsonto the stellar surface and where otherparts of the rotating magnetosphere ac-celerate and collimate the outflowingmatter. Nevertheless, observing just out-side these regions should allow mean-ingful extrapolations.   Very few direct studies of circumstel-lar disks have been performed so far,because this requires high resolution inthe near- and mid-infrared domains. Im-portant parameters yet to be determinedinclude the morphology of circumstellardisks, the temperature distribution, therelative contributions from scatteredstellar light and thermal disk emission,the disk chemical composition and theproperties of dust grains.   In a few objects, minima in the broad-band spectrum have been tentatively at-tributed to zones cleared by a planet orfaint companion (Marsh & Mahoney,1993), although different interpretationsbased on material properties are alsopossible. These gaps lie around 1 AUand would be detectable with the VLTI(Malbet & Bertout, 1995). The determi-nation of visibility curves at 2 and 10 mi-                                                Figure 1: The top part shows a HST/WFC image of the bipolar jets from the HH 30 star in thecrons should indicate the interesting                                                [SII] 6716, 6731 lines (with the continuum contribution subtracted). The HH 30 star is not visiblecandidates; imaging will be required to         due to strong extinction in the circumstellar disk. The star is assumed to be located in the centrestudy the phenomenon with its asym-             of the gap between the two jets (i.e. 0.3″ to the left of the very end of the brighter jet). In themetries due to the presence of the orbit-       lower part, the measured FWHM of the bipolar jets as a function of distance is shown. For theing object. Generally, distribution of dust     visible parts of the jet, average full opening angles of about 6 degrees (left part) and 2 degreesand gas, and of the spatial distribution of     (right part) have been derived. However, for the invisible part of the jet, i.e. between the sourcetemperature can be measured and will            and the first point of measurement the jet opening angle must be considerably larger (at leastclarify the initial conditions for possible     50°) as indicated by the dashed line.subsequent planet formation.   The question of how YSO jets are ac-celerated and collimated should also be         the opening angle of this YSO jet must be          burst would move outwards and be de-addressed with the VLTI. Although the in-       on small scales (i.e. within < 0.3″ or for <       tectable after a few days, allowing itsnermost region will not be resolved, im-        50 AU from the star). A similar behaviour          proper motion to be accurately meas-portant constraints on models can be            has been predicted by the theoretical              ured. This is similar to VLBI observa-derived from observations beyond about          models of Camenzind (1990) in which the            tions of QSO jets. The need to pursue30 stellar radii. A start has been made with    jets are accelerated and collimated by             these observations with high spectralHST and ground-based telescopes, and            rotating magnetospheres and in which               resolution (R > 1000) and within 1–2studies of jet width as a function of radius    one expects large jet opening angles for           days because of the high proper motionshow that at least some YSO jets have full      jet radii much smaller than the light cylin-       of the knots (up to 1 mas/day) probablyopening angles of greater than 50° for          der, which is expected to have a radius of         will require the inclusion of the UTs onsmall distances from the star. This behav-      about 30 to 100 AU for typical rotation            the basis of current brightness esti-iour, which is observed for of at least a few   periods for T Tauri stars of a few days.           mates.YSO jets, is illustrated in Figure 1 on the        The VLTI can also investigate possi-               Measuring orbits of very close bina-basis of a recent HST/WFC image of the          ble connections between variations of              ries would be another valuable sciencebipolar jets from the HH 30-star in the [SII]   the central star and the formation of new          programme. High angular resolution is6716, 6731 lines (Ray and Mundt, 1996).         knots in the jet. For a jet speed of 300           needed to produce accurate masses forThe figure shows how drastically larger         km/s, a new knot resulting from an out-            lunar-occultation and spectroscopic bi-
16precision of ~ 10 µas, albeit over much              the thermal background in a reasonable                 fortunately, this relation is rather indirectwider angles, planets would be revealed              time with an Earth-based (and therefore                because the classical observables of aby conspicuous residuals in the astro-               uncooled) 8-m telescope. It should be                  brown dwarf (broad-band photometrymetric fit, but the mission lifetime and             kept in mind, however, that other plane-               and spectrum) are determined by itstemporal sampling would generally not                tary systems may be very different from                very thin atmosphere, while its physicalbe adequate to determine planetary or-               ours. In particular, other giant planets               status depends mostly on the age andbits.                                                may be warmed by internal heating,                     mass.   While observations of candidate exo-              which is stronger in planets that are                      Progress in understanding low-massplanets would make the VLTI pro-                     younger or more massive. Planets may                   stars and brown dwarfs clearly requiresgramme quite efficient, the target list              also be warmed by strong irradiation, ei-              a method for determining masses. Theshould also include a survey of other “in-           ther because the parent star has an ear-               first step is to perform radial velocity sur-teresting” objects. Examples are the                 ly spectral type or because the orbit is               veys of large samples of low-mass starsclosest stars, for which the VLTI can de-            small (as in the case of 51 Peg). There                in search of spectroscopic binaries.tect planets with lower masses than can              may be a realistic chance of detecting                 However, while these surveys provideradial velocity searches, IR-excess stars            such warm giant planets in the solar                   fundamental statistical results (Duquen-like β Pic, and pre-main-sequence ob-                neighbourhood with the VLTI at 10 or                   noy & Mayor, 1991), they can only yieldjects in low-mass star forming regions               20 µm, provided their temperature is at                masses for each component if combinedand in Orion. The astrometric mode of                least 400 K. Suitable candidate objects                with direct imaging measurements. Du-the VLTI would thus open new vistas in               for such an ambitious project, which                   quennoy et al. (1995) have recently dis-the study of the formation and evolution             would require several hours of integra-                cussed the impact of the VLT and VLTIof planetary systems. It could also pro-             tion time with the full array of four 8-m              on such a programme. In particular, theyvide an input list for even more ambi-               telescopes, could be drawn from the as-                show that the combination of high-preci-tious space interferometry projects                  trometric survey list.                                 sion (~ 15 m/s) radial velocity data withaimed at spectroscopic investigations of                                                                    parallaxes provided by Hipparcos andextrasolar giant and Earth-like planets.             2.2 Low mass stars and brown                           angular separations from VISA would al-One such project, DARWIN, is also un-                    dwarfs                                             low the determination of masses of veryder study as a cornerstone mission with-                                                                    low mass stars with a precision at thein Horizon 2000+.                                       Ninety percent of stars in our Galaxy               percent level. Even the mass of a sus-   While these indirect methods will cer-            are less massive than the Sun. Despite                 pected 0.03 M brown dwarf companiontainly yield a wealth of data about extra-           this fact, the properties of stars with low            could be estimated with ~ 5% accuracy,solar planetary systems, the direct de-              or very low masses are far less certain                firmly establishing its sub-stellar naturetection of photons originating from the              than those of their more massive coun-                 and allowing one to test evolution sce-planet itself would enable more detailed             terparts. For instance, establishing an                narios for these still mysterious objects.astrophysical studies. Examples include              observational mass-luminosity relation-determining the chemical composition                 ship for stars with masses smaller than                2.3 Star formation and early stellarand temperature of the planets through               0.3 M , is still an active field of research               evolutionspectroscopy, and studying surface                   (Henry & McCarthy 1993). Similarly, ob-structure and rotation by analysing the              servations are still unable to significantly              Young stellar objects (YSOs) exhibit alightcurve. However, in the visible and              constrain the lower end of the mass                    large variety of different phenomena,near-IR regimes it is prohibitively difficult        spectrum that is produced by the star                  such as infrared excesses, luminosityto detect planets against the glare of the           formation process.                                     variations and highly collimated jets withparent star. The only chance lies in the                Even less well understood are sub-                  velocities of several hundred km/s.mid-infrared, where the contrast is re-              stellar objects: the elusive brown dwarfs.             These phenomena suggest the pres-duced by several orders of magnitude.                It seems that, after a long and eventful               ence of a circumstellar accretion diskIn the 10 and 20 µm atmospheric win-                 search, the question of their existence                and strong magnetic fields. Understand-dows, the thermal emission of a planet               has recently been settled by clear detec-              ing the inner regions of YSOs, includingdepends strongly on its temperature (for             tions (Rebolo et al., 1995; Nakajima et                their accretion disks and jets, is an im-example, at 10 µm the Earth is brighter              al., 1995). Of course, this result opens a             portant area of current research and isthan Jupiter). Simple sensitivity calcula-           new field of study for this latest class of            related to the question of how our owntions show that Jupiter at a distance of             cosmic objects which will finally allow                solar system formed. The similarity of10 pc would not be detectable against                theory to be related to observations. Un-              some YSOs to AGNs, particularly the so-

TABLE 1. Current Ground-based Optical Long Baseline Interferometer (OLBI) Projects
 Programme (Nation)              Number of simult. Baselines                  Maximum                     Element diameter             Year of operation                                         (ultimate)                          Baseline [m]                       [m]

 I2T (F)                                         1                               140                             0.27                     operational
 GI2T (F)                                        1                                65                             1.52                     operational ISI (USA)3                                      1                                35                             1.65                     operational COAST (GB)                                    3 (6)                             100                             0.40                     operational SUSI (AUS)                                      1                               640                             0.14                     operational IOTA (USA)                                    1 (3)                              45                             0.45                     operational NPOI (USA)                                  3 (6, 15)                           250                             0.35                     operational ASEPS-0 ITT (USA)                               1                               100                             0.45                     operational CHARA (USA)                                     10                              350                             1.00                       1997 KIIA (USA)                                 1 / 6 / 151                        75 / 1802                       10 / 1.5                     1998 LBT (USA/I)4                                    1                                20                               8                        1999 VLTI (EUR)                                  6 / 3 / 61                       128 / 2002                        8 / 1.8                     2000 1   Beam combination main / auxiliary / hybrid — 2between main / auxiliary telescopes — 3heterodyne, to be changed into a homodyne interferometer — 4 mono- lithic array. — (Last update: 02/01/96).                                                                                                                                                             15                        S C I E N C E W I T H T H E V L T/ V LT IA New Start for the VLTIISAC – Interferometry Science Advisory Committee*
1. Introduction                                       ers. However, the primary scientific is-      star-planet system. While radial velocity                                                      sues that it seeks to address are well        searches could soon become a very effi-   It has always been ESO’s aim to oper-              defined, although there remains a need        cient method to detect exoplanets, theyate the VLT in an interferometric mode                to present these coherently to the wider      have a serious drawback: they cannot(VLTI) which allows the coherent combi-               community in order to justify the signifi-    determine separately the planetarynation of stellar light beams collected by            cant resources which the project re-          mass and its orbital inclination; only Mthe four 8-m telescopes (UTs) and by                  quires. Another pressing need is to de-       sin i is measurable. In contrast, astro-several smaller auxiliary telescopes                  velop an implementation plan that will        metric observations give M directly. Of(ATs). In December 1993, in response to               optimally exploit the various technologi-     course, in planetary systems which arefinancial difficulties, the ESO Council de-           cal stages of the project and ensure their    viewed “pole-on”, astrometry providescided to postpone implementation of the               compatibility with a vigorous, yet realis-    the only way to detect reflex motion.VLTI, Coudé trains and associated                     tic and timely, astrophysical programme.         The VLTI has the potential to be anadaptive optics for all the UTs but includ-              In order to study these issues and to      extremely powerful instrument for pre-ed provisions for continuing technologi-              establish a clear set of guiding principles   cise narrow-angle astrometry. For in-cal and development programmes de-                    for the development of VLTI, a new Inter-     stance, the atmospheric limit for deter-voted to the aim of reintroducing these               ferometry Science Advisory Committee          mining the separation vector betweencapabilities at the earliest possible date            (ISAC) was established in April 1995.         two stars which are 10″ apart is about(see The Messenger No. 74, December                   This committee has met twice to review        10 µas for a half-hour integration. Real-1993). In July 1994, the ESO Council                  the present technical status of VLTI, its     ising this potential is a challenging butapproved a revised VLTI implementation                scientific rationale as elaborated by past    solvable task. It requires monitoring theplan to provide at least the VLT interfero-           advisory panels (ESO VLT Reports 59           baseline vector inside the interferometermetric sub-array (VISA) consisting of                 and 65), and the present recovery plans.      with ~ 50 µm precision and measuringthree ATs by the year 2003 and, provided              The committee has now begun to define         the differential delay between the twoadditional funds could be obtained, inte-             and prioritise the key science drivers for    stars with ~ 0.005 µm precision. Imple-gration of the UTs by 2006.                           the programme and the technical speci-        menting an astrometric mode in VLTI   The desirability of carrying out the full          fications that flow from them. This article   with these capabilities would enable usVLTI programme as originally envisaged                briefly presents these science goals as       to detect Sun-Jupiter systems out to aat the earliest possible moment has not,              they currently stand. The list is not         distance of 1 kpc and small planets (10however, diminished, especially in view               meant to be frozen or complete, but rath-     Earth masses) around the closest stars.of VLTI’s exceptional capabilities and re-            er is intended to stimulate community            The following observing strategysulting potential for new and exciting dis-           reflection and comment. The preliminary       could be adopted for the VLTI astrome-coveries. In recent years, interferometric            recommendations of the committee are          try programme: a list of ~ 200 targetprojects have begun to play a central                 discussed in the last section of this arti-   stars would be observed in the near in-role in ground-based high-resolution as-              cle.                                          frared with VISA. These stars must betronomy, and numerous instruments                        To provide a forum for the discussion      bright enough for fringe tracking (K <  ~have been completed or are in the pro-                of the ideas presented here, ESO has          12), which will allow the astrometric ref-cess of construction (see Table 1 for a               decided to host a workshop on “Science        erence sources to be relatively faint (Ksummary of the present situation in this              with the VLTI”, in Garching on June 18–       <                                                                                                    ~17) and ensure that references forregard). Several large-aperture interfer-             21 of this year (see The Messenger            phasing can be found for almost any ob-ometers will probably come on-line near               No. 82 and the announcement in this is-       ject of interest. The integration timethe turn of the century. The impending                sue). It is hoped that this will allow the    would be half an hour per star per night.presence of these new instruments rep-                whole of the ESO community to further         With thirty observations of each targetresents an important incentive both for               refine the concepts outlined in this arti-    star over ten years, this would require aclarifying the scientific cases for various           cle and to make a case for any capability     total commitment of 300 nights on VISAVLTI implementation plans and for en-                 or role omitted here.                         spread over a decade. The data for eachsuring VLTI’s competitiveness in the in-                                                            star would be used to solve for relativeternational context over the next 10–20               2. Science Goals                              parallax and proper motion, with any re-years.                                                                                              siduals indicating the presence of plan-   The complexity and ambitious scope                 2.1 Extrasolar planets                        ets. In practice, one would use two orof VLTI mean that its astrophysical re-                                                             three different astrometric referencepercussions are difficult to define fully,               Searches for extrasolar planets have       stars for each target to remove ambigui-even for many of its most vocal support-              started to assume centre stage both in        ties from the motions of the reference                                                      the professional arena and in the             stars themselves.                                                      public perception of astronomy. The re-          The target list would include candi-   *Francesco Paresce (ESO; co-chairman), Denis       cent detection of a planet orbiting 51        date planetary systems found from ra-Mourard (Nice; co-chairman), Tim Bedding (Syd-        Peg (Mayor & Queloz, 1995) has gener-         dial velocity searches, for which VLTIney), Jim Beletic (ESO), Chris Haniff (Cambridge),                                                  could determine the inclination and thus                                                      ated much interest, and it is widely be-Christoph Leinert (Heidelberg), Fabien Malbet (Gre-noble), Jean-Marie Mariotti (Meudon), David Mo-       lieved that more giant gaseous planets        the planetary mass. The list could alsozurkewich (Washington), Reinhard Mundt (Heidel-       around solar-type stars can be found by       include candidates from a large-scaleberg), Patrick Petitjean (Paris), Andreas Quirren-    precise radial-velocity and astrometric       astrometric survey such as the GAIAbach (MPE Garching), Thorsten Reinheimer (MPIfR                                                     project, a mission proposed within the                                                      surveys. Both these methods are indi-Bonn), Andrea Richichi (Arcetri), Huub Röttgering(Leiden), Oskar von der Lühe (ESO), Rens Waters       rect, in that they measure the motion of      Horizon 2000+ programme of ESA. In(Groningen).                                          the star around the barycentre of the         the GAIA data, which should also have a
14the observations span from September11, 1991 to October 14, 1995. For alldata, standard reduction procedureswere applied (BIAS subtraction, and FFcorrection, with preference to sky FFswhen available). When available, the ex-tinction coefficients for the night (asfound in the ESO-La Silla WWW pages)were used.   The equation (M – m = Sm × (B – V) +Km) was then fitted for each filter (m = B,V, RC, I C) and for each night. Averagedover all the nights the correspondingequations for EFOSC1 are the follow-ing:B – b = +0.190 ± 0.013 × (B – V) + 24.06 ± 0.09 (*)V – v = +0.050 ± 0.011× (B – V) + 24.75 ± 0.08RC – r = +0.011 ± 0.012 × (B – V) + 24.80 ± 0.07IC – i = –0.035 ± 0.002 × (B – V) + 23.62 ± 0.05

   The instrumental magnitudes were
calculated with the counts expressed in                  the previous one was done during Au-             The zero points for the first point afterADUs (the conversion factor for CCD                      gust, 1990). A significant increase in the    the re-aluminisation (January 7, 1995)#26 is 4e–/ADU).                                         efficiency is measured (especially in the     are 0.08 mag higher in B, 0.14 mag   The inverted A in the Figure shows                    V and R C bands, see figure). If we com-      higher in V, and 0.16 mag higher in RC.the re-aluminisation date of the 3.6-m                   pute the zero points for the observations        From an inspection of the figure, it isprimary mirror (during October 18, 1994;                 before this date only, we get:                clear that there is an overall fair photo-                                                                                                       metric stability for EFOSC1 and that                                                                    KB = 24.05 ± 0.09                  the fluctuations in the zero points are    (*) calculated without one anomalous point. Thispoint is circled by parentheses in the Figure that                  KV = 24.73 ± 0.08                  smaller than 0.1 mag for all filters. Fur-shows the trend in the zero points, Km, with time (Ju-              KR = 24.77 ± 0.05                  thermore, no obvious systematiclian days).                                                         KI = 23.58 ± 0.01                  trends are seen before October 1994.
Unusual View of VLT Site
Hanging from a crane, ESO photographer H.H. Heyer took this view over the VLT platform in the late-evening sunlight at the end of February1996. Apart from the VLT Unit 1, with almost fully assembled steel structure, Unit 2 is behind at left and the interferometric tunnel stretches acrossat right.                                                                                                                                                   13the site and dome seeing. Comparison          TABLE 1.between these values and those meas-ured by the outside seeing monitor                                          2 Sept. 1995         3 Sept. 1995        4 Sept. 1995(dimm2) will give us the dome seeing.These measurements need to be done             Average dimm2                0.70″                0.66″               1.27″over a one-year period so that seasonal        Average 3.6-m                1.21″                1.30″               1.46″effects can eventually be detected.            Best value 3.6-m             1.02″                0.96″               1.21″   Using the experience gained at other        Worse value 3.6-m            1.40″                1.70″               1.70″observatories, a mirror cooling system is      Number of measurements       13                   16                  6being studied. The heat produced insidethe cage will be removed with a cooling                                     4 Oct. 1995          5 Oct. 1995         30 Nov. 1995system.                                               Average dimm2                1.13″                1.04″               1.11″                                               Average 3.6-m                1.26″                1.15″               1.18″(c) Image quality measurements                 Best value 3.6-m             1.00″                0.93″               0.99″                                               Worse value 3.6-m            1.51″                1.41″               1.36″   We measured with a direct CCD               Number of measurements       25                   24                  22(0.19″ per pixel) the FWHM of a starnear the zenith. The measurements                                           1 Dec. 1995          2 Dec. 1995         9 Feb. 1996were done during the third night test.Antares was mounted during the begin-          Average dimm2                0.90″                1.00″               0.73″ning of the night to check the optical         Average 3.6-m                1.16″                1.26″               0.92″quality; it was still 0.65″. We stayed near    Best value 3.6-m             1.01″                1.09″               0.73″zenith to avoid the non elastic move-          Worse value 3.6-m            1.36″                1.53″               1.05″ment of the telescope mechanics and            Number of measurements       30                   48                  48optics.   The site seeing was good all night, anaverage of 0.73″ with 48 measure-ments. At the 3.6-m, the average imagequality was 0.92″ (48 measurements).             – outside seeing was good.                shown that images with 0.7″ to 0.9″This is by far the best result achieved          So, can the astronomer expect similar     FWHM are possible during a wholeduring all the test nights. The best result   results? Unfortunately, the answer is no.    night. However, we also have foundwas around 0.73″, near the actual opti-       Even if a detector with the appropriate      what is required to get these results. Tocal quality of the telescope (0.65″). The     sampling would be available, the follow-     progress further at the 3.6-m we needworst value was 1.05″. These results          ing conditions for good seeing at the        to:are compared to the results obtained          3.6-m have to be satisfied:                     – continue the effort of eliminating theduring previous test nights which are            – good external seeing;                   hot sources in the dome and to eventu-shown in Table 1.                                – observation only near zenith (be-       ally insulate the concrete walls;   The average value during the last          cause of the flexure in the telescope me-       – change the M2 unit to a NTT-like M2night test is better than any single          chanics and movement of the optics);         unit that would enable us to compensatemeasurement made during the other                – good optical alignment of the pri-      for tube flexure when observing awaytest nights. Although the outside seeing      mary and secondary mirrors. (Even at         from zenith. It would also eliminate thevalues are not comparable for all the         the zenith, it is not certain that the       non elastic phenomena present in thenights, the nights of September 2 and         primary and secondary mirrors will re-       actual M2 unit design;3, 1995 showed outside seeing values          main aligned from the previous night.           – a Wavefront analyser can easily bevery near to the night of February 9,         This is due to the non-elastic movements     installed inside the rotator, it would be1996.                                         produced in the M2 unit. The only way        very easy to activate (or semi-activate)   The good results of the last night run     of verifying the alignment would be to do    M2.can be explained by:                          an image analysis with a wavefront sen-         In fact, the recommendations I made                                              sor before observations start);              above, which are a conclusion of the   – the temperature differences                 – the air temperature within the dome     night tests, are not far from the follow-throughout the dome were smaller than         is homogeneous.                              ing: “The potentially excellent opticalnormal,                                                                                    quality of the 3.6-m can only be exploit-   – the optical alignment was good                                                        ed if improvements in dome and tele-and was checked before the observa-           Conclusion                                   scope seeing are effected and a hightions,                                                                                     precision of centring maintained” (Ray   – the telescope stayed near the ze-          The results obtained during the last       Wilson, ESO Technical Report No. 8,nith,                                         test period are very promising. We have      October 1977).

About the Photometric Stability of EFOSC1
S. BENETTI, ESO-La Silla   This brief report deals with the long-     telescope. EFOSC1 is equipped with           were imaged during 16 photometricterm photometric stability of EFOSC1.         CCD #26.                                     nights with the B, V and RC filters. DuringEFOSC1 is a focal reducer attached to            In this study, photometric standards,     five of these nights, standards were alsothe Cassegrain focus of the ESO 3.6-m         all from Landolt [AJ 104, 340 (1992)],       observed with the IC filter. The date of
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Image Quality of the 3.6-m Telescope
S. GUISARD, ESO-La Silla   Another 3 test nights were used dur-          (b) The seeing                                 The combination of all these aberra-ing the beginning of February for testing                                                    tions would produce an image of 0.65″the optical performance of the 3.6-m tel-         The seeing is the degradation of the       diameter (80% light) in the absence ofescope. The first two nights were dedi-        wavefront by the entire atmosphere,           atmosphere and seeing effects. It is notcated to the realignment of the second-        from the high atmosphere down to the          the optimal value as the intrinsic opticalary mirror and to the study of the relative    air layers near the detector. It is usually   quality of the telescope (mirror perfectlymovement of the primary and secondary          decomposed in several components:             aligned, perfectly supported, no atmos-mirrors with telescope position. Antares,      outside seeing (site seeing), dome see-       phere) is less than 0.4″.a wavefront analyser, was used for this        ing, mirror seeing, instrument seeing, al-       The remaining astigmatism and trian-purpose. The third night was used for          though the phenomenon for each com-           gular astigmatism are too high. Theseimage quality measurements. Very               ponent is the same. The cause of seeing       aberrations are due to the M1 support. Inpromising results were obtained.               is temperature inhomogeneities in the         fact, they appeared after the last alu-                                               air which induce phase differences in the     minisation (October 1994). Before this,Image Quality                                  optical path. The effect is to smear the      the values used to be lower than 0.20″.                                               light of a star. Usually the atmosphere is    Several problems concerning the lateral   The term image quality is defined           the worse part of the telescope. In the       pads of M1 were found and partlyhere as the full width at half maximum         case of the 3.6-m we shall see that this      solved. It is foreseen during the next alu-(FWHM), usually expressed in arc sec-          is not completely true.                       minisation period (June 1996) to checkonds, of a stellar image as measured at                                                      all the forces applied at the back of thethe detector in real observing condi-            (c) Other parameters                        mirror, and to also check the lateraltions. Within the astronomical commu-                                                        pads.nity, it is termed, somewhat improperly,         – focusing the telescope                       It is important to note that these val-“the seeing”.                                    – sampling of the detector                  ues are for the telescope pointing at the   The image quality depends on sever-           – guiding accuracy                          zenith. We have known for a long timeal parameters:                                   – vibrations of the telescope               that telescope flexure associated with                                                                                             observing away from the zenith causes   (a) The optical quality (telescope and         The image quality study aims at ana-       the optical quality to deteriorate rapidly.instrument)                                    lysing and reducing all the above-men-           During the third night the stability in                                               tioned effects at the 3.6-m.                  the image quality with telescope move-    For this study we measured the image                                                     ment was measured. The telescope wasquality at the Cassegrain focus with a di-     Results of the Study at the 3.6-m,            first moved to the south to a zenith dis-rect CCD. Therefore, we do not include         February Test Nights                          tance of 60 degrees and then returned toany image degradation from instru-                                                           the zenith. The optical quality at the ze-ments.                                         (a) The optical quality of the                nith was measured to be 1.0″, signifi-    The optical quality depends on :               telescope                                 cantly larger than the 0.65″ measured at    – the diffraction limit;                                                                 the zenith before the telescope was    – residual aberrations from theoretical       After realigning M2 with respect to M1     moved and after alignment of the prima-optical design;                                during the two first nights (this removes     ry and secondary mirrors. It nearly    – intrinsic optical quality (due to the    the decentring coma) the following aber-      comes back to its original value if you gofiguring of the optics);                       rations remained. The telescope was           north and come back to zenith. Further    – positioning of the primary and sec-      pointing at the zenith. All the values rep-   tests will be performed to measure theondary mirrors with respect to each oth-       resent the diameter of the circle contain-    movements of M1 and M2 for differenter (this includes spacing, tilt and decen-     ing 80% of the light. The unit is in arc      positions of the telescope.tring, and the variation of these parame-      seconds.ters both with zenith distance and move-                                                     (b) Seeing at the telescopement of the telescope);                          Decentring coma:            0.11″    – support of the mirrors (quality of the     Astigmatism:                0.40″             A seeing monitor (dimm4) was in-support at zenith and variation with ze-         Triangular astigmatism:     0.45″           stalled recently on the tube of the tele-nith distance).                                  Quadratic astigmatism:      0.20″           scope to measure the combination of                                                                                                                                     11the software position control module, Gi-    VLT/ELE department for VLT common             VLT timing system in advance of the test.anluca Chiozzi for the preset module and     software and VLT electronic standards.everything related to object oriented de-    We also thank Rolando Medina for in-          E-mail address: awalland@eso.orgsign and C++, and the rest of the staff in   stalling the antenna and fibres for the       (Anders Wallander)

                                               The NTT upgrade project has the following goals:
                                               1. Establish a robust operating procedure for the telescope to minimise                                                  down time and maximise the scientific output.                                               2. Test the VLT control system in real operations prior to installation on                                                  UT1.                                               3. Test the VLT operations scheme and the data flow from proposal                                                  preparation to final product.J. SPYROMILIO, ESO    This issue of The Messenger is the       48 hours in 1995. This is 2.1% of the         scribed as the biggest challenge for thelast before the NTT upgrade project          time available for observing and puts us      VLT software to date. Problems weregoes into phase II (the Big Bang) of the     at the bottom of the published results        found during the test but no show stop-upgrade. In July this year the NTT will go   for 4-m-class telescopes. In this case        pers. In the article describing the detailsoff-line to install the VLT control system   being at the bottom is the best posi-         of the test, an image where the NTTon the telescope. Many people ask me         tion to be in. This number has been           was made to write “VLT” on the sky iswhy the NTT is going off-line for a whole    achieved by a number of ways. First           shown. Although this image showed ayear for a change in the control system.     and foremost the dedication of the op-        problem with the tracking in the newThis appears to a number of people as a      erational staff. Preventive maintenance       system, I am confident that this problemdisproportionate length of time. The         also plays a big role. The NTT has a          will be solved. It should be noted thatmodifications to the NTT are not limited     maintenance plan which details the ac-        this image was created by using a veryto the telescope itself. Every subsystem     tivities of the team every day of the         large number of functions of both theof the NTT is upgraded to VLT standards      year. Operations have been moved              new TCS and the VLT control system.from the building and hydraulics to the      from the minds of individuals to docu-        The image was generated by usingtarget acquisition systems. The slow         ments and check lists. The NTT runs           the differential tracking and offsettingread-out electronics for the CCDs are        according to a plan and this transparen-      modes of the new TCS and was run inalso being upgraded to the ACE system        cy of operations minimises the time lost      a completely hands free mode. A scriptwhich should cut down the read-out           due to mistakes.                              for the higher level operation softwaretimes dramatically. In addition the sup-        Unfortunately, some bad news have          (also known as the sequencer) wasporting systems such as scheduling,          also to be reported. The sensitivity of       written in a few minutes in the scriptingphase 2 proposal preparation tools, au-      EMMI has dropped significantly. Prelim-       language for the VLT. The script wastomatic data reduction are being up-         inary investigations indicate that some       executed at the workstation level, andgraded as well. Alignment procedures         of the very sophisticated coatings of the     the actual movement of the telescopeand tools for the VLT are also being tried   EMMI optics which had reflectivities as       was performed by two independent lo-out during this period.                      high as 98% have aged more rapidly            cal control units synchronised by the    The NTT team fully appreciates that      than expected. The problems are being         VLT standard absolute time referenceremoving a resource as valuable as the       further investigated as this article is       system.NTT from the community for any length        written and the latest EMMI sensitivities        The importance of the sequencer inof time is painful. The astronomers with-    will be published on the Web. The re-         the VLT style operations cannot bein the team are also active users of the     coating of the elements is not an opera-      overstated. The sequencer is the prima-telescope and will also suffer the with-     tion that can be undertaken on very           ry communications tool between thedrawal symptoms. However we firmly           short timescales. However, every effort       outside world and the VLT control soft-believe that for every month that is ex-     to recover the nominal sensitivity is be-     ware. It makes possible the co-ordina-pended on the NTT now, we shall gain a       ing made.                                     tion of the telescope, instrument andmonth on the VLT UT1. This does not                                                        detector control software.only apply to the software and hardware      Progress with Big Bang                           As the article is being written, the au-installations but also to the operation of   Preparations                                  thor is on La Silla watching the EMMIthe VLT as a scientifically useful tele-                                                   instrument being controlled by VLTscope. The transition from a facility that      On page 7 of this issue of The Mes-        standard instrumentation software andworks to one that produces science is        senger, a detailed description of the first   electronics. These results give greatoften long. The NTT project as a test bed    test of the VLT Telescope Control Sys-        confidence that baring unforeseenfor VLT operations aims to cut this tran-    tem can be found. However it is appro-        problems we expect to be ready for thesition time down to a minimum for UT1.       priate here to say a few words about          big bang in time.                                             the significance of this field test. In theOperational News                             past the NTT team has tested a number                                             of subsystems of the control system to  The statistics for 1995 are in. The        be installed during the big bang. How-        E-mail address: jspyromi@eso.orgNTT had a total down time of less than       ever, the TCS test can fairly be de-          (Jason Spyromilio)
10                                                                                             tested extensively during the handover                                                                                             back to normal operation.
                                                                                             Conclusion

                                                                                                Considering the limited amount of tel-
                                                                                             escope time and the complexity of the                                                                                             test, we consider it to be a major step                                                                                             towards the NTT Big Bang and VLT                                                                                             commissioning.                                                                                                The experience obtained will be very                                                                                             valuable for the ESO test period of the                                                                                             VLT main structure in Milan. Later, it will                                                                                             become a tremendous advantage dur-                                                                                             ing commissioning of the VLT at Para-                                                                                             nal, when a large part of the control sys-                                                                                             tem has already been in operation at the                                                                                             NTT for more than one year.                                                                                                At the same time we still have to                                                                                             solve some of the problems encoun-                                                                                             tered, mainly encoder handling and                                                                                             tracking stability, as well as implement                                                                                             missing functionality and fine tune theFigure 2: VLT/NTT TCS “First Light ”December 1995.                                           system. It should also be remembered                                                                                             that the step from operating a system                                                                                             with experts present to routine operationproblems were discovered, which pre-          gation of the problem. Data for off-line       can be rather large.vented the use of all four encoder heads,     analysis were obtained, but it is believedand in order to proceed with the test it      it will be very difficult to find a solution   Acknowledgementswas necessary to operate in a degraded        without having access to the telescope.mode using only one of the four encoder       On the other hand, we are confident that          We like to acknowledge the major con-heads. These problems shall now be re-        the cause and a solution can be found          tributions to the system described ofsolved together with the supplier.            quickly at the beginning of the NTT Big        the following VLT staff. Martin Ravens-   At the early stages of the test engi-      Bang. Note that the old control system         bergen for the timing system and positionneering tools delivered with VLT Com-         does not exhibit this behaviour and was        control, Bruno Gilli and Norbert Fiebig formon Software were extensively used.The tools inducer and lcudrvTk, whichallows the engineer to access and exer-cise the VME boards directly, made itpossible to identify and solve manyproblems related to the hardware. Thesampling tool, which allows samplingand real-time trending of signals at 20Hz, was absolutely essential when tun-ing the position control loops.   On the 7th of December the first at-tempt was made to track on the sky. Thetelescope operator Jorge Miranda point-ed to a bright star, and the guide probevideo monitor was switched on. Aftersome pointing model parameters wereadjusted the star appeared on thescreen and stayed in the same position.Figure 2 shows the reaction of the test-ing crew at this moment.   In order to verify as much perform-ance and functionality as possible, ascript was written using the VLT se-quencer, to write star trail characters onthe sky using offsets and differentialtracking. It should be noted that this testalso demonstrated the power and sim-plicity of the sequencer scripting lan-guage. The resulting CCD image isshown in Figure 3. This exercise showeda serious problem, clearly visible on theimage, of tracking stability. There ap-pears to be a low frequency (< 0.2 Hz),approximately 1.5 arcseconds peak topeak, tracking error. The same behav-iour was confirmed during normal track-ing. Unfortunately, the remaining testtime did not allow an extensive investi-      Figure 3.                                                                                                                                      9                                                                                            the LCU databases on the workstation                                                                                            database. In addition to standard VLT                                                                                            engineering user interfaces, prototypes                                                                                            of TCS GUI’s, developed using the pan-                                                                                            el editor, provides the interface to the                                                                                            user. We believe it is important to involve                                                                                            the final users, in this case the telescope                                                                                            operators, as early as possible in this                                                                                            area.                                                                                               A telescope preset request from the                                                                                            GUI results in commands sent to all con-                                                                                            figured tracking LCU’s. During this test                                                                                            only altitude and azimuth were included,                                                                                            but in a final system the rotator in the                                                                                            active focus station will also be included.                                                                                            From here on the LCU’s can operate au-                                                                                            tonomously by having the reference co-                                                                                            ordinates, expressed in right ascension,                                                                                            declination and epoch, and the sidereal                                                                                            time obtained from the time bus.                                                                                               The GPs receives time information                                                                                            via an antenna mounted on the roof of                                                                                            the building and distributes absolute uni-                                                                                            versal time to the tracking LCU’s via the                                                                                            fiber optic time bus.                                                                                               The two main tracking axes, altitude                                                                                            and azimuth, comprise encoders, veloc-                                                                                            ity controllers, power amplifiers, brakes,                                                                                            and interlock sensors. This hardware is                                                                                            controlled and monitored from a VMEFigure 1: System Block Diagram.                                                             based LCU with standard VLT I/O                                                                                            boards and drivers. The application soft-                                                                                            ware in the LCU, written in C and based                                                                                            on LCC delivered with the JUL95 re-applications on top of this common base          The pointing and tracking of the tele-     lease of VLT Common Software, is re-and field test them on the telescope sub-    scope was subject of a NTT field test the      sponsible for interfacing the hardwaresystem by subsystem, thereby providing       first ten days (nights) of December 1995.      and performing position control. Havingfeedback to the VLT development and          As for all previous field tests the strategy   received the reference co-ordinates andpreparing for the NTT Big Bang.              was to replace workstations, hardware          the time bus signal, the tracking applica-   Lately, with the advancement of VLT       and software, execute the test, and then       tion calculates every 50 ms the requiredapplications as well as moving to more       restore the original system. In addition to    absolute position of the axis using slalibcomplex and higher level NTT applica-        the change of VME boards and I/O wir-          (a widely used library, developed by Pattions, the common base of NTT and VLT        ing two major hardware changes were            Wallace, for astronomic position, time,has been found on an even higher level.      required. The VLT GPS based timing             and co-ordinate conversion calcula-The heart of TCS, pointing and tracking      system replaced the old Cerme clock re-        tions). This value is forwarded to the po-of the telescope, is an example of this.     quired for tracking, and all electronics       sition controller which uses linear inter-The design, development and test of this     processing the data from the encoder           polation to produce new reference val-subsystem has been performed in close        heads were replaced. To use the limited        ues for the velocity controller, imple-collaboration between VLT TCS group          available test time as efficient as possi-     mented in hardware, every 2 ms.and NTT Team, with the aim of having         ble, a large number of staff working in           The altitude and azimuth encoder sys-nearly identical systems for NTT and         shift participated, and a detailed test        tems are completely different for VLT andVLT. Such an approach does not only          plan and formal reporting kept the activi-     NTT. Nevertheless, it was decided to re-make optimal usage of available re-          ties under control.                            place the existing NTT encoder interpola-sources, but even more important, al-                                                       tion electronics with a newer generationlows a thorough testing of the control       System Architecture                            from the same supplier used also by Tel-system before first usage at Paranal.                                                       escopio Nazionale Galileo. Identical sys-The resulting application code, sitting on      Three application modules, written in       tems will be used for the VLT rotators. Thetop of the VLT Common Software, com-         C++ and based on the event handler de-         new generation interpolation electronicsprises of about 75,000 lines of C and        livered with the JUL95 release of VLT          increases the theoretical resolution by aC++ code of which 50 % are comments.         Common Software, are running on the            factor 4 (smallest detectable change of   Differences between the two tele-         workstation. These modules mainly              angle is less that 0.01″), allows a fasterscopes, mainly interfaces to hardware        have administrative responsibilities in        read-out (position control loop speed canand other subsystems, have been isolat-      performing system start-up and shut-           be increased from 5 to 2 ms), is moreed in the code. With techniques of com-      down, providing hooks for user inter-          compact, and provides a cleaner inter-pilation flags, subclasses and a dedicat-    faces, providing interfaces to other sub-      face to the software.ed module per telescope defining instal-     systems, and forwarding requests tolation procedures and configuration pa-      tracking axes. Examples of the latter are      Resultsrameters (e.g. site location), the target    preset and offset requests and pointingtelescope is specified at installation       modelling and meteorological data (tem-          As was expected beforehand, mosttime. Thus an installation consists of       peratures, pressure and humidity) re-          problems were encountered with the en-checking out the standard modules from       quired by tracking. Data for status dis-       coder handling. This part could not bethe software archive and executing an        plays and alarms are generated using           tested in the lab due to lack of similarinstallation script unique per telescope.    the CCS scan system, mirroring part of         hardware. During the test, firmware
81997 June VLT Test Cam #1                        Garching and La Silla. One aspect is         the many years of experience with the  FIERA with thinned chip (2k × 2k +             weekly video conferences on every            present CCD testbench.  tracker chips). We may need to deliv-          Thursday. In addition, we plan for more         We are also developing an optical set-  er this system earlier.                        personnel exchanges – at least one visit     up to scan a 2 micron wide (minimal1997 July UVES                                   per year of each member to the other         wings) spot of variable wavelength  FIERA blue arm (2k × 2k eng. grade             site for functional work. Also, all large    across the pixels of CCD devices. We  device).                                       development projects are now a shared        will use this apparatus to measure the1997 September SUSI-2                            concern, both for design and for mainte-     diffusion of photoelectrons that causes  FIERA with UV-sensitive 4k × 4k (two           nance – no more dichotomy of develop-        degradation of PSF in CCD devices.  2k × 4k devices).                              ing in Garching and giving to La Silla for   PSF degradation was an unwelcome1997 September NAOS                              maintenance.                                 surprise during the CES upgrade and  FIERA with AO chip (128 × 128),                   FIERA is a first big step in this area.   we must become expert at measuring  plus spare system (thermo-electrical-          The second step we have taken is a           this behaviour for all of our CCD chips.  ly cooled dewar).                              “universal” temperature/vacuum sens-         High quality PSF is important for nearly                                                 ing & temperature control box that will be   every application, but especially so for1998 January UVES                                                 used with VME, ACE and FIERA sys-            adaptive optics and high-resolution  Upgrade blue arm to science grade,                                                 tems. This system is being developed in      spectroscopy.  deliver red arm 2k × 4k (single chip or                                                 La Silla with interaction by Garching  mosaic of 2k × 2k), plus spare parts. If                                                 staff.  possible, we will deliver the red arm                                                    The third design area where we are        12. Optical Detector Workshop –  with the long-term goal of a 4k × 4k                                                 combining efforts is a new CCD detector          October 8-10, 1996  mosaic. In addition, the blue arm may                                                 testbench. All members of the ODT will  be outfitted with a new generation 2k                                                 contribute to design and critique the de-       The ESO CCD workshops held in  × 4k device.                                                 velopment as it progresses in 1996.          1991 and 1993 were valuable venues of1998 March FORS 2                                                                                              information exchange about astronomi-  FIERA with Tek/SITe 2k × 2k.                                                 10. Communication with the ESO               cal CCD detectors. After a brief respite,1998 March FUEGOS                                                     Community – World Wide                   ESO will continue the series with an Op-  FIERA with eng. grade 4k × 4k (two 2k                                                     Web                                      tical Detector Workshop to be held dur-  × 4k chips).                                                                                              ing October 8–10, 1996 in Garching.1998 December VLT Test Cam #2                                                    We have taken the approach that the       The attendance of the workshop is being  FIERA with thinned chip.                                                 World Wide Web is the best avenue for        limited due to space constraints and our1999 March FUEGOS                                communicating information to the ESO         desire to create an intimate setting for  Put science grade devices into system.         user community. A new, clearer and           information exchange. We have re-                                                 more concise presentation of data about      ceived confirmations of attendance from    The ESO community should note that           ESO’s CCD devices went on-line in the        most of the leading manufacturers andwe are taking the position that all new          beginning of September 1995. Besides         major observatories. (If you wish to at-CCD controllers on the VLT and new               providing standard data, we use this         tend, please submit a request toones on La Silla (under ESO mainte-              medium for user requests. This informa-      jbeletic@eso.org)nance) will be FIERA systems. We take            tion will continue to evolve as we receivethis stance because we have the respon-          comments and constructive criticismsibility to maintain all optical detector sys-   about the content and format. Please         13. Closing Commentstems. In addition, ESO instruments               assist us with continual improvement.should get the benefit of the advanced                                                           The optical detector team has estab-capabilities provided by FIERA. (This            11. Facilities                               lished a coherent plan of activities forstatement does not include the new sys-                                                       improving ESO’s technology in this criti-tem at the Danish telescope or FEROS,               A new facility upgrade planned for        cal area. Our mission is to develop, im-since FIERA will not be available until          1996 is the design and construction of a     plement and maintain optical detector1997.)                                           new CCD testbench. With an increased         systems that are the best that science                                                 number of new detectors and the old          and technology can provide. We encour-9. One Observatory – La Silla                    testbench dependent on the VME con-          age feedback on the direction and plans   and Garching                                  troller, Garching (and perhaps Chile)        that we present in this report.                                                 needs a new testbench. To be operated  The ODT has made great strides in              by the FIERA controller, the testbench          (Please send comments to:improving communication between                  will utilise the knowledge gained from       jbeletic@eso.org or odteam@eso.org)

Pointing and Tracking the NTT with the “VLT Control
System”A. WALLANDER, F. BIANCAT MARCHET, M. CHIESA, P. GLAVES, D. GOJAK,M. NASTVOGEL-WÖRZ, R. PARRA, T. PHAN DUC, R. ROJAS, J. SANTANA,J. SPYROMILIO, K. WIRENSTRAND, ESOIntroduction                                     control system in real operation before      Common Software and the standardisa-                                                 installation on Paranal. Although NTT        tion of VLT control electronics provide a  One of the three main goals of the             and VLT have large differences in optics,    common base. The strategy of the NTTNTT Upgrade Project is to test the VLT           mechanics and electronics, the VLT           Team has been to develop NTT unique                                                                                                                                     7process follows an accelerated sched-                      We are pursuing a second source for             chip cool for over two weeks. Both typesule. We are being assisted in the devel-               2k × 4k detectors via a consortium to ob-           of cryostats have been designed to workopment by two ESO member institu-                      tain CCD chips from MIT Lincoln Labo-               with the same detector head, which istions: (i) Roma Osservatorio has provid-               ratory (MIT/LL). MIT/LL produces some               removable from the cryostat body.ed a staff member to work part-time in                 of the best CCDs in the world. Their de-                The new bath cryostat design wasGarching, (ii) University Copenhagen                   vices have consistently established the             tested in January 1995 at the NTT, andhas provided a “tiger team” for design re-             lowest readout noise at rates from 50               during 1995, a total of 10 detector headsview.                                                  kHz to 5 MHz and MIT/LL has much ex-                and 5 bath cryostat tanks were pro-   The first FIERA prototype will be run-              perience with thick devices with high               duced. One complete system has beenning in May 1996 and we plan to take the               q.e. in the near infrared. The contract             fully tested for integration with the FORSremainder of 1996 to iterate on the hard-              with MIT/LL will produce a limited                  1 CCD. During 1996, the bath cryostatware design and to write the control soft-             number of devices, but we expect to get             for the VLT test camera will be integrat-ware. Production and deployment will                   high-quality thinned devices on both                ed and tested. The continuous-flow cry-commence in January, 1997. Since the                   standard silicon and thick, high-resistivi-         ostat prototype has been given a thor-FIERA development schedule has be-                     ty silicon. These devices are the first             ough test at the CES facility and duringcome a tangible reality, all instruments               choice for the red arm of UVES.                     1996, the two continuous flow systemswith detector deliveries starting in 1997                  We have also initiated a contract with          for UVES will be fabricated.have given their approval to using                     Mike Lesser of the University of Arizona               During 1996, we will begin work onFIERA for their detector systems.                      to produce three thinned VLT test cam-              thermoelectric cooling of the NAOS   The ACE system, which was success-                  era chips and four more thinned 2k × 2k,            wavefront sensor CCD devices.fully tested at the NTT in January 1995,               3-side buttable, 15-micron Loral devic-is now completing final design changes                 es. With a number of thinned Loral 2k ×             7. La Silla Upgradesand it will be used as the controller for              2k devices already in stock at ESO, wethe FORS 1 instrument delivery in                      have CCDs that are presently first                     Test time has been granted FebruaryMarch 1996. We will also use ACE for                   choice for UVES blue, backup for UVES               29 – March 8, 1996 to upgrade the B&Cthe Big-Bang upgrade in the second half                red and are appropriate for upgrades at             spectrograph on the ESO 1.5-m tele-of 1996.                                               La Silla. The VLT test camera CCD,                  scope. We will install a Loral / U. Arizo-                                                       which was designed exclusively for                  na 2k × 2k, 15 micron CCD chip that has5. CCD Procurement                                     ESO, has a 2k × 2k, 24-micron, 4-port               high quantum efficiency (q.e.) in visible                                                       array with four small “tracker” chips at            and UV, as demonstrated by the new   In parallel with controller develop-                the corners. The compatibility of the VLT           CES chip.ment, ESO is procuring the best of the                 test camera device with the Tek/SITe 2k                Upgrade of the B&C will leave onenew generation of CCD devices. In                      × 2k devices gives the advantage that               last low q.e. device on La Silla, inTable 1 we indicate the specifications of              each kind of CCD serves as a backup                 EFOSC2 at the 2.2-m telescope. Wethe kind of devices that we are looking                option for the other.                               plan to use another Loral / U. Arizona 2kfor.                                                       We have a small contract to obtain              × 2k to upgrade EFOSC2. At present, a   We are seeking two different CCD                    two Philips 7k × 9k, 12.5-micron arrays             definitive date has not been establishedsizes with the qualities indicated in the              from the first lot of CCDs ever made by             for this upgrade, as this upgrade mustTable:                                                 filling the width of a 6-inch fabrication           be co-ordinated with the potential move   • 2k × 4k, 15-micron pixel, 3-side but-             wafer with pixels. The first devices will           of EFOSC2 to the 3.6-m telescope.table device with 2 readout ports along                not be suitable for scientific application             As part of the NTT Big Bang, we willthe 2k side. For use in scientific instru-             since these are front-side devices with a           upgrade the electronics of the SUSI andments as single devices or in mosaics.                 vertical anti-blooming drain that limits            EMMI detectors to the ACE/LCU sys-In many cases (e.g. SUSI-2, FUEGOS),                   sensitivity to 400–900 nm and a peak                tems in November 1996. These systemsthere will be two devices in a 4k × 4k                 q.e. of 28%.                                        will provide readout rates to 90 kHz outmosaic.                                                                                                    of 2 ports for the CCD devices on SUSI   • 128 × 128, 25-micron pixel, split                                                                     and EMMI. Depending on the noise vs.frame transfer device with a total of 16               6. Cryostat Developments                            speed performance of the CCD devices,readout ports (8 top, 8 bottom). For use                                                                   this will enable a sixfold decrease inin the NAOS adaptive optics system, but                   ESO has been developing two kinds                readout time. The days of 5-minutealso may be useful for VLTI.                           of cryostats for use with the CCD sys-              readout of the EMMI Red 2048 2 CCD   At present, we are involved in a pre-               tems: (i) a bath cryostat, which has a              are numbered.liminary enquiry to gather information                 tank of liquid nitrogen with hold times offrom prospective manufacturers and we                  over 2 days, and (ii) a continuous-flow             8. Schedule of Deliveriesaim to have a procurement in place                     cryostat that, via feed from a 100 litre               of Detector Systemsaround the end of first quarter 1996.                  liquid nitrogen tank, can keep a CCD                   to Instruments

                                                                                                              In addition to the La Silla detector up-
                                                                                                           grades (B&C, EFOSC2), the ODT hasTABLE 1. Specifications of the new CCD devices required by ESO                                             taken the following commitments for op-                                                                                                           tical detector system delivery:    Very low noise at “slow” readout rates (50–100 kHz) – goal is 2 e– or less    Moderate noise at 500 kHz – goal is 3–4 e–                                                             1996 March FORS 1    Fairly good noise at 1 MHz – goal is 4–6 e–                                                              ACE/LCU plus eng. grade Tek/SITe    High q.e. from 300 nm through 1000 nm, specifically                                                      2k × 2k                                                                                                           1996 July NTT    Wavelength 320        350   375     400    450    500    600    700    750   800    900    1000          3 ACE/LCU systems (no new cryo-    q.e. (%)   70         70    70       80     80     85     85     80     75    70     50     15           stats or CCDs). Telescope integration                                                                                                             November 1996.    Very good cosmetic quality and high charge transfer efficiency                                         1996 December FORS 1                                                                                                             Put science grade device and final    (The term kHz refers to kpixels/sec/port, and MHz means Mpixels/sec/port; a CCD chip or a mosaic may     version of all electronics into the sys-    have many ports operating in parallel.)                                                                                                             tem.6noise and fast readout. While fast read-       time in production, maintenance and               is to have performance limited only byout is only mandatory for a few applica-       training. Since the ACE controller can            the CCD device and the imagination oftions, such as adaptive optics and rapid-      not satisfy the readout requirements of           the user. Thus, the system can be runly varying phenomena, high speed will          the new generation CCD devices, the               slowly to get the very lowest noise (< 2make nearly every instrument more effi-        optical detector team has started a par-          electrons) for long-exposure faint spec-cient. Acquisition, focusing, direct imag-     allel development effort for an advanced          tra or run fast (expect 4–6 electronsing and calibration data collection will       CCD controller.                                   noise at 1 Mpixel/sec/port) for acquisi-greatly benefit from high-speed readout.          We are pleased to report that the ad-          tion, focus, calibration or direct imaging.Also, the ability to read and display im-      vanced CCD controller development                 The advanced controller has been givenages quickly will be a significant advan-      has proceeded very well since we began            a name: FIERA (Fast Imager Electronictage during instrument integration and         this effort in the second quarter of 1995.        Readout Assembly). Proposed by ourtesting.                                       We have established a system architec-            Chilean staff and voted in by the ODT,                                               ture that should be able to run any CCD           FIERA has the meaning “wild animal”,3. The Present Status of ESO’s                 chip or mosaic that is foreseen through           such as a lion, in both Spanish and Ital-   Optical Detector Systems                    the year 2005. The advanced controller            ian. The specifications for the FIERA                                               will be able to operate up to 32 readout          controller are listed in the box below.   CCD detector systems are made of            ports at multi-MHz pixel rates (per port),           We are applying most of our researchthree basic components: CCD chips,             and all major parameters will be fully            and development energies to FIERAcryostats and the CCD control electron-        programmable. The system design goal              through 1996 so that the developmentics. At La Silla, there are backside-illumi-nated, high quantum efficiency (q.e.)CCDs at all instruments, with the excep-tion of the B&C and EFOSC2. B&C is               Specifications of the FIERA CCD Controllerbeing upgraded in March 1996 and weare working with the astronomy depart-              The fundamental goal for FIERA is to make a controller that can optimally operate anyment in Chile to define the proper time to       CCD chip or mosaic that ESO acquires for the next 10 years. The limitation of the entireupgrade EFOSC2.                                  detector system should be due solely to the CCD and the imagination of the user. The                                                 electronics (hardware and software) of FIERA should be transparent to the user. Later this   We will always strive to obtain better        year we will publish an article on FIERA after we complete the prototype testing. We listCCDs, but at present the major weak-             here some of the specifications of the FIERA design:ness of our systems is the control elec-tronics. The CCD controllers that are              •   50 MHz fundamental clock                                                   •   Up to 32 readout portspresently in use on La Silla, named the            •   Up to 50 Mpixel/sec total“VME controllers”, are among the poor-             •   Up to 21 bits/pixelest functioning controllers of any major           •   Up to 5.5 Mpixel/sec/portobservatory. The standard readout rate             •   Initially 1 MHz pixel rate limitation at 16 bits per pixel (set by A/D limitation)is 15 kpixels/sec, the electronics suffer          •   Readout noise must be dominated by the CCD device for both slow and fast readout;from a myriad of noise problems, and                   the electronic noise must be negligiblethe system has internal crosstalk that             •   Fully programmable high-current clock drivers (25.5 V swing, 0.1 V resolution at 50prohibits use of more than one readout                 MHz, 2 amps instantaneous per driver)port. Consequently, the VME systems                •   Nearly unlimited number of control bits (at 50 MHz)                                                   •   Analogue biases fully programmable with hardware limits on potentially damagingread slowly with relatively poor noise                 biasesand occasionally suffer more dramatic              •   4 gain settingsproblems. The La Silla detector engi-              •   64k offset levelsneers should be given credit for main-             •   4 low pass filter settings (can optimise clamp & sample at 4 speeds)taining and optimising these systems as            •   Gbit/sec fiber optic data link from detector head to embedded computerwell as possible.                                  •   Embedded telemetry and test signals   In order to remedy this situation for           •   No software in the detector head / minimalistic designthe VLT instruments, a new-generation              •   Fully modular and expandable.CCD controller has been under develop-             The FIERA controller consists of three modules:ment at ESO for several years. The ACE              • A set of detector head electronics that will be mounted as close to the CCD as possi-(Array Control Electronics) system pro-          ble, preferably on the CCD cryostat itself. (If there is too much distance between thesevides a significant enhancement over             electronics and the CCD, we will use pre-amplifiers to boost the video signal for low noisethe VME: better noise performance and            performance.)reading of multiple ports to rates of 90            • A DC power supply module that generates a set of clean voltages for the detectorkpixels/sec/port. Fundamentally, there is        head electronics. This power supply should be within 3 metres of the detector head elec-nothing wrong with ACE, except that its          tronics.specification will be outdated for future           • The detector computer with a custom-made computer interface board. The interface                                                 board contains a Gbit/sec duplex fiber link and two C40 DSP chips for system control andapplications. ACE is not capable of oper-                                                 interface to external computers/processors. The distance of the fibre-optic data link be-ating the new generation of high-speed,          tween the detector computer and detector head electronics can be up to 500 metres withlow-noise CCD devices to the fullest of          standard parts, up to 20 km with pin compatible upgrade to more expensive transmitter/their capabilities.                              receivers.                                                    For the system we only need to custom design six printed circuit boards; the computer4. Primary Development Effort                    interface board and five boards in the detector head:   Through 1996 – Advanced   CCD Controller                                   • communications board (fiber link and bus interface)                                                    • clock drivers                                                    • analogue biases  ESO must produce many CCD sys-                    • video processing (amplification, gain, offset, correlated double sampling, digitisation)tems in the next few years in order to              • custom backplaneprovide for the VLT instruments and toupgrade La Silla. The most sensible ap-             A good feature of the system is that there is no software or processors in the detector                                                 head. The detector head runs via an “extended bus” structure provided by the Gbit/secproach is to produce a single “universal”                                                 data link. All system “smarts” reside in the C40 sequencer chip and the SPARC computercontroller that can operate all of ESO’s         that is used as the dedicated computer for the system.CCD devices. This saves money and
                                                                                                                                                 5Figure 3.
tion of the assembly of the enclosures        aluminisation of the primary mirror and     the power generators that will produceas well as of the telescopes. Near the        for the construction of the other techni-   the necessary electrical power. A con-soccer field in the foreground of the pic-    cal complexes necessary to operate the      tract with the company CEGELEC isture we will soon start the construction      new ESO Observatory. One of these           about to be signed for this important andof the building that will be used for the     technical buildings will accommodate        vital unit.

The Plan for Optical Detectors at ESO
J. BELETIC, ESO-Garching1. Introduction                               Detector Team (ODT) and we have de-         high quantum efficiency devices can be                                              fined a strategy for our work. These        made for wavelengths from the atmos-   In January 1995, ESO gave in-              plans have been reported to the Scien-      pheric cut-off at 300 nm to ~1000 nm.creased emphasis to optical detectors         tific Technical Committee (STC) and the        Readout amplifiers for CCD devicesby establishing the optical detector          User Committee (UC) and we have re-         have improved so that it is now pos-group within the Instrumentation Divi-        ceived their support. The intent of this    sible to attain less than 2 electronssion. This restructuring was intended to      article is to present our plans to the      noise at “slow” readout rates (100provide the resources necessary to sig-       whole of the ESO community.                 kpixel/sec/port) and 4–6 electrons noisenificantly improve ESO’s technology in                                                    at 1 Mpixel/sec/port.optical detectors. In addition to this        2. Our Vision                                  It is possible to build electronics todaygroup in Garching, there are several oth-                                                 that can run any CCD detector or mosaicer persons, including a group of engi-           Our plans are guided by the following    of detectors that we can envision for theneers at La Silla, that work on optical de-   technological developments:                 next 10 years.tectors. In order to co-ordinate our ef-         CCD devices are becoming nearly             Our vision is for ESO to have detectorforts, we have organised into the Optical     perfect detectors of optical radiation;     systems of high quantum efficiency, low
4Figure1.

           of the construction. The structure has a
           low-weight construction, specially de-           signed to protect the telescopes from           the strong desert wind.              Seen from the Technical and Hotel Ar-           eas, see Figure 3, the summit of Paranal           is starting to take its final shape. Exten-           sive work has been done in the course           of the last months to prepare the road           connecting the Hotel Area with the sum-           mit in order to be able to have a safe           transport of large and delicate pieces           like the 8.2-metre primary mirror. The           same activity of widening the road up to           12 km and minimising the slope was           performed on the 25 km separating the           old Panamericana from the Hotel Area.              In the foreground of the picture one           can see the present accommodation           complex that is sufficient to accommo-           date about 300 people. On the extreme           left is the old ESO camp. In the middle           there is the Skanska-Belfi camp that           now has been taken over by ESO and           will be used in the course of the next           year as a temporary hotel until the final           accommodation complex has been built.           On the right side of the picture above the           other camps is the SEBIS camp utilised           for the Italian team in charge of the erec-           Figure 2.
                                                    3Relations with Chile and other                 costs of VLT to compensate for the loss-        Concluding RemarksStates                                         es should be granted to the Executive,                                               resulting therefore in additional savings           Many other significant issues were dis-   Another important decision by the           required in the VLT programme.                  cussed and acted upon during this Coun-ESO Council was essential to assure               As a result of this action, the legal pro-   cil Meeting.the operation of the VLT on Paranal in         ceedings regarding Paranal could be                 I would like to recall the discussion ofChile.                                         concluded on January 12, 1996 and the           the “Chile Operating Plan in the VLT era”,   As part of the settlement of the claims     “Accuerdo” has been submitted for its           the endorsement of the Chile reorganisa-by the La Torre family against the Gov-        ratification in Parliament by Chile on Jan-     tion plan effective since December 1,ernment of Chile regarding the owner-          uary 16, 1996.                                  1995, the appointment of Daniel Hof-ship of Paranal at the time of the dona-          It is important to point out that even       stadt, Jorge Melnick and Massimo Taren-tion, the Chilean Government will dis-         without the ratification of “Accuerdo” the      ghi to head respectively the Santiago, theburse approximately 10 MDM to the              legal basis of ESO ownership of Paranal         La Silla and the Paranal operations.claimant.                                      is now settled. Our relations with the Chil-        Also, I would like to mention the impor-   While willing to make this effort in        ean Government are excellent, with              tant report by the STC on “La Silla 2000”reaching this agreement, the Govern-           strong assurances at the highest level of       and the discussions regarding the forth-ment of Chile required from the ESO            the Government of the desire of Chile to        coming visit of the ESO Visiting Commit-Council some assurance that, after the         have ESO develop VLT on Paranal.                tee.settlement, ESO would not seek further            Significant steps were also taken by             These matters have been and will bedamages to repay for the losses suf-           the Council with regard to the discussions      taken up in greater detail during thefered.                                         related to new memberships. A general           course of the year in future issues of The   The direct losses to ESO linked to sci-     resolution about new members was ac-            Messenger.entific contractors had been reduced to        companied by the appointment of an                  Finally, I should note actions of Councila sum of about 8 MDM.                          ESO Negotiating Team to initiate discus-        in the re-appointment of Dr. Peter Creola   The Council resolved to forego these        sions with Australia and Spain.                 as President of Council, Dr. Jean-Pierreclaims, with appropriate assurance to be          Since then the Government of Austral-        Swings as Vice President of Council, Dr.given to the Government of Chile, at the       ia has also formally named a negotiating        J. Gustavsson as Chairman of the Fi-time of exchange of the instruments of         team and preliminary discussions have           nance Committee, Dr. Steve Beckwith asratification of the new “Accuerdo”.            started (February 5, 1996). The Govern-         Chairman of the STC, Professor Krautter   As mentioned above, the Council also        ment of Spain has expressed interest in         as Chair of the OPC and Dr. Lequeux asdecided that no increase in the run out        starting the process (January 19, 1996).        Vice Chairman of the OPC.
     TEL E S C O P E S A N D I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N
VLT News                                               the external panels of enclosure no. 1          well as the interferometric tunnel andM. TARENGHI, ESO                               were installed and in the course of April       the interferometric laboratories, are em-                                               1996 the structure will be closed. The          bedded in the ground and are already   During the past 3 months a great deal       fixed part of enclosure no. 2 is being          being utilised for access to the lowerof work has been carried out on the Chil-      erected and is already visible in Fig-          part of the foundations.ean site where the VLT is being assem-         ure 1.                                             The impressive delay line tunnel is abled. Skanska-Belfi, the Swedish-Chile-           The foundations of the third telescope       remarkable feature in the centre of thean consortium in charge of the construc-       have been completed and are ready for           figure, also the two bridges crossing thetion of the foundations for all the build-     the integration of the enclosure. In tele-      tunnel that allow the mobile 1.8-m tele-ings on the Paranal peak are in the proc-      scope no. 4 (Figure no. 1) one can see          scopes to go from the northern to theess of terminating their activities and the    the scaffolding around the foundations          southern side are clearly visible.Italian consortium SEBIS has completed         which was used to align the interface              In the interior part of the foundationsthe erection of the steel frame of the first   boxes of the enclosure structure. These         of telescopes 3 and 4 one can see twoenclosure unit. Figure 1 depicts in an         units proved to be very effective with          rings covered by blue plastic sheets pro-impressive way the transition of the typi-     their special anti-seismic device during        tecting the two embedded beams oncal work associated with civil engineer-       the course of the strong earthquake that        which the azimuth tracks of the unit tele-ing activities to the work related to me-      occurred in July 1995. The steel struc-         scopes will be assembled.chanical erection. Enclosure no. 1 in the      tures for enclosures 3 and 4 left Italy by         In March the company SPIE Ba-middle of the picture is going through         sea transport at the beginning of March.        tignolles will intervene on the summit ofthe last moments of the erection of the        In the background of Figure 1 the steel         the mountain to complete all the electri-roof and a number of workers are oper-         frame structure of the control building is      cal and mechanical installations in theating in the proximity of the upper part of    visible. This will be used in the lower         telescope buildings, control building andthe structure.                                 floor for integration, laboratory and tech-     interferometeric complex, and in the   The remaining pieces of the enclo-          nical areas, and the upper floor will be        summer the company AES will start as-sure structure of no. 1 (the shutter of the    used for the control rooms from which           sembly of the first telescope structure.enclosure) are lined up ready in pre-as-       astronomers and technical people will              Figure 2 gives more detail of the deli-sembled form on the summit of Cerro            perform their observations.                     cate phase of the lifting of the roof. TheParanal on the left side of Figure no. 1.         All the underground tunnels allowing         human presence inside the enclosureDuring the last week of February 1996          access to the different telescopes as           gives an idea of the global dimensions
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Report from the Council Meeting
R. GIACCONI, Director General of ESO   The ESO Council meeting that took             Particularly important in this respect        achieving the Council mandated savingsplace in Milano on November 28–29,            was the visual demonstration on the              in operations with good margins.1995, was of great importance to the or-      completion of the civil engineering                 As a result, the Council was in a posi-ganisation for the number and complexi-       works on Paranal and the degree of               tion to approve the 1996 budget pro-ty of the issues that were discussed and      progress on the erection of the tele-            posed by the Finance Committee, as wellthe decisions that were reached.              scope enclosures.                                as the use of the 1997–1999 financial   I thought I would comment on some of          From the point of view of schedule            projections as a base for planning. Fur-the highlights as a means of informing        and cost, the Executive could report             thermore, Council tackled and resolvedthe European Astronomical Community           that notwithstanding the delay imposed           the knotty problem of cash flow createdof significant developments.                  on the construction by the legal issues          by the demand for large payments to con-                                              in Chile, the official first light could still   tractors upon delivery of the main compo-Programmatic and Financial                    occur in the first half of 1998, although        nents of VLT.Matters                                       internal contingency had been severely              In an important resolution the Council                                              eroded. The projected costs of VLT at            authorised the Director General to open a   The Council was brought up to date         completion were also reported to re-             line of credit in the banking sector to beon the very considerable progress which       main within the agreed budget, al-               used for the VLT programme, only as re-had occurred in all aspects of the VLT        though internal contingencies had                quired, with a fixed amount of no moreproject. The Council members were able        been substantially reduced due to loss-          than 40% of one yearly contribution. Thisto see with their own eyes and touch the      es associated to the programmatic de-            credit is to be completely refunded by the430-ton mechanical structure of one of        lays in Chile.                                   year 2003 and in any case to be kept to athe VLT unit telescopes just assembled           This financial and schedule status            minimum by several means. Memberin the Ansaldo factory in Milano.             report was embodied in the written VLT           states willing to make an advanced con-   They also received reports on the          semi-annual report which is currently            tribution could completely avoid the loansuccessful delivery of the first 8.2-m mir-   based on the Work Break Down Struc-              alternative and reduce the requiredror at REOSC in Paris, a few weeks be-        ture (WBS) and Management Informa-               amount. The Executive is pledged to a to-fore, and the satisfactory progress of all    tion System (MIS) tools.                         tal saving of 20 MDM in operating ex-other aspects of the technical develop-          I believe it is fair to say that the          penses over the period 1995–1998 and isments of the VLT telescopes.                  Council received these reports with              required to absorb the losses due to de-   The successful development of signif-      great satisfaction because they portray          lays in Chile within the VLT programme.icant portions of software was, for in-       a healthy, stable and resilient pro-             The Member States committed them-stance, vividly demonstrated through its      gramme which was able to absorb                  selves to a minimum constant contribu-application at the NTT (see article by Ja-    technical and political mishaps and re-          tion (inflation adjusted) for the periodson Spyromilio in this issue of The Mes-      spond positively and effectively.                1996–2002.senger). Programmatic reports on the             The reports on all other aspects of              By these decisions the Council hasdevelopment of the most important             ESO also showed an organisation                  created the necessary conditions for thesub-units were normally accompanied           which is successfully reengineering it-          successful completion of the technicalby photographic or videotape reports.         self while carrying out its tasks and            part of the VLT programme.
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